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Abstract
The main semantic web data model, RDF, has been gaining significant traction in
various domains such as the life sciences and publishing, and has become the unrivaled standard behind the vision of global data standardization and interoperability
over the web. This data model provides the necessary flexibility for users to represent and evolve data without prior need of a schema, so that the global RDF graph
(the semantic web) can be extended by everyone in a grass-roots and pay-as-you-go
way. However, as identified in this thesis, this flexibility which de-emphasizes the
need for a schema and the notion of structure in the RDF data poses a number of
data management issues in systems that manage large amounts of RDF data. Specifically, it leads to (i) query plans with excessive join complexity which are difficult
to optimize, (ii) low data locality which blocks the use of advanced relational physical storage optimizations such as clustered indexing, data partitioning, and (iii)
a lack of schema insight which makes it harder for end-users to write SPARQL
queries with non-empty-results.
This thesis addresses all three problems. We uncover and exploit the fact that
real RDF data, while not as regularly structured as relational data, still has the great
majority of triples conforming to regular patterns. Recognizing this structure information allows RDF stores to become both more efficient and easier to use. An
important take-away from this thesis is that the notion of “schema” is understood
differently in semantic web than in databases. In semantic web “schema” refers
to ontologies and vocabularies which are used to describe entities in terms of their
properties and relationships in a generic manner, that is valuable across many different application contexts and datasets. In databases, “schema” means the properties
of data stored in a single database. We argue both different notions of schema are
valuable. Semantic schemas could be a valuable addition to relational databases,
such that the semantics of a table (the entity it may represent) and of its columns
and relationships is made explicit. This can facilitate data integration. Relational
schemas are valuable for semantic web data, such that RDF stores can better organize data on disk and in memory, SPARQL engines can do better optimizations,
and SPARQL users can better understand the nature of an RDF dataset. This thesis concentrates on these latter points. Concretely, we propose novel techniques to
automatically derive a so-called emergent relational schema from an RDF dataset
that recovers a compact and precise relational schema with high triple coverage and
short human-readable labels. Beyond the use of the derived emergent relational
schema for conveying the structure information of RDF dataset to users and allowing humans to understand RDF dataset better, we have exploited this emergent

schema internally inside the RDF system (in storage, optimization, and execution)
to make RDF stores more efficient. In particular, using emergent relational schema
allows to make RDF storages more compact and faster-to-access, and helps reducing the number of joins (i.e., self-joins) needed in SPARQL query execution as well
as the complexity of query optimization, showing significant performance improvement in RDF systems. This approach opens a promising direction in developing
efficient RDF stores which can bring RDF-based systems on par with relationalbased systems in terms of performance without losing any of the flexibility offered
by the RDF model.
Besides the contributions on developing high performance RDF stores using
the automatically derived emergent relational schema, in this thesis, we also provided insights and materials for evaluating the performance and technical challenges of RDF/graph systems. Particularly, we developed a scalable graph data
generator which can generate synthetic RDF/graph data having skewed data distributions and plausible structural correlations of a real social network. This data
generator, by leveraging parallelism though the Hadoop/MapReduce paradigm, can
generate a social network structure with billions of user profiles, enriched with
interests/tags, posts, and comments using a cluster of commodity hardwares. The
generated data also exhibited interesting realistic value correlations (e.g., names
vs countries), structural correlations (e.g., friendships vs location), and statistical
distributions (e.g., power-law distribution) akin to a real social network such as
Facebook. Furthermore, the data generator has been extended and become a core
ingredient of an RDF/graph benchmark, LDBC Social Network Benchmark (SNB),
which is designed to evaluate technical challenges and solutions in RDF/graph systems.

Samenvatting
Het semantische web-datamodel, RDF, wordt in toenemende gebruikt in verschillende domeinen zoals de life sciences en publishing, en is uitgegroeid tot standaard
voor wereldwijde gegevensstandaardisatie en interoperabiliteit. RDF biedt flexibiliteit voor gebruikers om gegevens weer te geven en te ontwikkelen zonder dat
daar een schema voor nodig is, zodat de wereldwijde RDF-graaf (het “semantische
web”) door iedereen kan worden uitgebreid op eigen initiatief. Deze flexibiliteit
brengt een aantal problemen met zich mee in systemen die grote hoeveelheden
RDF-gegevens beheren, omdat het de behoefte aan een schema en het begrip van
structuur in de RDF-gegevens minder benadrukt. In de eerste plaats verhoogt het
ontbreken van schema-informatie de complexiteit van query-optimalisatie, zodat in
de praktijk RDF database-systemen een veel kleiner gedeelte van de zoekruimte
kunnen bekijken, en er slechtere en dus veel langzamere query-plannen gevonden worden. Daarnaast zorgt de lage gegevenslokaliteit ervoor dat het gebruik van
geavanceerde fysieke opslagoptimalisaties voor relationele databases, zoals geclusterde indexering en gegevenspartitionering, niet mogelijk is. Tot slot is het door
een gebrek aan schema-inzicht moeilijk voor eindgebruikers om goede SPARQL
queries te schrijven. Dit proefschrift gaat in op elk van deze drie problemen. We
ontdekken en exploiteren het feit dat echte RDF datasets in vrij hoge mate tabulair gestructureerd zijn. Het automatisch herkennen van zulke structuur maakt het
mogelijk RDF-opslag efficiënter en gebruiksvriendelijker te maken.
Een belangrijke constatering van dit proefschrift is dat aan het begrip “schema”
een verschillende betekenis toegekend wordt in het semantisch web dan in databases.
Binnen het semantisch web verwijst “schema” naar ontologieën en vocabulaires
die worden gebruikt om concepten op een generieke manier te beschrijven, zodat
die concepten in vele situaties en toepassingen (her-)bruikbaar zijn. In databases
verwijst “schema” naar iets heel anders, namelijk naar de specifieke structuur van
gegevens in een enkele dataset. Wij betogen dat beide betekenissen van een schema
waardevol zijn. Semantische schema’s zouden een waardevolle toevoeging kunnen
zijn aan relationele databases: de semantiek van een tabel (de entiteit die het kan
vertegenwoordigen) en van zijn kolommen en relaties wordt expliciet gemaakt. Dit
kan de integratie van gegevens uit verschillende databases vergemakkelijken. Relationele schema’s zijn ook waardevol voor semantische webgegevens: de opslag van
RDF-gegevens op een schijf of in geheugen kan er beter mee georganiseerd worden
zodat RDF-databases betere optimalisaties kunnen uitvoeren, en gebruikers kunnen
beter begrijpen welke attributen werkelijk in een RDF-dataset aanwezig zijn.
Dit proefschrift stelt nieuwe technieken voor om automatisch een zogenaamd

“emergent” relationeel schema af te leiden van een RDF-dataset. Het resultaat is
een compact en nauwkeurig relationeel schema waarin tabellen, kolommen en relaties korte namen krijgen die makkelijk voor mensen leesbaar zijn. Dit emergente
relationele schema is niet alleen nuttig om mensen de structuur RDF-gegevens
beter te laten begrijpen; het kan ook de computer helpen om een RDF databasesysteem efficiënter te maken. In concreto, het gebruik van een emergent, relationeel schema maakt het mogelijk om RDF-opslag compacter en sneller toegankelijk
te maken. Daarnaast helpt het bij het verminderen van het aantal joins (met name
zelf-joins) dat nodig is voor SPARQL-queries en het verlagen van de complexiteit van de query-optimalisatie. Dit leidt tot een significante prestatieverbetering in
RDF-systemen. Onze methode biedt een veelbelovend perspectief op het ontwikkelen van een efficiënte RDF-opslag die zich kan meten met relationele systemen qua
prestatie zonder in te leveren op de flexibiliteit die het RDF-model biedt.
Naast de bijdragen aan het ontwikkelen van hoogwaardige RDF-opslag die gebruik maakt van het automatisch afgeleide, emergente, relationele schema geven we
in dit proefschrift ook inzichten en methodes voor het evalueren van de prestaties
van RDF-systemen. We hebben een schaalbare datagenerator ontwikkeld die synthetische RDF-graph gegevens kan genereren met scheve datadistributies en plausibele structurele correlaties. Deze gegevensgenerator kan dankzij parallellisatie via
Hadoop / MapReduce, een sociale netwerkstructuur genereren met miljarden gebruikersprofielen, verrijkt met interesses, labels, berichten en opmerkingen met
behulp van een cluster van alledaagse hardware. De gegenereerde data vertonen
ook interessante, realistische waardecorrelaties (bijv. namen vs. landen), structurele
correlaties (bijv. vriendschappen versus locatie) en statistische verdelingen (“power
laws”) die vergelijkbaar zijn met een echt sociaal netwerk zoals Facebook. Deze
gegevensgenerator vormt nu de kern van een industriële benchmark, de LDBC Social Network Benchmark (SNB), die is ontworpen om RDF-graph systemen te evalueren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

The Semantic Web

Conceptually outlined by Berners-Lee et al. in 2001, the Semantic Web was proposed as an extension of the Web with semantic meta-data annotations. Specifically,
via globally agreed-upon identifiers (e.g., the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)),
a well-defined data model (e.g., The Resource Description Framework (RDF)), and
a schema language (RDF Schema) and many other standards, it provides a common framework for accessing, sharing and reusing data across Web applications
and platforms [50]. In the RDF data model, a data set is represented as a collection
of <subject, predicate, object> triples, in which the object can be considered
as the value for the property (i.e., predicate) of the described resource (i.e., subject). Using vocabularies and ontologies built from the so-called Web Ontology
Language, the Semantic Web can enrich data with additional meaning, allowing
not only people but also machines to automatically derive meaningful content from
Web data.
Semantic Web technologies got early attention from within the AI research
community who identified it as the emerging standard for knowledge representation. Subsequently, with the help of this community, standards for defining ontologies and reasoning were devised (OWL, SKOS, RDFS) [140, 142, 137]. Through
the combination of data model, schema language, ontology definitions and reasoning from simple sub/super-class relationships (RDFS) to more complex (and less
tractable) OWL profiles, the Semantic Web and its ontology language become important artifacts to represent human knowledge.
However, actual usage of Semantic Web data remained low, until researchers
shifted attention to data management aspects, specifically the Linked Open Data
(LOD) initiative that started around the first releases of DBpedia1 (a semantic version of Wikipedia2 ). The drive to create more and more RDF datasets, preferably
in open source, is seen there as an enabling factor that will contribute to the growing popularity of Semantic Web standards. The large volumes of RDF data available make the case for a database-style interaction, i.e. using a query language, for
1 dbpedia.org
2 wikipedia.org
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which the SPARQL language was adopted [161]. The movement to “liberate” data
in RDF should also be seen as part of the more general drive towards open data,
also promoted among governments to increase democratic accountability but also
as a driver for economic innovation based on public data. Berners Lee introduced
the 5-star deployment scheme for open data3 on the Web, where the highest standard (5-star data) is given to data that uses URIs to denote things and links to other
data to provide context (i.e., RDF). As a result, the Semantic Web data volume has
significantly increased with tens of thousands datasets publicly shared on the Web.
In particular, the Linked Open Data initiative has been building a so-called LODcloud4 of more than 50 billion RDF triples5 from hundreds Semantic Web datasets
in which each dataset may contain millions of entities (e.g., DBpedia6 ). Nevertheless, there remains a long way to go as the majority of open data has lower star
ratings, such as 1-star data in closed formats (e.g. PDF), or three-star data in open
formats (CSV files). Even much of the LOD cloud should actually be considered
4-star data, since the 5-star denomination is given if the data is actually interlinked,
something which is only sparsely present in the current LOD Cloud.
While Linked Open Data is still struggling in capturing the awareness from the
broad field of ICT outside the semantic web community, the day-to-day internet
has silently been “flooded” with RDF through the emergence of semantic web annotations in web pages’ metadata7 . The flagship semantic web technologies in annotating the web metadata are “schema.org” and RDFa (the Resource Description
Framework in Attributes). Launched by Google, Bing, Yahoo, and lately Yandex in
2011 “to create and support common ways to represent web page metadata”, the
schema.org vocabulary together with such machine-readable formats as Microdata
and RDFa facilitate search engines in retrieving the meaning of each web page via
semantic web annotations embedded in its metadata. This allows better rendering of
commercial offerings (e.g., hotels, restaurants, products in search results) at a relatively little effort for the data publisher. The success of internet search annotations
shows that the Semantic Web has potential for growth and can become commercially viable, though idealistic Linked Open Data proponents may be a bit off-put
that the largest success of RDF so far has been in relatively shallow commercial
product advertising.

1.2

RDF data management

The collection of triples in an RDF datasets forms a labeled directed graph. SPARQL
is the W3C recommendation query language for RDF graphs, essentially allowing
subgraph search. Most RDF storage systems that implement SPARQL internally
store their data in SQL-based database systems using so-called triple tables (e.g.,
Sesame [68], Jena SDB [73, 185], ICS-Forth RDFSuite [38], Virtuoso [87], Oracle [23]). As such, each triple table contains three columns corresponding to the
3 http://5stardata.info
4 http://lod-cloud.net
5 State

of the LOD cloud http://lod-cloud.net/state

6 dbpedia.org
7 The

availability of microdata, RDFa in web data http://webdatacommons.org/structureddata
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subject, predicate and object (S,P,O) of the RDF triple. Even “native” SPARQL
systems (e.g., 4store [105], RDF-3X [150], Hexastore [183]) that do not built directly on SQL technology still often adopt this representation, e.g. storing the triple
tables as B-tree indexes (typically replicated, using different orders of S,P,O as index key).
The proponents of RDF often highlight two advantages of the model: (i) it is
based on URIs such that not only meta-data but also data instances (e.g., “keys”)
can be standardized for interoperability over the web and (ii) it is extremely flexible
and imposes few schema constraints [54], so the global RDF graph (the semantic
web) can be extended by everyone in a grass-roots and pay-as-you-go way. However, some database researchers have taken a critical stance towards RDF [109, 39,
99, 149] because (ii): RDF de-emphasizes the need for a schema and the notion of
structure in the data, and this leads to performance issues in systems that manage
large amounts of RDF data. Specifically, the reliance of RDF stores on triple tables leads to query plans with many self-joins. Also, the lack of a multi-attribute
object structure in triple storage blocks the use of advanced relational physical storage optimizations, such as clustered indexing, hash/range data partitioning, etc.,
which are the cornerstone of mature data warehousing solutions. Our research in
Section 3 reveals that despite the fact that most RDF data does not have a (RDFS)
schema, the great majority of RDF triples in actual datasets do conform to regular
structural patterns. Additionally, the lack of a schema also makes it harder for users
to formulate queries on RDF graphs as it may not be obvious to the user which
combination of triple predicates actually occurs in the data. To tackle this latter
problem, the semantic web community has recently been studying graph structure
analysis techniques to construct visual graph summaries to help users comprehend
RDF graphs [72].
Despite these issues, RDF is the unrivaled standard behind the vision of global
data standardization (e.g., LOD, see point (i)), and simply because RDF has been
gaining significant traction in certain domains, such as the life sciences. With
quickly growing RDF data volumes, there is a true need to better support it in
database systems.

1.2.1

The RDF data management challenges

Even though there have been significant efforts in building efficient RDF stores, we
identify here three main problems in RDF data management, namely (i) excessive
join complexity, (ii) low storage locality and (iii) lack of user schema insight.
Excessive join complexity. Consider a simple SPARQL query:
SELECT ?a ?n
WHERE {
?b <has_author>
?a.
?b < in_year> ‘‘1996’’.
?b <isbn_no> ?n
}
This SPARQL query looks for the author and the ISBN number of a book
published in 1996. Despite the fact that a book entity almost always has both the

18
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isbn_no and has_author properties, the query plan typically used for this
query by triple store systems still needs two separate joins for these properties to
construct the answer (as shown in Figure 1.1). Note that a relational database system storing Book information would have a Book table and this would be a simple
Scan-Select query without a join. The problem of having unnecessary joins is serious in most SPARQL queries as they commonly ask for many properties from a
common subject i.e., containing so-called “star” pattern [96, 99]. However, relational query processors that know about the structure of data waste no effort here
as they would store all data for each entity in a table (e.g., Book table). The only
joins they process are “real” joins between different entities. The superfluous joins
in SPARQL queries are not only costly at query execution time but also explode
the query optimization complexity since the optimization search space (e.g., the
number of bushy join trees) generated by widely-used dynamic programming algorithms for finding a good join order is O(3N ) where N is the number of joins [146].
In other words, if SPARQL queries contain star patterns of average size k, then the
SPARQL query optimizer search space is O(3k ) times larger than necessary.
To make matters even worse, being unaware of structural correlations (e.g., the
presence of a isbn_no triple makes the occurrence of a has_author triple
with the same subject almost a certainty) also makes it difficult to estimate the
join hit ratio between triple patterns. Capturing all correlated predicates in query
plan cardinality estimation is unfeasible in the general case, resulting in the situation that even state-of-the-art query optimizers use the “independence assumption”
(i.e., calculating the selectivity of conjunctive predicates using the simple product
of individual predicate selectivities). In other words, if 1:100 of subjects have a
has_author triple as well as isbn_no triple, the query optimizer will estimate
1
1
the probability to have both as 100
· 100
= 0.0001 while the real value is 0.01.
Therefore, due to the independence assumption of that query optimizer, the cost
model and the result sizes will be badly estimated, causing the choosing of a wrong
query plan.
Concluding, SPARQL queries have more joins than necessary. This is not only
a problem during runtime execution because of the extra join work. The other problem is that query optimization takes exponentially more effort, and given that search
algorithms cannot cover the full space in queries with many joins and cut short the
search, this often results in missing the best plan. Finally, the third problem is that
in determining what is the best plan, a query optimizer depends on cost estimation,
of which cardinality estimation is the most important component [125]. And due to
the predicate correlation typically associated with these extra joins (star patterns)
the estimates are often very wrong. The result of these three problems often is a
performance disaster on complex SPARQL queries in RDF systems based on triple
storage.
Low storage locality. A crucial aspect of efficient analytical query processing is
data locality, as provided by a clustered index or partitioning schemes [163]. However, without the notion of classes/tables with regular columns/attributes, it is impossible to formulate a clustered index or partitioning schemes, which RDF stores
therefore do not offer.
Current state-of-the-art RDF stores such as RDF-3X[150], Hexastore[183] cre-
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o
n
o
n

IndexScan(PSO)
(?s, in_year, “1996”)

IndexScan(PSO)
(?s, isbn_no, ?n)
IndexScan(PSO)
(?s, has_author, ?a)

Figure 1.1: Example query plan
ate exhaustive indexes for all permutations of subject(S), predicate(P), object(O)
triples as well as their binary and unary projections. This abundance of access paths
does not create any of the access locality that a relational clustered index or partitioning scheme offers. As shown in the Figure 1.2a, the above example SPARQL
query may use a OPS index (or POS index) to execute a range selection on the
in_year attribute quickly, resulting in an ordered list of S values, however, for retrieving the other attributes (i.e., isbn_no and author) it needs a CPU intensive
nested-loop index join into a PSO index; one for each attribute. This nested-loop
join will hit the index all over the place: no locality despite so-called exhaustive
indexing.
This is similar to relational query processing without index locality, i.e. unclustered index access: while the first access to the index is fast, the subsequent
RID-list needs to be fetched from the main table leading to random lookups, resulting in random disk-IO or CPU cache misses. Even if the lookups can use index
structures (e.g., B-tree), we get large amounts of random fetches, which on current
hardware does not scale. Due to the growing imbalance between latency and bandwidth, both in the disk and the RAM level of the memory hierarchy, the cut-off
point where such index-lookup queries are better than sequential column (range)
scans has been exponentially decreasing. Where previously a 5% or smaller selection predicate could be run faster with an index than with a full scan, in 2012 this
is 0.0000005% (and decreasing) [33, 64].
While RDF systems with exhaustive indexing still fall into the trap of nonlocality of access, relational systems with their common optimization techniques
such as clustered indexing and table partitioning can fully preserver the data locality
for such star pattern SPARQL queries as the above example query. Specifically,
as shown in Figure 1.2b, using clustered index, all the data records of the Book
table are physically stored on the disk in the exact same order with respect to the
clustering key year. The qualifying records can be retrieved by following a binary
search on the clustering key year in order to locate the start and end RIDs of the
qualifying data records (O(logn) time complexity), and then sequentially fetching
a contiguous collection of records (from start to the end qualifying RIDs) which
typically touches only a few data pages. Alternatively, using the table partitioning
technique, the relational systems subdivides the table into small chunks accruing
to the ranges (range partitioning) or the hash-based value (hash partitioning) of
an attribute (e.g., year for the example data as shown in the Figure 1.2c) so that
data records can be accessed at a finer level of granularity. In order to retrieve the
qualifying data for a selection predicate (e.g., year = 1996), table partition pruning
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Figure 1.2: Access locality on the example Book query: Triple tables (a) vs relational clustered index (b) and partitioned tables (c). Both (b) and (c) achieve access
locality (green)

will be performed to prune all the non-matching partitions whose their partitioning
attribute year does not match the selection predicate. Then, the results can be
retrieved by sequentially fetching qualifying records from a typically very small
remaining chunk of data.
Essentially, the problem of non-locality in RDF query plan boils down to the
numbering scheme for object identifiers (OIDs) in RDF systems. While loading
RDF triples, current RDF stores typically assign OIDs to Subject (S), Predicate
(P), Object (O) in order of appearance. This data-import friendly order might be
quite random and uncorrelated with the access paths of interest to the database
users. Given the fact that the OID order (whatever it happens to be) is heavily
exploited in RDF systems, this is in fact the direct cause of non-locality in RDF
query plans. Thus, one of the things that could be done in order to gain locality
in RDF systems is to re-order the OIDs in a meaningful way such as ordering the
OIDs of S,P,O with respect to important properties (e.g., year), and grouping
triples by the entity they describe. However, this is not trivial as it may not be clear
which entity a triple belongs to, and subjects of different entities may share the
same property. Obviously, in order to do this properly, one needs to understand the
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structure of RDF graph which is still missing in current RDF systems and will be
addressed in our work.
Lack of user schema insight and empty query results. SPARQL query writers
who are not familiar with the data they are querying, face the problem of having
to guess which properties may actually occur in the data. Even if they would be
informed by ontology classes, that define entities and their properties, queries that
use these properties in star patterns will come back with empty answers if one or
more of these properties does not occur in the data. What is missing in short is a
relational database schema.
In this thesis, which walks the boundary of database techniques and semantic
data management, we observe that the notion of “schema” is differently understood
in the Semantic Web and database research communities. In the Semantic Web,
“schemas” are ontologies and vocabularies which aim at modeling a knowledge
universe in order to allow diverse organizations to consistently denote certain concepts in a variety of contexts, and are not required to be defined upfront (“schemalast”). Whereas, in the database world, a “schema” describes the structure of one
particular dataset (i.e., database) without the intention for reuse or data integration, and must be declared before using the data (“schema-first”). We argue that
both of the schema notions are valuable and should be available to data stores and
their users. Relational database applications could benefit from the data integration
power of the Semantic Web schema if tables and column names would have a meaning conveyed by a URI defined by an ontology. Semantic Web applications could
profit from a relational database schema in order to help users better understand the
dataset [160] and make RDF systems more efficient [158].
In this thesis, we are interested in deriving a relational schema for RDF data
automatically. This schema could help SPARQL users write meaningful queries
but it would also allow potentially to consider using SQL as a query language for
RDF data, which would enable a huge amount of installed base of software tools to
leverage Semantic Web data.

1.2.2

Self-organizing structured RDF

In this thesis, we propose self-organizing structured RDF data management in order
to tackle the afore-mentioned three RDF data management problems. As the causes
of these problems come from the fact that RDF model does not pay attention to
the structure present in RDF graph, the key idea in this thesis research is to fully
automatically discover the structure of RDF data sets without losing the flexibility
of RDF, and leverage this structure both internally inside the database system (in
storage, optimization, and execution), and externally towards the users who pose
queries. This idea has been realized and experimentally evaluated inside the opensource MonetDB column-store system8 , known for its adaptive storage structures
(such as Recycling [116] and Cracking [114]).
Our approach is to first provide an efficient technique for automatically discovering a compact and precise “emergent” relational schema in RDF datasets which
8 www.monetdb.org
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covers most of the input RDF triples (e.g., 90% of the dataset) and has useful labels. This schema not only helps the user to have better understanding of the RDF
dataset, but also can be used for making RDF store much more efficient. Specifically, by exploiting this schema, we physically store the majority of the data (“regular” triples) in relational tables under the hood, and use a reduced triple table (e.g.,
PSO table) for the remaining “exception” data. With our relational table-based storage scheme, columnar decomposition offers much more compact storage as well as
faster access than a normal triple table. Figure 1.3 shows the architecture of the proposed RDF store. As shown in this figure, the proposed store supports both SQL
and SPARQL. This architecture is specifically applicable for RDF stores building on top of a relational technology such as MonetDB [61], Virtuoso [87], IBMDB2 [63], Oracle [23] to adopt. As a by-product, all existing SQL tools such as data
visualization can also be used for RDF data.
In our proposal self-organization is performed at bulk-load time. Subsequent
modifications to the data are handled by inserting new triples into the exception
table and possibly deleting rows from tables. As the exception table grows, periodically tuples are moved from there into the relational tables in addition to periodical
self-reorganization that will add columns to tables or add new tables.

SPARQL
SQL database engine
publisher

author

SQL Queries
on > 95%
of the RDF
triples

book

pso
100% correct
SPARQL queries

<publishes>

<writes>

Exception
Triple Table

Figure 1.3: Proposed RDF store’s architecture

1.2.3

Research questions

In order to realize the idea of building efficient self-organizing RDF store as well
as providing user schema insight from RDF data, the following are the research
questions which need to be addressed in the thesis:
Question 1: What is an “emergent” relational schema exactly and to which
extent do actual RDF datasets conform to it?
Question 2: How to efficiently and scalably discover an emergent relational
schema representation including foreign key relationships from RDF datasets?
Question 3: How to derive human-friendly names for the tables and columns
in the emergent relational schema?
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Question 4: How to exploit the emergent schema in order to make RDF stores
efficient in terms of storage?
Question 5: How to exploit the emergent schema in order to make RDF stores
efficient in terms of query execution?
Question 6: How to exploit the emergent schema in order to make RDF stores
efficient in terms of query optimization?
Question 7: How do we exploit the emergent schema with minimum impact to
RDBMS kernel?

1.3

RDF and graph benchmarks

During the course of this PhD research, addition work was performed on the topic
of RDF database benchmarking. In order to evaluate the performance of RDF
stores, a number of RDF/SPARQL benchmarks have been proposed such as BSBM [55],
LUBM [100], SP2Bench [169], and LDBC SNB [88]. As our work on emergent
schemas aims at developing a high performance RDF store, RDF/SPARQL benchmarks play an important role in evaluating and analyzing technical challenges in
our research. During this PhD, a lot of time was invested in the LDBC project9
in order to develop and standardize the LDBC SNB benchmark (Social Network
Benchmark) and specifically on developing its novel data generator. A problem with
existing benchmarks is that they are either limited in representing real datasets or
are mostly relational-like [86]. While real-life data is highly correlated with skewed
data distributions, these previous benchmarks commonly assumed data independence in their generated datasets, with often uniform data distributions. Besides, as
the data models and the logical schemas of these benchmarks can be easily represented in the relational model as well, they hardly highlight the advantages of using
RDF/SPARQL in modeling and processing generated data. This also de-motivates
RDF vendors in leveraging RDF support for their database engines since the relational model with SQL can often perform even better than RDF engines over such
regularly-shaped homogeneous datasets. Therefore, in order to test the performance
of RDF stores over real datasets, building a benchmark that can generate a synthetic
dataset simulating the real knowledge bases with highly correlated data and foster
the advantages of RDF/SPARQL model is truly needed.
As RDF data can also be viewed as graph data, the emerging class of “property
graph” databases can also be used for efficiently storing and querying RDF datasets.
In recent years there has been a flurry of activity around graph databases, especially considering start-up companies providing new graph database systems (e.g.,
AllegroGraph[1], Bigdata[7], Neo4j[22], Sparksee[28], Virtuoso[31])10 . However,
by the time of our research on the RDF and graph benchmarks, no real property
graph database benchmarks were available. Therefore, the LDBC SNB benchmark
is not only aimed at evaluating RDF stores, but also designed for evaluating graph
database systems. Specifically, our work aims at creating a RDF and graph benchmark for challenging query processing over scalable highly connected graphs in
9 LDBC
10 Graph

council, http://ldbcouncil.org/
database projects (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph _database)
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which the generated graph has specific characteristics of a social network and real
data correlations. To do that, these following research questions will be addressed
in the thesis:
Question 8: How to scalably generate realistic RDF/graph data that simulates
the skewed data distributions and plausible structural correlations in a real social
network graph?
Question 9: How to design an RDF/graph benchmark over the realistic dataset
so that important technical challenges for RDF/graph database systems will be evaluated?

1.4

Thesis Outline and Contributions

The thesis studies RDF data management systems and RDF database benchmarks
and is structured as follows.
Background and Related work. In Chapter 2, we first present the background and
related concepts on Semantic Web technologies, focusing on RDF data model. We
then discuss related works on RDF data management and RDF/graph benchmarks
which inspired and motivated the research in this thesis.
Deriving an Emergent Relational Schema. Chapter 3 addresses the first three
research questions on efficiently and scalably discovering a compact and precise
emergent relational schema from RDF datasets. The research in this chapter is based
on the following published paper:
• Minh-Duc Pham, Linnea Passing, Orri Erling and Peter Boncz. Deriving an
Emergent Relational Schema from RDF Data. Proc. WWW Conference, Florence, May 2015.
Exploiting Emergent Schemas to make RDF systems more efficient. Chapter 4
presents our effort in taking advantage of derived emergent schema to more compactly store RDF data and more efficiently optimize and execute SPARQL queries.
In this chapter, we also propose to extend the database kernel with a new query processing operator called RDFscan for handling the exception data. This addresses the
research questions four to seven. The published papers for this chapter are:
• Minh-Duc Pham, Peter Boncz. Exploiting Emergent Schemas to make RDF
systems more efficient. Proc. ISWC, October 2016
• Minh-Duc Pham , Peter Boncz. Self-organizing Structured RDF in MonetDB. PhD Symposium, ICDE, 2013.
Benchmarking RDF stores In Chapter 5, we describe research work on RDF
benchmarking performed while participating in the LDBC Social Network Benchmark task force. We shortly introduce and describe this benchmark focusing specifically on my contribution in designing and developing its scalable correlated graph
generator. The work on this chapter gives the answer for the research questions 8
and 9, and is based on the following published papers:
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• Orri Erling, Averbuch,A., Larriba-Pey, J., Hassan Chafi, Gubichev, A., Prat,
A., Minh-Duc Pham, Boncz, P. The LDBC Social Network Benchmark: Interactive Workload. Proc. SIGMOD, Melbourne, 2015.
• Minh-Duc Pham, Peter Boncz, Orri Erling. S3G2: a Scalable Structure-correlated
Social Graph Generator. Proc. TPCTC, Istanbul, 2012.
Conclusion Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and discusses future directions on RDF
data management.

Chapter 2

Background and Related Work
2.1

Semantic Web Technologies

This section is intended to provide basic knowledge on Semantic Web technologies
for readers outside of the Semantic Web community such as database researchers.
Thus, Semantic Web readers may skip this section and move directly to the Section
2.2.
The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to
be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community
boundaries. - W3C Semantic Web technologies enable people to create formal description of concepts, build vocabularies and rules for given knowledge domains, and create data
that can be shared and reused across applications. Most of these technologies such
as RDF, SPARQL, OWL are represented in the Semantic Web Stack which illustrates the architecture of the Semantic Web as shown in Figure 2.1.
User Interface and Application
Trust
Proof

Querying & Rules

Schema & Ontologies

(SP ARQL & RIF )

(RDF S & OW L)

Data Model (RDF )
Syntax (XM L/T urtle/JSON )
Identifiers (U RI/IRI)

Character Set (U nicode)

Figure 2.1: Semantic Web Stack
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Each layer of this stack represents a technical component needed to realize the
vision of the Semantic Web. However, while the components indicated at the bottom layers of the stack (in gray color) have been standardized, the upper-layer parts
necessarily need novel technique to be fully implemented. Following is a summarization of the standardized components in the Semantic Web Stack.
• Character Set (Unicode): Like the current Web, the Semantic Web relies on
the well known Unicode character set as a standardized form for encoding,
representing, and manipulating text on the Web.
• Identifiers (URI/IRI): Semantic Web uses globally agreed-upon identifiers
in form of URI/IRI specification for describing thing on the Web. Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URI), which are already used on the World Wide Web,
is a string of characters used to uniquely identify a resource (e.g., web document). URIs have been extended to IRIs (Internationalized Resource Identifier) so as to support the usage of Unicode characters in the identifier. In the
rest of our thesis, whenever URI is used, IRI can be used as well as a more
general concept.
• Syntax (XML/Turtle/JSON): Formally defined syntaxes are required in Semantic Web in order to encode the Semantic Web data in machine readable
form. For that, existing syntaxes which have been dominant in all the web
contents such as the Extensible Markup Language (XML) and JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) can be used. Together with these generic syntaxes,
the Semantic Web also introduced novel syntaxes which have terse grammars
and are generally recognized as being more readable than XML such as Terse
RDF Triple Language (Turtle) and its subset N-triples.
• Data Model (RDF): Semantic Web requires an agreed-upon common data
model in order to share and exchange data across different Semantic Web
applications. This model necessarily needs to be generic and simple enough
so that it can express any data and fact in different knowledge domains, and
yet structured enough for a machine to understand it. Therefore, the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) with the innate flexibility of a schema-less
data model and the simplicity of its “triple-based” representation, is selected
as the core data model for representing Semantic Web data. This data model
can be serialized by any syntaxes described in the lower layer of the stack.
• Schemas and Ontololies (RDFS and OWL): In order to bring semantics
and meaning to the Semantic Web content, formal languages that define
schemata and ontologies using semantically well-defined vocabularies were
created. In the Semantic Web standards, these languages include RDF Schema
(RDFS) and Web Ontology Language (OWL), in which RDFS is created
within RDF to describe taxonomies of classes and properties and use them to
create lightweight ontologies, and OWL describes more detailed ontologies
by offering more constructs over RDFS.
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• Querying and Rules (SPARQL and RIF): SPARQL Protocol and RDF
Query Language (SPARQL) is the standardized query language for retrieving
and manipulating RDF data. As ontologies and knowledge bases defined with
RDFS and OWL languages can be used for reasoning, along with SPARQL,
rule-based languages that provide rules beyond the constructs available from
these languages, are being standardized in Semantic Web in order to infer
novel data from existing content. The Semantic Web standard rule language
is Rule Interchange Format (RIF).
A more detailed description of the Semantic Web Stack as well as its variants
can be found in the study of Gerber et al.[97].

2.1.1

Resource Description Framework

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is the W3C recommendation model
for representing information about resources in the Web data [131, 74]. Using the
RDF data model, each Web resource, which is identified by an Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) or an Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI), can be simply
described in term of its properties and property values. For example, a person identified by the URI <http://dbpedia.org/resource/MT>, whose name is
Mark Twain, whose birth place is Floria, whose birth date is “1835-11-30”, and
who is the author of the book <http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_
Adventures_of_Tom_Sawyer> can be described in four RDF statements as
follows.

<http://dbpedia.org/resource/MT> <name> ‘‘Mark Twain’’
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/MT> <birth_place> ‘‘Floria’’@en
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/MT> <birth_date> ‘‘1835-11-30’’
ˆˆxsd:date
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/MT> <author_of> <http://dbpedia.
org/resource/The_Adventures_of_Tom_Sawyer>

Each RDF statement is thus basically a triple of <subject, property, object> (or
<subject, predicate, object>), in which the subject is the identifier of a resource,
the object is the value for the property (i.e., predicate) of the described resource.
2.1.1.1

Basic RDF Terms

Each element (i.e., subject, property or object) of an RDF statement belongs to one
of the three disjoint sets of RDF terms: URIs (or IRIs), Literals, and blank nodes.
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URIs. URIs (and their internationalized version IRIs) are used as global identifiers
in the RDF data model for identifying any Web resource. The generic syntax of URI
is formally defined in the Internet Standard 66 [133]. A particular kind of URI is the
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) which is typically used to identify a Web page.
For example, the URL http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mark_Twain is
an URI to identify the resource about the writer “Mark Twain” on DBpedia.
In the RDF serialization syntax such as Turtle, URIs are written enclosed in
angle brackets < and > (e.g.,<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mark_
Twain>). In order to avoid having repeatedly long prefix strings, URIs may also
be abbreviated by using Turtle’s @prefix directive and the CURIE Syntax for
expressing compact URIs [51]. Specifically, if there is a URI prefix defined for
the above example URI such as @prefix dbp: <http://dbpedia.org/
resource/>, the original example URI then can be abbreviated as dbp:Mark_
Twain.
Literals. Literals are a set of lexical values such as numbers, dates, and strings.
Anything represented by a literal may also be represented by a URI, but using literals is often more convenient or intuitive. Literals can either be plain or typed. A
“plain literal” is a string with an optionally addition language tag. In the above RDF
statements, “Mark Twain” and “Floria”@en are plain literals. A “typed literal” is
a string combined with a datatype URI such as “1835-11-30”^^xsd:date. For
the datatype URIs (e.g., xsd:date), the RDF uses many simple types from XML
Schema [52] such as numerics, date time, booleans.
Blank Nodes. A blank node (or bnode) is an indication used for representing anonymous resource (i.e., a resource for which an explicit URI or literal is not given). It
can be denoted through blank node identifiers using RDF serialization format such
as RDF/XML, Turtle, N3 and N-Triples. Following is an example of blank node in
RDF statements using N-Triples format.
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/MT> <author_of> _b:Node01 .
_b:Node01 <rdfs:label> ‘‘The Adventures of Tom Sawyer’’ .
_b:Node01 <rdf:type> dbo:Book

A blank node is only limited in its local scope (e.g., in an particular RDF document), and thus, cannot be referenced from the outside of its originating scope.
Hereafter, we will use following formal notations for the three disjoin subsets
of RDF terms:
• U: Set of all URIs
• B: Set of all blank nodes
• L: Set of all literals
Definition 1 The set of RDF terms RDFt = U ∪ L ∪ B
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RDF triple

In an RDF triple, the subject can either be a URI or a blank node, while the predicate
must be a URI. The object in the RDF triple can be anything, either a URI or a blank
node or a literal. An RDF triple can be formally defined as following.
Definition 2 An RDF triple is defined as a triple t = (s, p, o) in which s ∈ U ∪ B,
p ∈ U, and o ∈ U ∪ L ∪ B.
2.1.1.3

RDF graph

A finite set of RDF <s,p,o> triples forms a labeled directed RDF graph, in which
the subjects and the objects are the nodes of the graph and the predicates are the
edges connecting these nodes.
Definition 3 An RDF graph is a finite set of RDF triples G ⊂ (U ∪ B) × U × (U
∪ L ∪ B).
Following is an example RDF dataset in the Turtle syntax and its graph representation.
#Prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

declarations
dbr: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/> .
dbp: <http://dbpedia.org/property/> .
dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

#RDF triples
dbr:Mark_Twain foaf:name ‘‘Mark Twain’’ .
dbr:Mark_Twain dbp:birthPlace ‘‘Floria’’@en .
dbr:Mark_Twain dbp:birthDate ‘‘1835-11-30’’ˆˆxsd:date .
dbr:Mark_Twain dbp:authorOf _b:Node001 .
_b:Node001 rdfs:label ‘‘The Adventures of Tom Sawyer’’ .
_b:Node001 rdf:type dbo:Book .

Figure 2.2: RDF triples

2.1.1.4

RDF dataset and named graphs

An RDF store may hold multiple RDF graphs and “name" each graph so as to
allow an application to query either from the whole RDF dataset or from specific
RDF graphs. Each “named graph" is identified by an IRI and formally defined as
following.
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Figure 2.3: RDF graph
Definition 4 A named graph is a pair of (u, G) where u ∈ U is the name of the
graph and G is an RDF graph.
An RDF dataset is then composed of one graph, the default graph, which does
not have a name, and zero or more named graphs.
Definition 5 An RDF dataset D is a set {G, (u1 , G1 ), (u2 , G2 ),...,(un , Gn )} where
G is the default graph, u1 , u2 , ..., un are distinct URIs, and each pair (ui , Gi ) is a
named graph.

2.1.2

RDF Semantics and Web Ontology Language (OWL)

In addition to the core RDF data model described in the previous section, in this
section, we will cover the semantics aspects of RDF and outline related standards
that are used for extending RDF with richer semantics such as RDFS and OWL.
2.1.2.1

RDF schema (RDFS)

RDF’s vocabulary description language, RDF Schema, is a semantic extension of
RDF that provides the mechanism to describe groups of related resources and the
relationships between these resources. In early 2004, the RDFS specification became W3C Recommendation data-modeling vocabulary for the RDF data [65].
RDF schema language is written in RDF using a set of “built-in” vocabulary
terms provided by RDF standard. These terms are identified under the core RDF
namespace, http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#, or the
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core RDF schema namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#.
Conventionally, the prefixes rdf: and rdfs: are respectively used for associating
with these namespaces. In the following, we will discuss the most prevalent terms
in the core RDF vocabularies.
rdf:type. The most frequently-used term in the core RDF vocabulary is rdf:
type which is used for assigning resources of certain commonalities to classes.
In Turtle syntax, the abbreviation “a” is allowed to be used for the rdf:type
property. Note that a resource can be assigned to multiple classes, e.g., as shown
in the Figure 2.4, ex:MarkTwain is an instance of classes dbo:Person and
dbo:Writer. In this example, rdf:Property, another term in the core RDF
vocabulary, is also used together with rdf:type in order to specify that both
dbo:birthPlace and dbo:birthPlace belong to the class of properties.
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
ex:MarkTwain
ex:MarkTwain
dbo:birthPlace
dbo:birthName

rdf:type dbo:Person .
rdf:type dbo:Writer .
a rdf:Property .
a rdf:Property .

Figure 2.4: Example of using rdf:type
Vocabularies for RDF lists. RDF standardizes an agreed-upon vocabulary for describing collections, i.e. “list structure” using a linked-list pattern. As the set-based
RDF triples do not have any inherent ordering, this vocabulary provides “ordering” semantics for the RDF data model. The basic terms of this vocabulary are
rdf:first, rdf:rest, and rdf:nil, in which rdf:first indicates the
first element in the (sub-)list, rdf:rest connects to the subsequent (sub-)list,
and rdf:nil indicates an empty list and is usually used to close the list. Figure 2.5 shows an example of a closed RDF list which contains ordered elements
{ex:Elem1, ex:Elem2, ex:Elem3}.
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
_:list1
_:list1
_:list2
_:list2
_:list3
_:list3

rdf:first ex:Elem1 .
rdf:rest _:list2 .
rdf:first ex:Elem2 .
rdf:rest _:list3 .
rdf:first ex:Elem3 .
rdf:rest rdf:nil .

Figure 2.5: Example of RDF list
Vocabularies for the classes and properties’ relationships. In order to specify
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well-defined relationships between classes and properties, RDFS extends the original core RDF vocabulary with the key terms: rdfs:Class, rdfs:subClassOf,
rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain, rdfs:range.
• rdfs:Class is a class of resources that are RDF classes. This term is recursive defined as rdfs:Class is also an instance of rdfs:Class itself.
• rdfs:subClassOf indicates that all the instances of one class are instances of another. For example, {foaf:Person rdfs:subClassOf foaf:
Agent} states that every person is an agent. In particular, a triple {c1 rdfs:
subClassOf c2 } indicates that c1 is an instance of rdfs:Class, c2 is
an instance of rdfs:Class, and c1 is a subclass of c2. This term allows
to declare the hierarchies of classes among RDF classes.
• rdfs:subPropertyOf indicates that all resources related by one property are also related by another. For example, given the statement {ex:
mother rdfs:subPropertyOf ex:parent}, any RDF statement with
property ex:mother (e.g., {Tom ex:mother Maria}) also infers another statement with property ex:parent (e.g., {Tom ex:parent Maria}).
• rdfs:domain and rdfs:range are used to indicate the domain and the
range of a property, respectively. In particular, rdfs:domain states that the
resource which has a given property is an instance of one or more classes, and
rdfs:range states that the values of a property are instances of a class.
Specifically, a triple {p1 rdfs:domain c1} indicates that all resources
that has property p1 belong to the class c1. A triple {p1 rdfs:range
c2} indicates that the values of the property p1 (e.g., the object in a triple
with property p1) are instances of class c2. If there are multiple classes for
the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range of a property, then the intersection
of these classes will be used. Figure 2.6 shows an example of using rdfs:
domain and rdfs:range. As specified in this example, only instances of
class ex:UsedProduct have property ex:price, and the value for this
property is an integer number (e.g., xsd:int).
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>. .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
ex:price rdfs:domain ex:UsedProduct .
ex:price rdfs:range xsd:int .

Figure 2.6: Example of rdfs:domain and rdfs:range

2.1.2.2

Web Ontology Language (OWL)

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a Semantic Web language for representing
rich and complex knowledge about things and the relationships between them. It
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evolved from the earlier proposal for Web ontology language DAML+OIL [78],
and soon became a W3C Recommendation language in 2004 [140]. The first version of OWL was subsequently revisited and extended to the second OWL (i.e.,
OWL 2) W3C Recommendation language in 2009 [79].
Like RDF Schema (RDFS), OWL provides a vocabulary for representing semantics in RDF data, however with more facilities for expressing meaning and semantics, OWL goes far beyond the basic semantics of RDFS. Specifically, while
RDFS vocabulary merely describes generalization-hierarchies of properties and
classes, OWL adds a wealth of new vocabularies allowing to specify more complex relationships among classes and properties including: “among others, relations
between classes (e.g. disjointness), cardinality (e.g. “exactly one”), equality, richer
typing of properties, characteristics of properties (e.g. symmetry), and enumerated
classes”. Some novel and frequently used terms from OWL are briefly described in
the following.
• owl:equivalentClass is an built-in OWL property to specify that two
classes have the same class extension. For example, classes US_Presidents
and PrincipalResidentOfWhiteHouse are stated to have the same
members.
• owl:disjointWith is an built-in OWL property to specify that two classes
have no individuals in common or the intersection of their extensions is
empty. For example, classes Person and Tree have no common member.
• owl:equivalentProperty is used to states that two properties have the
same property extension (e.g., properties hasParent and childOf).
• owl:disjointPropertyWith is used to states that two properties cannot be used for relating two things (e.g., properties isMotherOf and isFatherOf
cannot be used for describing the relationship of the same two people in a
same direction).
• owl:inverseOf to specifies the inverse relation between properties. For
example, properties hasChild and hasParent having owl:inverseOf
relationship means that if {P1 hasChild P2} then {P2 hasParent P1}.
• owl:sameAs is used to state that two resources (e.g., identified by two
URIs) actually refer to the same thing. This property is often used for defining the mapping between different ontologies. For example, { dbr:Citrus
owl:sameAs ex:Citrus }.
• owl:differentFrom is used to state that two resources (e.g., two URI
references) refer to different individuals (e.g., { dbr:A_Dogs_Tale owl:
differentFrom dbr:Eves_Diary }).
OWL has three increasingly-expressive sub-languages designed toward different user communities, namely OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full. These sublanguages were updated and extended in OWL 2, resulting in an OWL 2 sublanguage (OWL 2 DL) and OWL 2 profiles OWL 2 EL, OWL 2 QL, and OWL
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2 RL. Each of the three sub-languages (i.e., OWL Lite, OWL DL, OWL Full) is a
syntactic extension of its predecessor. In particular, every legal OWL Lite ontology
is a legal OWL DL ontology, and every legal OWL DL ontology is a legal OWL
Full ontology. The following are the short descriptions on these three sub-languages
of OWL:
• OWL Full is designed to provide maximum expressiveness and the syntactic
freedom of RDF with no computational guarantees. It uses all the OWL language primitives and allows the combination of these primitives in arbitrary
ways with RDF and RDF Schema. OWL Full is fully upward-compatible
with RDF, both syntactically and semantically, and can be viewed as an extension of RDF. However, as it is so powerful, OWL Full is undecidable [79]
and it is unlikely that a reasoning software can efficiently perform complete
reasoning for it.
• OWL DL is a sub-language of OWL Full that provides maximum expressiveness while retaining computational completeness (all conclusions are guaranteed to be computable) and decidability (all computations will finish in
finite time) [79]. It restricts application of the constructors from OWL and
RDF. OWL DL permits efficient reasoning support, however, it loses the full
compatibility with RDF. Accordingly, not every RDF document is a legal
OWL DL document while every legal OWL DL document is a legal RDF
document.
• OWL Lite uses further restriction to limit OWL DL to a subset of the language constructors (e.g., OWL Lite excludes enumerated classes, disjointness statements, and arbitrary cardinality. It supports cardinality constraints,
but only permits cardinality values of 0 or 1). OWL Lite targets at users who
primarily need classification hierarchy and simple constraints.
Further detail on OWL can be found in the reference document of OWL [140]
and OWL 2 [79].

2.1.3

SPARQL - RDF query language

SPARQL (aka SPARQL protocol and RDF query language) is a semantic query language for retrieving and manipulating data from RDF stores. The original SPARQL
specification (i.e., SPARQL 1.0) and its extension (i.e., SPARQL 1.1) became official W3C Recommendation in 2008 [110] and in 2013 [106], respectively.
2.1.3.1

SPARQL syntax

SPARQL is directly built on top of the RDF data model, and its syntax is closely tied
with RDF-specific syntax such as Turtle. On a high level, a SPARQL query can be
decomposed into five main basic parts: Prefix Declarations, Dataset Clause, Result
Clause, Query Clause, Solution Modifiers.
Prefix Declarations defines URI prefixes (similar to Turtle’s @prefix directive)
in order to use shortcuts instead of repeatedly long URIs in the query.
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Dataset Clause specifies the particular part of the dataset over which the query
will be executed.
Result Clause specifies the SPARQL query type (i.e., SELECT, ASK, CONSTRUCT,
or DESCRIBE) so as to indicate what results should be returned by the query. In
our research, we only focus on the SELECT query type which extracts matched
(RDF) graph patterns specified by the input query from a SPARQL endpoint, and
returns the list of bindings for the variables in the SPARQL query as the result in a
table format.
Query Clause consists of the query patterns (i.e., SPARQL triple patterns), conjunctions, disjunctions, and optional patterns that will be used for generating variable bindings from RDF data. More details on SPARQL query clause will be described in Section 2.1.3.2.
Solution Modifiers allow to modify the result by applying standard classical operators such as ORDER BY (sorts the result set), LIMIT (sets the maximum number
of results returned), DISTINCT (removes all duplications in the result set), REDUCED (allows to eliminate some duplicate results from the result set), OFFSET
(specifies the position in the overall sequence of results from which the results will
be returned), PROJECT (chooses certain variables to return in the results).
The following is an example SPARQL query and its main basic parts. In this
query, lines with prefix ‘#’ are comments, the shortcuts of URIs’ prefixes are defined by using @prefix directive at the beginning of the query. This query asks
for the names of authors and the books which they wrote (i.e., specified by the
Result Clause and the Query Clause) from an RDF document “book_author.xml”
(i.e., specified by the Dataset Clause). The number of returned results is limited to
2 (i.e., specified by the Solution Modifier “LIMIT 2”).
If the matching patterns for the Query Clause are found from the RDF document “book_author.xml”, two matching patterns will be returned as the result of
the query like the following.
name
“Mark Twain”
“Mark Twain”

book
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Adventures_of_Huckleberry_Finn
http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Adventures_of_Tom_Sawyer

Figure 2.8 shows the basic grammar of a SPARQL query. The full SPARQL
grammar can be found from the official W3C recommendation of SPARQL query
language 1 .
2.1.3.2

SPARQL query clause

In SPARQL query, the query clause is (almost always) indicated by the WHERE
keyword and surrounded by the opening and closing braces ({ }). It thus can be
simply considered as the WHERE clause of SPARQL query.
The typical forms of the query clause contain one or more set of triple patterns.
Each conjunctive set of triple patterns is called a basic graph pattern (BGP). Like
the RDF triple, a triple pattern (tp) contains three elements subject, predicate, and
1 SPARQL

grammar: https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/#grammar
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#Prefix Declarations
PREFIX dbp: <http://dbpedia.org/property/>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
# Dataset Clause
FROM <http://dbpedia.org/data/book_author.xml>
# Result Clause
SELECT ?name ?book
# Query Clause
WHERE {
?person foaf:name ?name .
?person dbp:birthPlace ‘‘Floria’’@en .
?person dbp:authorOf ?book .
?book rdf:type dbo:Book
}
# Solution Modifiers
LIMIT 2

Figure 2.7: Example SPARQL query
Query
Header
Form

:=
:=
:=

Dataset
Modifiers
Pattern

:=
:=
:=

var

:=

[Header*] Form [Dataset] WHERE Pattern Modifiers
PREFIX pname_rs iri_ref | BASE iri_ref
SELECT [DISTINCT|REDUCED] (‘*’|var*) | ASK | CONSTRUCT var* | DESCRIBE
FROM graph_clause | FROM NAMED graph_clause
ORDER BY [ASK|DESC] var* | LIMIT value | OFFSET value
Pattern . Pattern | {Pattern} UNION {Pattern} | Pattern OPTIONAL {Pattern} | Triple_Pattern | FILTER Constraint
(‘?’|‘$’)value

(value, pname_rs, iri_ref, graph_clause ∈ String)
Figure 2.8: Basic SPARQL grammar
object. However, in a triple pattern, each of these element can be a variable. In
the example SPARQL query shown in Figure 2.7, the query clause contains one
basic graph pattern of four triple patterns. In the triple pattern such as (?person,
dbp:authorOf, ?book), the subject and the object are variables.
The triple pattern and basic graph pattern are formally defined as the following.
Definition 6 A triple pattern is defined as tp = (s,p,o) in which s ∈ U ∪ B ∪ V, p
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∈ U ∪ V, and o ∈ U ∪ L ∪ B ∪ V where U, B, L, V are the sets of URIs, blank
nodes, literals, and variables respectively.
Definition 7 A basic graph pattern is a set of conjunctive triple patterns: bgp =
{tp} where tp is a triple pattern.
Generally, in SPARQL query, a basic graph pattern is identified by a conjunctive set of triple patterns surrounded by braces { }. From basic graph patterns, more
complex graph patterns can be formed in the SPARQL query clause in various ways
by either conjunctively grouping BGP’s (i.e., group graph pattern) or by using these
four SPARQL keywords: GRAPH, UNION, OPTIONAL, FILTER.
Group Graph Pattern: is a set of graph patterns delimited with { }. When a group
graph pattern consists only of triple patterns or only of BGP’s, the group graph
pattern is equivalent to the corresponding set of triple patterns. Figures 2.9 and
2.10 show examples of group graph patterns which contain one and two basic graph
patterns, respectively. These two group graph patterns are equivalent to the same
set of triple patterns and thus will return the same matchings from RDF dataset. We
note that the {} is the empty group graph pattern.
SELECT ?person
WHERE { ?person foaf:name ‘‘Mark Twain’’ .
?person dbp:birthPlace ‘‘Texas’’ }

Figure 2.9: Query clause with one basic graph pattern

SELECT ?person
WHERE { { ?person foaf:name ‘‘Mark Twain’’ } .
{ ?person dbp:birthPlace ‘‘Texas’’ } }

Figure 2.10: Query clause with two basic graph patterns
GRAPH: specifies the named graph (identified by a URI or the binding values
of a variable) against which a basic graph pattern should be matched. Figure 2.11
shows an example of using GRAPH keyword in the query clause. In this example,
the GRAPH keyword specifies that the query can only access the named graph
<http://example.org/foaf/bob> in order to retrieve the matchings for
the basic graph pattern of its query clause.
UNION: allows the matching on one of several alternative graph patterns. The
result of the query is the union of all the matchings for each of the alternative
graph pattern. Given the RDF dataset and the SPARQL query in Figure 2.12,
using UNION keyword, the query will return the result as the combination of
matchings for each of the graph patterns {?book dc10:creator ?person} and {?book
dc11:creator ?person}. Therefore, the result for this query will be {“Alice”, “Bob”}.
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PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX data: <http://example.org/foaf/>
SELECT ?name
FROM NAMED <http://example.org/foaf/alice>
FROM NAMED <http://example.org/foaf/bob>
WHERE {
GRAPH data:bob {
?x foaf:mbox <mailto:b@work.example> .
?x foaf:name ?name }
}

Figure 2.11: Example of using GRAPH in query pattern
OPTIONAL: allows the use of optional patterns in the entire query pattern so
that the query result will be extended with the bindings from an optional pattern
if matching of the pattern exists in the data, and ignores the variable binding if
nothing is matched. From the view of the SQL world, the OPTIONAL operator is
equivalent to the Left Outer Join where the results always include the left part of the
query (e.g., non-optional part), even if there exists no match for the right part of the
query (e.g., optional part). Figure 2.13 shows an example dataset, a SPARQL query
using OPTIONAL keyword, and the query results. As we can see from the example,
even though there is no matching for the pattern {?person foaf:mbox ?mail} with
a person named “Bob”, the result without the binding of ?mail variable is still
returned for “Bob”.
FILTER: specifies further constraints and conditions that the query solutions should
match. Given the RDF dataset as in Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14 shows an example
SPARQL query using FILTER keyword and the query results. In this example, the
FILTER constraint is set for the ?mail variable so that the returned results must contain the “@cwi.nl” in the bindings of this variable. Therefore, only one matching is
returned as the query result.
Concluding, a query pattern can be formally and recursively formed based on
these following rules.
• Any basic graph pattern is a query pattern.
• If p, q are query patterns then { p . q } (conjunction), {p UNION q} (union),
or {p OPTIONAL q} (alternative) is also a query pattern.
• If p is a query pattern, x is a URI or a variable then {p GRAPH x} is also a
query pattern.
• If p is a query pattern, c is a filter condition then {p FILTER c} is also a
query pattern.
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# Example dataset
@prefix dc10: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0/> .
@prefix dc11: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> .
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
_:a
_:a
_:b
_:b
_:b

dc10:label
dc10:creator
dc11:label
dc11:creator
foaf:title

PREFIX dc10:
PREFIX dc10:

"Book 1" .
"Alice" .
"Book 2" .
"Bob" .
"Book title 2" .

<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0/>
<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>

SELECT ?person
WHERE {
{ ?book dc10:creator ?person }
UNION
{ ?book dc11:creator ?person }
}

person
“Alice”
“Bob”
Figure 2.12: Example of using UNION in query clause and the result
2.1.3.3

SPARQL query graph

Similar to the RDF dataset and RDF graph, SPARQL query also forms a directed
graph (i.e. SPARQL query graph) where nodes are formed by the subjects and objects of the query’s triple patterns and edges are the properties of these patterns. We
note that, different from the nodes and edges in an RDF graph, a node or an edge
of a SPARQL graph can also be a variable. Figure 2.15 shows the SPARQL graph
representation for the example query in the Figure 2.7.
Based on the shape of its graph representation, the SPARQL query can further
be classified into such shape-specific categories as SPARQL star query or path
query as shown in the examples in Figures 2.16 and 2.17. The star shape graphs
actually appear frequently in the basic graph patterns of real SPARQL queries [42,
151] and will be discussed more details in the next chapters of this thesis.
2.1.3.4

SPARQL 1.1

SPARQL 1.1 extends the W3C 2008 Recommendation for SPARQL 1.0 by adding
new features to the query language such as aggregates, sub-queries, negation, complex filtering, property paths, and an expanded set of more than 70 new keywords,
built-in functions and operators. It helps fixing many shortcomings and limitations
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# Example dataset
@prefix dc10: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0/> .
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
_:a
_:a
_:a
_:a
_:b
_:b

foaf:name
foaf:mbox
foaf:mbox
dc10:description
foaf:name
dc10:description

PREFIX dc10:
PREFIX foaf:

"Alice" .
"alice@cwi.nl" .
"alice@example.com" .
"Data scientist" .
"Bob" .
"A novel writer" .

<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0/>
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

SELECT ?name ?mail
WHERE {
?person foaf:name ?name .
OPTIONAL { ?person foaf:mbox ?mail }
}

name
“Alice”
“Alice”
“Bob”

mail
“alice@cwi.nl”
“alice@example.com”
Figure 2.13: Example of using OPTIONAL in query clause

of the SPARQL 1.0 (e.g., no aggregates, no subqueries, limited graph operations),
and brings the feature set of SPARQL closer to other classical query languages.
Furthermore, while no update operator was introduced in SPARQL 1.0, SPARQL
1.1 Update has been created with the intension to be the standard language for
executing updates to RDF graphs. It allows to perform various update operations
to an RDF store such as insert/delete triples into/from an RDF graph, load/drop
RDF graph into/from the graph store. Beyond the query language, SPARQL 1.1
also adds other features that were widely requested, including service description,
a JSON results format, and support for entailment reasoning.
Even though, SPARQL 1.1 has been introduced for quite many years, there are
still many ongoing efforts in fully supporting SPARQL 1.1 from RDF database
vendors. Several RDF/Graph database systems have claimed to support SPARQL
1.1 and SPARQL 1.1 update such as Oracle Spatial and Graph [24], StarDog [29],
MarkLogic [18], GraphDB (or formerly, BigOwlim [8]), AllegroGraph [32], Jena
TDB [15].
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PREFIX dc10:
PREFIX foaf:

<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0/>
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

SELECT ?name ?mail
WHERE {
?person foaf:name ?name .
?person foaf:mbox ?mail .
FILTER regex(str(?mail), "@cwi.nl")
}

name
“Alice”

mail
“alice@cwi.nl”
Figure 2.14: Example of using FILTER in query clause
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Figure 2.15: SPARQL query graph

2.2

RDF storage

In this section, we discuss different approaches for storing data in RDF systems
(i.e., RDF stores). Generally, existing studies categorize RDF stores into two different approaches: Non-native RDF stores and native RDF stores [92, 145], in which
non-native RDF stores are the storage solutions that make use of existing database
systems (typically the Relational database systems) for storing RDF data, while native RDF stores are not based on existing database systems but implement their own
storages (mostly focusing on indexing techniques) specific to the RDF model. However, we argue that this classification of RDF storage approaches does not convey
exactly the implementation of RDF systems. This is because the literature and principles that have mostly come out of relational database research (in development
and experiments) were also applied to the Semantic Web technology as well as to
the RDF/SPARQL systems. Thus, we argue there is no big dividing wall between
non-native RDF systems (or SQL-based systems) and native RDF systems. An ex-
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Figure 2.16: SPARQL star query
?person

foaf:knows

?writer

dbp:authorOf

?book

dbp:label

“A dog’s tale”

Figure 2.17: SPARQL path query
ample RDF store that can illustrate our argument is Virtuoso which is, by certain
criteria, one of the best implementations of RDF/SPARQL [55, 147, 60]. Virtuoso
is originally SQL-based and the so-called Virtuoso native RDF store [92] is indeed
implemented and stored entirely within Virtuoso’s SQL database system [91, 87].
In other chapters of this thesis we show that understanding the structure of RDF
data is actually the crucial point that effects RDF data storage as well as SPARQL
query optimization. Thus, in our review of current literature on RDF systems, we
divide these into two classes: structure-aware RDF storage and non-structure-aware
RDF storage.
In the following sections, we will review these two classes of RDF storages
on a large number of centralized-based RDF systems, and further discuss storage
approaches of distributed RDF data management systems.

2.2.1

Non-structure aware RDF storage

Non-structure aware RDF storages include all RDF stores that do not exploit any
structure information on the input RDF data in order to design the storage solutions.
This respects the inherent schema-less nature of the RDF data model. The representative RDF storage solutions of this approach are triple table [183, 151, 108, 45]
and vertical partitioning [34]. We note that, as RDF triples can be viewed as graph
data (i.e., RDF graph), a growing number of pure graph database systems, such as
Apache Titan [6], Neo4j [22], Sparksee [28], OrientDB [25], InfiniteGraph [14], to
name a few, can also be used for storing and processing RDF data without understanding the structure of the data. These systems reflect the object-oriented view
of graphs, and elevate graphs to first class citizens in their data model (“property
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graphs”), query languages, and APIs. In this thesis, we focus on systems which are
designed to manage semantic web data conforming to the RDF data model.
2.2.1.1

Triple tables

As a RDF dataset is a collection of (s,p,o) triples, using a single large table of three
columns (subject, property, object) – triple table – is the most straight forward approach to store RDF data. Basically, each column in the triple table corresponds
to an element (subject, property, or object). We note that the literal values and
the IRIs are typically not stored directly as strings in the triple table, but instead,
stored as numeric object identifiers (OIDs) uniquely associated with these values.
This allows the use of fixed-length records in the triple-table as well as significantly reduces the storage space as the RDF data commonly has many frequently
repeated IRIs and literal values. The OID’s are typically generated using a hashbased approach (i.e., using a hash-function) [103, 102, 167] or a counter-based
approach (i.e., maintaining a counter and increasing the counter for each new resource) [68, 107, 108, 150, 151]. A dictionary (in form of a table or a certain data
structure such as BTree+) is usually created to maintain the mapping between an
OID and its corresponding IRI or literal value. Further optimizations can also be
applied for improving the storage space of the dictionary such as separately storing
and encoding the common namespace prefix of many IRIs [130, 90]. More discussions on the variations of OID dictionary implementation can be found at [132]. We
also note that for storing the “triple table” (or “quad table” in case the named graph
is taken into account in addition to the existing {s, p, o} triples), an RDF store may
use any data structure (e.g., B-tree, Hash map, Bitmap, etc). Early RDF systems
which follow the triple-table approach are Redland [48], 3store [102], Oracle [76],
and RDFStore [164]
To improve the performance of the query processing (e.g., faster look-up, less
expensive joins), indexes are additionally added for each of the columns of the triple
table. A typical indexing approach is to store the RDF triples in a collation order of
(s, p, o). For example, a “SPO table” is a triple table which is first ordered by the
subject (S), then for each S, sub-ordered by the property (P), and finally ordered
by the object (O) for the same (S,P). To efficiently answer queries on different
SPARQL patterns, many RDF systems store the input RDF triples in sorted orders
on all the various permutation of (s, p, o). This is an aggressive indexing technique
as it is a maximal approach and confronts the RDF store with the generic downsides
of unclustered indexes: namely, increased storage space (a factor 6 if all triple orders
are indexed or even 24 for all quad orders), as well as additional maintenance cost
when the RDF data is updated. Examples include Mulgara [187], HexaStore [183],
RDF-3X [151], YARS [108], HPRD [45], Virtuoso [90], BitMat [43], TripleT [93],
BRAHMS [117], RDFJoin [138], RDFKB [139], iStore [175], Parliament [121],
Owlim [120], and BlazeGraph [9].
In particular, Mulgara (formerly, Kowari), a native transactional RDF store,
builds a so-called “Perfect Indexing” based on six different order of “quads” {s, p,
o, m} (where m describes which model, or more correctly graph, the RDF statements appear in) to store RDF data: spom, posm, ospm, mspo, mpos, mosp.
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Each of these six indexes is implemented as a multi-version blocked AVLTree. If
the meta data is ignored for simplicity, the required indexes in Mulgara are reduced
to 3 different orderings of (s, p, o): spo, pos, osp.
Yars [107] adapts information retrieval and database techniques in order to
build two sets of indexes called lexicon and quad indexes for efficient RDF storage
and indexing. In particular, the former covers the string representations of RDF
graph and includes an inverted index for fast full text searches. The latter is used
to efficiently store all RDF quads of {s, p, o, c}, in which c (context) refers to
various kind of application-specific metadata for a given set of RDF statements.
The quad indexes is the combination of six B+Tree indexes building on different
orders of {s, p, o, c} (i.e., spoc, poc, ocs, csp, cp, os), which can supposedly cover
all 16 possible access patterns of the quad {s, p, o, c}. In a more recent version of
the system, YARS2 [108], instead of using B-Tree indexes, Harth et al. consider
two alternative index structures: extensive hash-tables and an in-memory sparse
index. Using hash tables can significantly decrease the disk I/Os as it enables search
operation in constant time, however, this requires maintaining 16 hash tables for a
complete index on quads. On the other hand, the in-memory sparse index which
refers to an on-disk sorted and blocked data file can achieve constant lookup times
similar to the hash-tables, however, there is a trade-off between the performance
and the occupied memory size as larger blocks requires less sparse index entries,
but more disk I/Os for reading, while smaller blocks requires more less sparse index
entries, but less disk I/Os.
HexaStore [183] engine stores the RDF data in six collation orders spo, sop,
pso, pos, ops, osp using clustered BTree indexes. This helps providing efficient
single triple pattern lookup and fast merge-join of two triple patterns. However,
even though HexaStore uses typical dictionary encoding to limit the storage space
needed for the URIs and the literals, the space requirement of Hexastore is still five
time larger than the space required for storing RDF triples in a single triple table.
In addition to the six indexes of {s, p, o} orders (like in HexaStore), Neumann et
al. add so-called projection indexes for each strict subset of {s, p, o} to their RDF3X engine [151]. Specially, they build clustered B+tree indexes with composite
keys over 9 collation orders s, p, o, sp, so, ps, po, os, op. However, thanks to their
delta compression scheme (e.g., storing only the difference between sorted triples),
the size of indexes in RDF-3X does not exceed the dataset size.
Taking the context information (e.g., named graph) into consideration, Virtuoso [90], a widely used RDF system, builds a quad store on different permutations
of {s, p, o, g} (where g is the named graph). Its current index scheme consists
of two full indices over RDF quads (i.e., PSOG and POGS) and three partial indices (SP, OP, and GS). Being rooted in a row-wise RDBMS, Virtuoso has recently
been turned into a compressed column store and its performance has been significantly improved by incorporating advanced relational database techniques (e.g.,
vectorized execution) from state-of-the-art column stores such as MonetDB [20]
and Vectorwise [192]. This conversion of Virtuoso to column store was performed
during the course of my PhD as one of our task for the LOD2 project [59]. We
note that the use of row-wise or column-wise storage is effectively orthogonal to
the discussion of structure-aware vs non-structure aware store. Even though Virtu-
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oso still maintains both the row/column storage schemes, Virtuoso 7 (the currently
latest version of Virtuoso), by default, uses column-wise storage for its indices because of several compelling advantages. First of all, column store leads to better
compression. In particular, the space consumption for column-wise Virtuoso index
structures is usually about one-third of the space consumed by the equivalent rowwise structures. Secondly, column store interfaces better with vectorized execution
(i.e., a bulk processing of “cache-sized” block, typically 100-10000, of tuples between operators in a query execution pipeline [193]) which makes the query interpreter more CPU efficient. It finally also exposes opportunities for better parallel
I/O in index access. Moreover, the performance difference between column store
and row store can be viewed more clearly in considering typical database workloads, namely, OLTP (On-line Transaction Processing) workload which contains a
large number of short on-line transactions and OLAP (On-line Analytical Processing) workload which contains complex queries. In the RDF world, OLTP workload
typically contains RDF lookup workloads (e.g., simple web requests) which have
low query complexity and are index intensive. For these workloads, column store
has less locality than row store, but the workloads have small queries with no locality anyways. Thus, locality is not the dominant performance factor and hence
the performance difference between these storage schemes is small (column store
is a bit slower than row store). For the OLAP-like RDF workloads such as BSBMBI [59] and RDF-ized TPC-H [89], the query evaluation is the dominant cost, and
massive data volumes are involved. Consequently, the smaller footprint of compressed columnar storage and the more efficient vectorized execution clearly make
columnar storage better than row storage. As real-world use is a mix of such workloads, Virtuoso 7 decided to move to column-storage by default. Last but not least,
even though Virtuoso is one of the best non-structure aware RDF store, it is being on
the way to becoming a structure-aware system as Orri has created structure aware
prototype and showed further improvement on the query processing (see more details in Chapter 4).
BitMat [43] is a main-memory based bit-matrix structure that is used for making RDF triples representation compact and allowing efficient basic join query
processing by employing logical bitwise AND/OR operators on the structure. In
particular, as each RDF triple can be viewed as a 3-dimensional entity, Bitmap in
essence is built as a 3-dimensional bit-cube, in which each cell is a bit (of value 1 or
0) representing a unique triple and denoting the presence or absence of that triple.
Moreover, as a typical RDF dataset covers a very small set of the 3-dimensional
space formed by distinct subjects × distict predicates × distinct objects, Bitmat
tends to be very sparse. It exploits this sparsity in order to achieve compactness by
applying the D-gap compression scheme [10] for compressing each bit-row, showing small memory footprint in comparing to the size of raw RDF data. However,
doing compression on a sparse bit vector is getting to the delta compression on the
columnar store. Thus, the BitMat representation of RDF triples is in fact not so
different comparing to the columnar representation of e.g., SPO index, using delta
compression at physical level.
Fletcher et al. propose a so-called Three-way Triple Tree (TripleT) [93] secondary memory index to improve the data locality of existing indexing techniques.
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Specifically, they observe that existing multi-indexes approaches suffer from weak
data locality since a piece of data can appear in multiple locations and in several
different data structures. Thus, in contrast to these approaches, they build a single
B-Tree index over all the “atoms” occurring in RDF graph regardless of the role
of each atom in the RDF triples (i.e., an atom can be either a subject, a predicate,
or an object). Each key atom in the index points to actual data stored in one of
three different buckets namely S-bucket, P-bucket, and O-bucket, corresponding to
the atoms which appear as subjects, predicates, or objects in RDF triples, respectively. Moreover, to facilitate query processing (e.g., merge join), the actual data
in these buckets are sorted in different orders, in which S-bucket contains pairs of
(p, o) sorted in OP order, P-bucket contains pairs of (s,o) sorted in SO order, and
O-bucket contains pairs of (s,p) sorted in SP order. However, given the fact that an
appropriate implementation of S, P, O indexes should use the dictionary for storing
and mapping the real S, P, or O literals/URIs to 32-bits OID’s, all S’s (or P’s, or
O’s) in different S, P, O indexes are physically stored as pointers to S’s (or P’s or
O’s) in the common dictionary. Thus, the common dictionary plays a similar role
as the TripleT atoms index, and there is no clear advantages of TripleT-buckets in
comparing to the SOP , P SO and OSP indexes.
OWLIM (and currently GraphDB) [120, 53, 13] is a family of semantic repository components implemented in Java and packaged as a Storage and Inference
Layer (SAIL) for the Sesame openRDF framework [68]. It is comprised of a native
RDF store, a reasoner and a query answering engine that supports the SeRQL [67]
and SPARQL languages. The OWLIM reasoner is implemented on top of the Triple
Reasoning and Rule Entailment Engine (TRREE) [30]. There are two variants of
OWLIM for different environments: SwiftOWLIM (free-for-use) and BigOWLIM
(commercial), that share the same rule-language and are identical in terms of reasoning expressivity and integration. However, whereas SwiftOWLIM is an entirely
in-memory system, has no query processing engine of its own but relies on the
Sesame framework, BigOWLIM uses a file-based storage layer and implements a
number of its own query and reasoning optimizations. Besides, while the indices of
SwiftOWLIM are essentially hash-tables, BigOwlim consists of two main sorted indices on RDF statements P OS and P SO, two context indices P SCO and P OCS,
and a literal index allowing faster look-ups of numeric and date/time object values [119].
BlazeGraph (formerly BigData) [9] is a high performance RDF graph database
platform that provides supports RDF/SPARQL Sesame APIs, the Apache TinkerPopTM
stack, and graph mining API with scalable solutions. The product has been written
entirely in Java and available via either a GPL or a commercial license, and can be
deployed either on a standalone server or on a cluster-based architecture. Recently,
Blazegraph has extended its implementation with the use of graphical processing
units (GPU) as accelerator for graph analytics, leveraging its high computational
power and high memory bandwidth (for graphs that fits inside the GPU memory).
Its stand-alone implementation can support up to fifty billion triples or quads. Even
though it is hard to find the implementation details of BlazeGraph storage engine
in published literatures, its presentations and white papers [9] mention that RDF
data is stored in two set of indexes (lexicon indexes and statement indexes) built by
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using sharded B+Tree. The lexicon indexes map RDF terms to unique IDs, while
the statement indexes contains three indexes i.e., spo, pos, osp, (or six indexes) to
provides perfect access path for RDF triples (or quads). Besides, the system also
implements certain advanced query optimization technique such as runtime query
optimization (inspired by ROX [35]) and vectorized query engine.
2.2.1.2

Vertical partitioning

The vertical partitioning approach was suggested by Abadi et al. in SwStore [34]
to leverage the use of fully decomposed storage model [80] in storing RDF data.
Specifically, in this approach, RDF triples are decomposed into multiple binary
tables of (subject, object) columns where each table is corresponding to a unique
property (the number of tables is thus equal to the number of unique properties in
the input RDF data). Naturally, this approach can be implemented using columnoriented database system. As such, SwStore is built on top of the C-Store engine
[174]. In this RDF store, an input SPARQL query is mapped into its equivalent SQL
and then handled by the C-Store engine. According to the studies of [34] and [170]
– an extensive experiment of this approach by Sidirourgos et al – the verticallypartitioned RDF store performs the best when all binary tables are lexicographically
sorted according to the SO order. Each table thus can also be viewed as a slice of
PSO triple table on the same P value. However, even though materialized views are
created for frequent joins, SwStore does not show better performance than tripletable-based RDF stores such as HexaStore [183] and RDF-3X [151].
2.2.1.3

Summary

All the triple table-based systems even with the use of the exhaustive multiple indexing schemes will suffer high query execution cost due to a large number of
self-joins that typical SPARQL processors must perform (i.e., one join for each
query triple pattern). Accordingly, it is hard to get a good quality SPARQL query
optimization as the query optimization complexity is exponential in the amount
of joins [179]. And without analyzing the full optimizer search space (i.e., when
there is a large number e.g., more than 10, of joins needed), the best optimization
plan will potentially be missing. The indexing approaches taken all fall in the “unclustered index” category, which means that they lack physical locality and lead to
random access, which hardware does not support efficiently. Further, all this indexing makes updating RDF stores expensive, something which is not tested by the
current generation of benchmarks.

2.2.2

Structure-aware RDF stores

Structure-aware RDF storage leverages structure information derived from the input
RDF data in order to improve the storage solutions as well as the efficiency of their
SPARQL execution engine. Most of the existing RDF stores of this approach build
so-called property tables to store the RDF dataset, or automatically discover the set
of correlated properties for optimizing their query execution.
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Property tables were introduced to reorganize RDF data in multiple tables so
that subjects of the same fixed set of properties are stored in a single table (similar to a traditional relational table with a fixed set of columns). This allows to
retrieve multiple triple patterns of a same subject without a single join. However,
most of the early RDF systems [184, 68, 69, 76] do not provide automatic methods for recognizing the schema. They rely on the database administrator doing the
table modeling manually, but given that RDF graphs often contain many different
structures, this limits the applicability (and observed popularity) of this approach.
Sesame [68] is an open source framework for storing, querying RDF data, and
reasoning with RDF schema. Using its Storage And Inference Layer (SAIL) which
abstracts the actual storage from querying and inferencing interfaces, Sesame allows the use of different storage engines including relational databases (e.g., PostgreSQL [26], MySQL [21]), RDF triple stores (e.g., Ontotext GraphDB [13], Mulgara [187], Allegograph [32]), and even remote storage services for its backends
without modifying any other Sesame components. Sesame native is the native triple
store offering from Sesame as a reference implementation of the Sesame API. It
uses dedicated on-disk data structures to store RDF data. We note that from May
2016, Sesame officially forked into an Eclipse project called RDF4J [11]. While
most storage backends place Sesame in the non-structure-aware camp, the Sesame
framework also supports the use of property table storage. However, as mentioned
before, actual schema and physical design is left to the application tuning expert.
It also allows to derive the table definitions automatically from the ontology of a
dataset, which we discuss in the sequel.
Jena is a Java open-source framework which provides similar features as Sesame
including a connection API to different storage engines and inferencing support
[135, 136, 185]. Moreover, this framework not only provides reasoning support for
RDFS (like Sesame) but also for OWL (Web Ontology Language) semantics. Jena
implements two components for RDF storage and query namely Jena SDB 2 and
Jena TDB 3 , in which SDB uses conventional SQL databases (e.g., PostgreSQL,
MySQL, Oracle) for the storage and query of RDF data, and TDB is a Jena native store supporting full range of Jena APIs. As of June 2013, Jena SDB has not
been actively developed while still being maintained, and it is recommended to
use Jena TDB for better performance and scalability. While most configurations
of TDB and SDB fall into the non-structure aware camp, the Jena framework also
supports a property table implementation [184] in which a new table is created
for each rdf:type property, however the actual layout (i.e., grouping of predicates) of each property table needs to be defined by the application. In particular,
the database developer also needs to specify multi-valued predicates so as to store
them separately in new tables.
As ontologies and semantics web vocabularies also provide descriptions on certain concepts (or “ontology classes”) and relationships between them, a number of
RDF systems such as DLDB [155], DBOWL [148], Rstar [130], RDFSuite [38]
use the ontology class structure as relational schemas for structurally storing their
2 Jena
3 Jena

SDB, https://jena.apache.org/documentation/sdb/
TDB, https://jena.apache.org/documentation/tdb/
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RDF data. In particular, DLDB [155] creates tables corresponding to the definition
of classes or properties in ontology. This can be considered as the hybrid of the
property table and the vertical partitioning approaches. For naming the tables in the
schema, the ontology classes’ names or the properties ID are used. DBOWL [148]
maps axioms in a given ontology to a set of relational database views in order to
facilitate the execution of instance retrieval queries (e.g., get all instances of a concept defined in the ontology). Rstar maintains structural information of RDF data
by storing both the ontology classes and instance data separately in different tables in the database and using as so-called “InstanceOfClass” table to bridge the
ontology information and the instance data. ICS-Forth RDFSuite [38], a suite of
tools for RDF validation, storage and querying, explores the available knowledge
on RDF schema (RDFS) in designing a persistent RDF storage for loading resource
descriptions in an object-relational DBMS (e.g., PostgreSQL [26]).
Using ontologies can be a quick approach to get certain knowledge on the structure in RDF data, however, according to our analysis [160] (and Chapter 3), each
single ontology class is actually a poor descriptor for the actual structure (i.e., “relational” schema) of the data. This is because in all prominent RDF datasets (e.g., the
LOD cloud) typically only a small percentage (e.g., 30%) of ontology class properties are used in the actual RDF triples, and a subject usually contains attributes
from multiple ontologies. In other words, RDF triples in the wild tend not to conform 1:1 to a single ontology class, and assuming so goes counter to the grass-roots
decentralized pay-as-you-go philosophy of the Semantic Web.
Automated methods for detecting property tables as well as structure information from RDF triples have been proposed in some newer systems [171, 128, 181,
134, 63]. One of the first implementation that automatically explores the structure
from RDF data was proposed by Sintek et al. [171]. In their RDFBroker system,
they identify for each subject in the RDF graph a so-called “signature” which is
actually the set of properties of that subject, then create a signature table for storing
the subjects of the same signature and its property values. In order to reduce the
large number of signature tables, a greedy algorithm is proposed to merge smaller
tables into a larger one while trying to minimum the number of NULL values added
because of the merging operation.
Levandoski et al. [128] later built a so-called data-centric storage by leveraging
previous work on association rule mining to automatically identify predicates that
often occur together. They propose two-phase algorithm involving clustering and
partitioning which aims to maximize the size of each group of predicates while
trying to keep NULL values under certain threshold.
Matono and Kojima [134] construct so-called paragraph tables which are similar to property tables from adjacent RDF triples that are physically correlated.
However, this method relies on well-structured input RDF documents and the parse
order of RDF triples.
Recently, Bornea et al. [62] built an RDF store, DB2RDF, on top of IBM’s
relational system DB2 using hash functions to shred RDF data into multiple multicolumn tables. In particular, each predicate is hashed to a specific column pair of
a relational table where one column stores the predicate label and the other stores
the predicate value. All predicates of a given entity are aimed to (ideally) fit on a
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single row, in order to avoid self-joins when retrieving multiple predicate values of
the entity. For that, DB2RDF tries to assign predicates that do co-occur together
to different columns, and overload columns with predicates that do not co-occur
together. The promising initial research prototype regrettably was never realized
into a competent commercial variant. This proposal may capture the co-occurring
predicates of each entity, however as all the entities with different set of predicates
are stored together in a single relational table, it does not provide a human-readable
entity-based schema to the users. This lack of human-readable representation is also
a disadvantage of the other mentioned automatic structure-aware systems.
In addition to the use of structure information in the storage engine, there are
also a number of studies on exploiting structure information from RDF data in
order to improve SPARQL query optimization. Neumann et al. [149] extract the socalled “characteristic sets” – a set of properties that occurs frequently with the same
subject – from RDF triples but merely use them for estimating join cardinalities to
facilitate query processing. Gubichev et al. further exploits characteristics sets in
exploring the structure of SPARQL query in order to improve the cost model of
a query plan. Both of these works are implemented in the RDF-3X engine and
do not make any effort in optimizing the storage based on the explored structure
information. Brodt et al. [66] recognize that all relations and attributes of a resource
are stored continuously in such index as SPO which is similar to a record-based
RDBMS where all attributes of a resource are physically and continuously stored
in the same record. They thus proposed a new operator, called Pivot Index Scan, to
efficient deliver attribute values for a resource (i.e., subject) with less joins using
something similar to a SPO index. However, as such, it does not recognize structure
in RDF to leverage it on the physical level.
None of the existing structure-aware RDF stores attempt to find (foreign key)
relationships between property tables, nor do they attempt to make the schemas
human-readable, nor do they aim to allow both SQL and SPARQL access to the
same data, nor do these efforts focus on leveraging such storage inside database
kernels with new algorithms. Our research tries to achieve all of the aims.
Table 2.1 summaries the storage layouts and supported features (e.g., updating,
inferencing) of centralized RDF stores.

2.2.3

Distributed RDF Stores

Most of the existing distributed RDF stores either relies on novel cloud-based platforms such as NoSQL key-value stores [75] and MapReduce implementation [85]
(e.g., Hadoop), or exploits a set of centralized RDF systems distributed among
many nodes for parallel processing.
The MapReduce-based approach has led to RDF systems in which RDF triples
are stored in distributed file system (e.g., HDFS), and query processing is done by
leveraging the MapReduce paradigm [83]. Representative works in this approach
are SHARD [166], HadoopRDF [113], PredicateJoin [190], EAGRE [189]. Generally, in this approach, HDFS files are first scanned to find matching bindings of
each triple pattern, then MapReduce joins [85] are executed in order to retrieve
the matching for all triple patterns of the input SPARQL query. Obviously, the
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detailed storage model in HDFS files significantly influences the performance of
these systems as it determines the access of RDF triple and the number of MapReduce joins [153]. In particular, SHARD directly stores RDF triples of the same
subject in one line in HDFS file. HadoopRDF and PredicateJoin use the propertybased partitioning approach (similar to the vertical partitioning in the centralized
RDF systems) in order to group triples having the same property in a single file.
As the rdf:type property file may have many triples, HadoopRDF further splits
this HDFS file of this property into multiple files based on the object values of the
triples. While these above mentioned systems are non-structure-aware RDF stores,
EAGRE propose a structure-aware approach for storing RDF graphs in HDFS files.
In this system, by grouping subjects of similar properties into an entity class, the
input RDF graph is first transformed into a compressed entity-based RDF graph
which contains entity classes and connections between them. Then, the global compressed entity graph is partitioned using the METIS algorithm [118, 19] so that entities will be stored in HDFS according to the partition they belong to. This storage
layout together with carefully scheduling Map tasks can reduce the I/O cost of the
query processing by determining and only scanning the data blocks that contain
query answer in the Map phase, and exploiting the use of multidimensional indexing techniques i.e., space filling curves [124] for efficient data indexing. These
approaches benefit from the high scalability and fault-tolerance offered by MapReduce, but also suffer a non-negligible overhead due to the iterative, synchronous
communication protocols of this framework. Even the system that try to minimize the I/O costs like EAGRE by cannot completely avoid costly Hadoop-based
joins. [101].
Instead of using HDFS for storing data, many distributed RDF systems use
NoSQL Key-value stores such as Apache Accumulo [3], Apache Cassandra [4],
Amazon SimpleDB [2], HBase [5], Amazon DynamoDB [84] as their underlying
storage facility. Representative key-value store-based RDF systems are Rya [162],
CumulusRDF [123], Stratustore [172], H2RDF [156], and Amada [40]. As the keyvalue databases naturally offer an index built on the key itself, most of the existing
key-value-based RDF systems store the data in multiple indexes built on different
permutation of s, p, o like in the centralized RDF systems. However, due to the
storage overhead of having exhaustive indexing, these distributed RDF stores uses
much less indexes than the centralized RDF systems. In particular, most of them
only use three indexes SP O, P OS, and OSP for efficiently providing different
access path for RDF s, p, o triples. Moreover, based on the particular capabilities of
underlying key-value stores, these RDF systems propose different design for mapping the indexes to the key and values. For example, considering the SP O index,
Rya maps sorted index on combination of S, P , O as the key, and leaves the value
empty, while H2RDF builds sorted index on the combination of S,P as key and
maps O to the values. The key-value RDF stores can provide very fast lookups
and efficient for selective queries, however, as most of the NoSQL databases do
not even support joins, joins need to be performed out of the key-value store using
fullscans, or alternatively lead to avalanches (potentially billions) of key lookups
using the NoSQL APIs. For example, Rya implements an index nested loops join
algorithm which may only be efficient for selective queries. H2RDF, instead of hav-
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ing only one centralized index nested loop algorithm for joins, alternatively uses
Map-Reduce for handling non-selective queries.
Besides using the available cloud-based platforms and frameworks, many distributed RDF systems exploit existing centralized RDF stores for their storage and
query processing. The input RDF graph is then divided into multiple partitions of
which each will be stored in a node by using a particular centralized RDF store
(e.g., RDF-3X). For query processing, the input SPARQL query is decomposed
into sub-queries such that each sub-query can be processed locally at a node. The
final result is then formed by aggregating over all the answers for each each subquery. The detailed query processing algorithm of each system generally depends
on its partitioning strategy. The representative distributed RDF systems of this approach are GraphPartition [112], WARP [111], Partout [95], TriAD [101], [188],
4store [104], Virtuoso Cluster [87], and BlazeGraph (BigData) [9].
In particular, GraphPartition — one of the first systems with this approach —
uses RDF-3X for storing and indexing triples in each node. In this system, the input RDF graph is partitioned on vertices using METIS [19] such that the number
of edge cuts is minimum. Here, an edge is cut if its source vertex and its destination vertex (i.e., subject and object of an RDF triple) are partitioned into two
separated partitions. For query processing, it first check whether the decomposed
query is PWOC (parallelizable without communication) so that the final result can
be obtained as the union of answers from each RDF-3X engine. Otherwise, Hadoop
joins need to be performed to join answers of subqueries from RDF-3X engines.
WARP [111] further extends the partitioning and replication strategies of GraphPartition in order to reduce the storage overhead by taking into account frequent
structures in query workload. Specially, in this system, the rarely-used RDF data is
not replicated. Partout [95] proposes an optimized data partitioning and allocation
algorithm such that queries can be executed over a minimum number of nodes by
exploiting frequent access pattern in representative query workload (or query log).
Similar to GraphPartition, both WARP and Partout use RDF-3X as the centralized RDF store at each node. TriAD (Triple-Asynchronous-Distributeds), instead
of using a particular centralized RDF store, maintains six local indexes over all permutations of SPO in each node (e.g., each local indexes are similar to the exhaustive
indexes in centralized RDF store such as HexaStore, RDF-3X). Its partitioning algorithm is again done by using METIS software. By using a custom Message Passing Interface (MPI) protocol that allows slave nodes operate largely automatically
and execute multiple join operators in parallel, this main-memory shared-nothing
system can be considered as the first RDF system that employs asynchronous join
execution.
Virtuoso Cluster [87, 59] and 4store [104] use their own centralized RDF storage engine for storing and processing data at each node. In particular, 4store is a
clustered system designed to run on relatively small cluster. It divides the nodes
into Storage nodes and Processing nodes in which data is divided among a number of segments (non-overlapping slices of data) and stored in storage nodes, while
the SPARQL engine and RDF parser locate in the processing node. In this system,
the partition strategy is simply based on the assigned OID of each resource and
the number of segments (i.e., resource ID mod segments). Virtuoso Cluster uses a
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hash-based elastic partitioning strategy in which the data partitions divided among
a number of database server processes can migrate between each others, and partitions may split when growing a cluster. It also maintains statistics per partition for
detecting hot spots and allows the replication of hash tables in every processes for
efficient parallel hash joins (e.g., in case hash join build side is small).
By optimizing the data partition algorithm and the join operators between nodes,
these systems may avoid the overhead of iterative Map-Reduce paradigm and Hadoopbased joins, however, as these system rely on centralized RDF stores for their storage and query processing, they still have all data management problems mentioned
for centralized RDF stores.
Table 2.2 summaries the storage backend and storage layouts of distributed
RDF systems.
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Store
Redland
3store
Oracle
RDFStore
Mulgara
HexaStore
RDF-3X
YARS/YARS2
HPRD
Virtuoso
BitMat
TripleT
OWLIM
BlazeGraph
BRAHMS
RDFJoin
RDFKB
iStore
Parliament
StarDog
RDFCube
SwStore
Sesame
Jena
DLDB
DBOWL
Rstar
RDFSuite
RDFBroker
DataCentric
Paragraph
DB2RDF
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Structure-aware

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Storage layout
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
TT/MI
VP
PT
PT
PT/O
PT/O
PT/O
PT/O
PT/A
PT/A
PT/A
PT/A

Update support
X

Inference support
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Table 2.1: Centralized RDF stores’ storage layout and feature support. (TT: Triple
Table, MI: Multiple Indexing, VP: Vertical Partitioning, PT: Property Table, PT/O:
Ontology and vocabulary-based Property Table, PT/A: Auto-detected Property Table)

2.2. RDF STORAGE

Systems
SHARD
HadoopRDF
PredicateJoin
EAGRE
Rya
CumulusRDF
Stratustore
H2RDF
Amada
GraphPartition
WARP
Partout
TriAD
4store
Virtuoso Cluster
BlazeGraph

Storage backend
HDFS
HDFS
HDFS
HDFS
KV/Accumulo
KV/Cassandra
KV/SimpleDB
KV/HBase
KV/DynamoDB
Hadoop/RDF-3X
CS/RDF-3X
CS/RDF-3X
SPO indexes
CS
CS
CS
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Storage layout/Partitioning
Triple-based files
Property-based files
Property-based files
Entity-based graph partition
SPO, POS, OSP Indexes
SPO, POS, OSP Indexes
SPO Index
SPO, POS, OSP Indexes
SPO, POS, OSP Indexes
Graph Partition (METIS)
Graph Partition
Graph Partition
Graph Partition (METIS)
Modular partitioning
Hash-based elastic partitioning

Structure-aware

Table 2.2: Distributed RDF systems’ storage scheme. (HDFS: Hadoop Distributed
File System, KV: Key-value store, CS: Centralized RDF Store)

X

Chapter 3

Deriving an Emergent Relational
Schema from RDF Data
In this chapter, we motivate and describe techniques that allow to detect an “emergent” relational schema from RDF data. We show that on a wide variety of datasets,
the found structure explains well over 90% of the RDF triples. Further, we also describe technical solutions to the semantic challenge to give short names that humans
find logical to these emergent tables, columns and relationships between tables.
Our techniques can be exploited in many ways, e.g., to improve the efficiency of
SPARQL systems, or to use existing SQL-based applications on top of any RDF
dataset using a RDBMS.

3.1

Introduction

By providing flexibility for users to represent and evolve data without the need for
a prior schema – sometimes called the “schema last” approach – and identifying
properties and (references to) subjects uniformly using URIs, RDF has been gaining ground as the standard for global data exchange and interoperability, recently
through the popularization of micro-formats such as RDFa, which are increasingly
used embedded in web pages. This creates a need for database technologies that can
query large amounts of RDF efficiently with SPARQL or SQL.
SQL-speaking relational database systems (RDBMS’s) require to declare a schema
upfront (“schema first”) and can only store and query data that conforms to this
schema. RDF systems typically rely on a “triple-store” architecture, which store all
data in a single table containing S, P and O (subject, property, object) columns1 .
SQL systems tend to be more efficient than triple stores, because the latter need
query plans with many self-joins – one per SPARQL triple pattern. Not only are
these extra joins expensive, but because the complexity of query optimization is exponential in the amount of joins, SPARQL query optimization is much more complex than SQL query optimization. As a result, large SPARQL queries often exe1 With “triple-store” we mean RDF or graph stores that use any data structure, be it a graph edge-list,
B-tree, hash map, etc. that stores individual triples (or quads), or graph edges without exploiting their
connection structure.
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cute with a suboptimal plan, to much performance detriment. RDBMS’s can further
store data efficiently e.g. using advanced techniques such as column-wise compression, table partitioning, materialized views and multi-dimensional data clustering.
These techniques require insight in the (tabular) structure of the dataset and have
so far not been applicable to RDF stores.
Semantic Web technology has its roots in Artificial Intelligence and knowledge
representation, and we think it is seldom realized that its notion of “schema” in
the term “schema last” differs from the corresponding “schema” notion in “schema
first” for relational technology. Semantic Web schemas – ontologies and vocabularies – are intended to allow diverse organizations to consistently denote certain concepts in a variety of contexts. In contrast, relational schemas describe the structure
of one database (=dataset), designed without regard for reuse in other databases.
Our work shows that actual RDF datasets exhibit (i) a very partial use of ontology classes and (ii) subjects share triples with properties from classes defined in
multiple ontologies. To illustrate, (i) in the crawled WebDataCommons data there
is information on less than a third of the ontology class properties in the actual
triples, and (ii) we find in DBpedia that each subject combines information from
more than eight different ontology classes on average. As such, when analyzing
the actual structure of RDF datasets by observing which combinations of properties typically occur together with a common subject (called “Characteristic Sets” of
properties [149]), any single ontology class tends to be a poor descriptor. Knowledge of the actual structure of a dataset is essential for RDBMS’s to be able to store
and query data efficiently. Our work allows RDF stores to automatically discover
this actual structure, which we call the emergent relational schema. The emergent
relational schema enables to internally store RDF data more like relational tables,
allowing SPARQL query execution to use less self-joins, which also reduces the
complexity of query optimization [99]. Note that not all triples in a RDF dataset
need to conform to this relational schema for these techniques to be effective, as
long as the great majority does. Hence, RDF remains as flexible as ever in emergent relational schema aware systems.
There is also a usability advantage if the actual structure of an RDF dataset
would be conveyed to a human user. A common problem when posing SPARQL
queries is that queries come back empty if properties that one expects to occur
given ontology knowledge, turn out not to be present in the data. Or, one may lack
any ontology knowledge and thus have little to go by when querying. However,
automatically deriving a human-friendly relational schema from a RDF dataset introduces additional challenges to recognizing its structure, since all the schema
elements (tables, columns) should get correct and short labels, and the emergent
relational schema must be compact to be understandable.
Our work presents a self-tuning algorithm that surmounts this challenge, which
we tested on a wide variety of RDF datasets. We integrated our techniques in two
open-source state-of-the art data management systems: the well-known RDF store
Virtuoso and the MonetDB DBMS. The RDF bulkload in MonetDB now offers
efficient SQL access to any RDF dataset via its emergent relational schema, allowing the wealth of SQL-based applications over ODBC and JDBC (e.g. Business
Intelligence tools like Tableau) to be used. By doing so we are enriching RDBMS’s
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Figure 3.1: Overall structural exploration steps
with web standards, because these relational tables, columns and foreign key (FK)
constrains are identifiable using ontology-based URIs, and even the primary key
values and foreign key values themselves are URIs (RDF subjects resp. non-literal
objects). As such, our work is a bridge between the Semantic Web and RDBMS’s,
enriching both worlds.
Contributions of our work are the following:
1) We identify an important difference between Semantic Web schema information (describing a knowledge universe) and relational schemas (describing one
dataset), and argue that both should be available to data stores and their users.
2) We present methods for detecting the basic table structure and the relationships between them from an RDF dataset, and propose several approaches to semantically and structurally optimize the relational schema to make it compact.
3) We present techniques to assign human-friendly names to tables/columns
and their FK relationships.
4) Our experiments on a wide variety of RDF datasets show that (i) over 90% of
the triples in these conform to a compact emergent relational schema, (ii) our algorithms are efficient and can be executed during RDF bulk load with little overhead,
(iii) RDF stores can improve both query optimization and execution by exploiting
the emergent relational schema, and (iv) we illustrate with a user survey that the
short human-readable labels we find have good quality.

3.2

Emerging A Relational Schema

The five steps of our emergent relational schema algorithm detect something akin
to a UML class diagram by analyzing Characteristic Sets (CS’s) [149] in an RDF
input dataset:
1. Basic CS Discovery. We discover all occurring CS’s from a bulk-loaded SPO
table and count their frequencies. Then, we analyze properties in each CS that are
not literals, i.e. refer to URIs (and hence to other CS’s) in order to explore the
relationships between CS’s.
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2. CS Labeling. We assign class, attribute and relationship labels (human-understandable
names) to the recognized CS’s using multiple methods.
3. CS Merging. We merge CS’s that are semantically or structurally similar to each
other, with the purpose of making the schema more compact. We re-run Steps 2
and 3 iteratively in order to automatically tune the similarity threshold parameter
τsim to the nature of the dataset.
4. Schema Filtering. We filter low frequency CS’s, but make sure to conserve
highly referenced CS’s (akin to relational “dimension tables”). As reference relationships can be indirect (via via) we use a PageRank-like algorithm to count how
often referenced each CS is. We also filter out CS properties that are too sparsely
populated.
5. Instance Filtering. We filter out instances (rows) to increase literal type homogeneity, and filter out individual triples to eliminate erroneously multi-valued
attributes, and to improve foreign-key cardinality homogeneity.
The “class diagram” where each merged-CS that survived filtering is a class, is
represented as a relational schema consisting of tables and foreign key relationships.
Each class becomes one table, and its properties its columns, but relationships and
multi-valued attributes lead to additional tables. Properties for which multiple literal types occur frequently, are represented by multiple table columns. The <10%
triples that do not fit this schema remain stored in a separate SPO table. We now
discuss the five steps in detail.

3.2.1

Basic CS Discovery

Given an RDF dataset R, the Characteristic Set of a subject s is defined as cs(s) =
{p|∃o : (s, p, o) ∈ R} [149].
We first identify the basic set of CS’s by analyzing all triples stored in an RDF
table in SPO order. Such table is produced by a standard bulk load employed by
triple stores. While loading the triples into this representation, the URIs get encoded
in a dictionary, such that columns S, P and O are not URI strings, but integers called
object identifiers (OIDs) pointing into this dictionary. This is a standard technique.
These integer OIDs form a dense domain starting at 0.
We now make a single pass through the SPO table and fill a hash map where
the key is the set of OIDs of properties that co-occur for each subject. Note that due
to the SPO ordering these are easily found as the P’s of consecutive SPO triples
with equal S. The key of the hash map is the offset in the SPO table where the
CS first occurs. Its hash is computed by XOR-ing the hashes of all P’s (which are
OIDs). The insert-order in the hash table (starting at 1) provides us with a dense
numeric OID for each CS. Further, we remember in an array indexed by S which
stores such CS-OIDs, to which CS each subject belongs (this array is part of the
URI dictionary). Note that not all URIs in the dictionary may occur as a subject in
the SPO table, for which case this array is initialized with zeros. After making the
single pass over the SPO table, we will have all occurring basic CS-s in the hash
map, and we also keep an occurrence count there.
Further we make a second pass over the SPO table, where we look at type
information. For each triple with a literal object, we maintain a histogram of literal-
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Figure 3.2: CS Frequency (light blue) vs. Cumulative number of covered triples
(dark red)

type occurrences per property in a second hash map with key [P,type] and a
count value. For each triple that is a non-literal, on the other hand, we look up
to which CS its subject belongs (srcCS) and to which its object (dstCS) – this
can be done efficiently using the array mentioned before. If there is a dstCS, we
maintain another histogram stored in a third hash map with as key [srcCS,P,
dstCS] and a count value. This histogram records how often basic-CS’s refer to
each other and over which property (relationship statistics).
These algorithms are all simple and obviously linear in average-case complexity, therefore we omit a listing or further analysis. Figure 3.3 shows an example of
the found basic CS and their relationships after the exploration process.
Diversity of the basic CS’s. Table 3.1 shows statistics on the basic CS’s and their
properties for the synthetic RDF benchmark datasets LUBM2 , SP2B3 ,and BSBM4 ,
the originally relational datasets converted to RDF MusicBrainz5 , EuroStat6 , and
2 swat.cse.lehigh.edu/projects/lubm/
3 dbis.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/forschung/projekte/SP2B/
4 wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/berlinsparqlbenchmark/
5 linkedbrainz.c4dmpresents.org/data/musicbrainz_ngs_dump.rdf.ttl.gz
6 eurostat.linked-statistics.org
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(s1, offers, offer1)
(s1, region, region1)
(s2, offers, offer2)
(s2, offers, offer3)
(s2, region, region1)
...
(offer1, availableDeliveryMethods, DHL)
(offer1, description, “Offer data”)
(offer1, hasBusinessFunction, “Sell”)
(offer1, hasEligibleQuantity, 1)
(offer1, hasInventoryLevel, 1)
(offer1, hasStockKeepingUnit, 112)
(offer2, availableDeliveryMethods, DHL)
(offer2, hasPriceSpec, price1)
(offer2, hasStockKeepingUnit, 112)
(offer2, type, Offering)
...
(price1, hasCurrency, “EUR”)
(price1, hasCurrencyValue, “35.99”)
(price1, hasUnitOfMeasurement, “C62”)
(price1, valueAddedTaxIncluded, “false”)
(price1, eligibleTransactionVolume, 0)
(price1, ...
...
<Example RDF triples>

cs1 = {offers, region}
cs2 = {availableDeliveryMethods, description,
hasBusinessFunction, hasEligibleQuantity,
hasInventoryLevel, hasStockKeepingUnit}
cs3 = {availableDeliveryMethods, hasPriceSpec,
hasStockKeepingUnit, type}
cs4 = {hasCurrency, hasCurrencyValue,
hasUnitOfMeasurement,
valueAddedTaxIncluded,
eligibleTransactionVolume, ... }
... ...
<Basic explored CS’s>

cs2
cs1

offers

cs3

hasPriceSpec.

cs5
cs6

cs4

cs7
address
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cs9

cs8

cs10

Figure 3.3: Example of basic CS’s and their relationships
DBLP7 , PubMed8 and the native RDF datasets WebDataCommons9 (“WebData.”)
and DBpedia10 . The number of basic CS’s can vary significantly regardless the
number of input triples. If one would naively propose to store RDF data using a
separate relational table for each basic CS, we now see that a complex RDF dataset
like DBpedia would lead to an unacceptable number of small tables. As we can also
see that while most of the datasets have a single literal type for each CS property,
DBpedia and WebDataCommons have many properties with more than one literal
type in its object values (i.e., multi-type properties), so native datasets appear to be
both complex and “dirty”.
Data coverage by basic CS’s. Figure 3.2 shows the frequencies and the cumulative
number of triples covered by the basic CS’s sorted by their frequencies, for one of
each kind of dataset (synthetic, relational, native). In this figure, the number of CS’s
needed for covering a large portion of the triples (e.g., 90%) can be significantly
different between the datasets. We show for reference in Table 3.1, that 90% of the
synthetic benchmark datasets can be covered by using a small number of CS’s (e.g.,
7 for SP2Bench). Many Linked Open Data datasets originate from existing sources
whose data is kept in relational databases. We see that in such datasets a few CS’s
can cover almost all data. However, for complex datasets originally created as RDF
(native), in order to cover 90% of the triples, many CS’s are needed, in case of
DBpedia more than 85,000.
7 gaia.infor.uva.es/hdt/dblp-2012-11-28.hdt.gz
8 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
9A

100M triple file of webdatacommons.org
- we used v3.9

10 dbpedia.org
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Datasets
LUBM
BSBM
SP2Bench
synthetic
MusicBrainz
EuroStat
DBLP
PubMed
relational
WebData.
DBpedia
native
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#CS’s to
Avg.
#multi-type
cover 90% #prop.
properties
100M
17
7
5.71
0
100M
49
14
12.61
0
100M
554
7
9.8
0
data created by benchmark data generator
179M
27
10
4.7
0
70K
44
8
7.77
0
56M
249
8
13.70
0
1.82B
3340
35
19.27
0
RDF data from a relational database dump
90M
13354
930
7.94
551
404M
439629
85922
24.36
1507
real data originating as RDF

#triples*

#CS’s

Table 3.1: Statistics on basic CS’s.
(*: Number of triples after removing all duplicates)

dataset
LUBM
BSBM
SP2Bench
MusicBrainz
EuroStat
DBLP
PubMed
WebData.
DBpedia

mixed
number of
ontology
classes
used per CS
1.94
3.96
4.94
3.93
3.14
6.58
4.94
2.27
8.35

partial
%ontology
class
properties
used per CS
37%
3%
4%
1%
84%
8%
33%
5%

Table 3.2: Partial & mixed ontology class usage in CS’s

3.2.2

CS Labeling

When presenting humans with a relational schema, short labels should be used
as aliases for machine-readable and unique URIs for naming tables, columns and
relationships between tables. For assigning labels to CS’s, we exploit semantic information (ontologies) as well as structural information. Because not all ontologies
follow the same structure, we developed a simple vocabulary to standardize minimal aspects of an ontology, namely classes and their properties, relationships between classes, their labels, as well as the subclass hierarchy. We expressed a large
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foaf

Ontologies in DBpedia dataset
skos rdfs
owl
geo
rdf

dcterms
dc
no ontology
dbpprop

dbpedia-owl

rdf

Ontologies in WebDataCommons dataset
ogp
gr
dcterms
dc
fbml (https)
fbml

rdfs
skos
vcard2006

no ontology
ogp (alt)

ctag
foaf
cc sioc

Figure 3.4: Ontologies used in native RDF datasets

set of common ontologies in this vocabulary. Our proposed system is extensible, as
new ontology information can easily be added.
Figure 3.4 shows ontology class usage in the CS’s and the percentage of triples
corresponding to each ontology in several datasets. As shown in the graphs, each
dataset contains a mix of multiple ontologies where even the most popular ontology
covers less than 56% of the data. The first column in the table shows that properties from within a single CS typically stem from a number of different ontologies,
e.g., the average number of ontologies used in each CS in DBpedia is 8.35. We
also looked at the percentage of properties of each ontology class when used in a
CS. Since an ontology class may be used in multiple CS’s, we compute a weighted
average (where the number of subjects in a CS is the weight). The second column
in the table shows this percentage to be less than 10% in most of the datasets. In
other words, the datasets make only very partial usage of the properties of each
ontology class. The partial usage and mixing together mean that any individual on-
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<Thing>
...

label of
rdf:type
Thing
Organization
RadioStation
Company

subjects
CS % all %
100
83
100
7
97
0.2
1
4

...
...

...

<Person> ...

...

<Broadcaster>

<Althlete> ...

...
<RadioStation> <TelevisionStation>

...

<BaseBallPlayer>

...

...

<BasketBallPlayer>

...

...

...

... ...

...

Figure 3.5: Choosing a CS label from explicit RDF type annotations that refer to
ontology classes in a hierarchy.
tology class is a poor descriptor of the structure of the data. Our emergent relational
schema, aims to provide a better description.
Type properties. Certain specific properties explicitly specify the concept a subject
belongs to. The most common RDF property with this role is rdf:type, where
the O of triples with this property may be the URI identifying an ontology class.
Recall that our first step is to find a good UML-like class diagram for the RDF
dataset, where a CS roughly corresponds to an UML class, and specifically here we
are trying to find a human-friendly short name (label) for each CS. Even though we
stated above that any individual ontology class is a poor descriptor for the structure
of a CS, ontologies do provide valuable clues for choosing a label (name) for the
CS. The subjects that are member of a CS may have different rdf:type object
values, this number is also variable (there can be zero such type annotations, but
also multiple). To choose one, we look at the frequency of that type annotation.
First, we use the global infrequent threshold τinf (e.g., 5%) to exclude infrequent
type annotations to be used for finding the CS class label. For the rest, we count
(i) how many subjects in the CS have it, and (ii) how many subjects in the whole
dataset have it. Similar to TF/IDF [168], dividing (i) by (ii) provides a reasonable
ranking to choose an appropriate ontology class. Finally, if the ontology class has
label information (and this information is typically available), we then use it as the
label for the CS.
We should, however, in this ranking also take into account the class hierarchy
information that an ontology provides. Thus, we account for missing superclass
annotations by inferring them for the purpose of this ranking. In Figure 3.5, if a
triple in some CS has rdf:type Company, but not Organization or Thing
explicitly, we still include these annotations in the ranking calculation.
In this example, “RadioStation” is chosen as its coverage of the subjects in the
CS is above τinf (97 > 5) and its ranking score (97/0.2=485) is the highest.
Discriminative Properties. Even if no type property is present in the CS, we can
still try to match a CS to an ontology class. We compare the property set of the CS
with the property sets of ontology classes using the TF/IDF similarity score [168].
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cs4

PriceSpecification

dc:description

gor:description

gor:validFrom

gor:name

gor:validThrough

gor:eligibleTransactionVolume

gor:hasCurrency

gor:validFrom

gor:hasCurrencyValue

gor:validThrough

gor:hasUnitOfMeasurement

gor:hasCurrency

gor:valueAddedTaxIncluded

gor:hasCurrencyValue

gor:eligibleTransactionVolume

gor:hasUnitOfMeasurement

(prefix gor:
http://purl.org/goodrelations/v1#
prefix dc:
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/)

gor:valueAddedTaxIncluded
gor:hasMaxCurrencyValue
gor:hasMinCurrencyValue

Figure 3.6: Example CS vs. Ontology class
This method relies on identifying “discriminative” properties, that appear in few
ontology classes only, and whose occurrence in triple data thus gives a strong hint
for the membership of a specific class. An example is shown in Figure 3.6. In
this example, as cs4 and the class PriceSpecification of the GoodRelations
ontology11 share discriminative properties like gor:hasUnitOfMeasurement
and gor:valueAddedTaxIncluded, PriceSpecification can be used
as the label of cs4 . Detailed computation of the TF/IDF-based similarity score between a CS and an ontology class can be found in [157]. An ontology class is
considered to be matching with a CS if their similarity score exceeds the similarity
threshold τsim . The ontology class correspondence of a CS, if found, is also used
to find labels for properties of the CS (both for relationships and literal properties).
Relationships between CS’s. If the previous approaches do not apply, we can look
at which other CS’s refer to a CS, and then use the URI of the referring property to
derive a label. For example, a CS that is referred as Address indicates that this CS
represents instances of an Address class. We use the most frequent relationship to
provide a CS label. For instance, in WebDataCommons 93532 instances refer to a
CS via property address and only 3 via property locatedAt. Thus, Address
is chosen as the label.
URI shortening. If the above solutions cannot provide us a link to ontology information for providing attribute and relationship labels, we resort to a practical
fall-back, based on the observation that often property URI values do convey a hint
of the semantics. That is, for finding labels of CS properties we shorten URIs (e.g.,
http://purl.org/goodrelations/v1#offers becomes offers), by
removing the ontology prefix (e.g., http://purl.org/goodrelations/
v1#), as suggested by [152].
Note that for CS’s without any ontology match or relationships with other CS’s,
we may find no class label candidates, in which case a synthetic default label is
11 purl.org/goodrelations/
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Offering

cs2

Offering

cs3

PriceSpecification

hasPriceSpec.

cs4
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Labels assigned by
AAA: using ontologies
AAA: using rdf:type property

cs5

cs10
Location

: using CS’s relationships

address

cs1

cs7

cs6
Region

cs8

cs9
TelevisionStation

RadioStation

Figure 3.7: CS’s with assigned labels
used. Labels are intended to help users comprehend the data, but in any case should
be overridable by manual labeling. A future approach might be to look for sources
on the web, such as search engines; but for the moment we prefer to keep our
techniques stand-alone, as these are part of RDF bulk-load.
Figure 3.7 shows the labels assigned to each CS in the example dataset by using
different labeling methods (e.g., the label of cs4 is assigned based on the matching
between its property set and that of ontology classes, the label of cs7 is derived
from the CS’s relationships, ...). In this example, cs1 does not have any specific
label as there is no sufficient information for assigning a good label to it.

3.2.3

CS Merging

After basic exploration, there may be thousands of CS’s, in case of DBpedia even
100,000. This means the individual CS’s have only a few subjects (=rows, in relational terms) in them, so that storing them in a relational table would incur overheads (e.g. tables not filling a disk page, large database catalog, expensive metadata
lookup). Further, many of these basic CS’s are very similar to each other (differing
only in a few properties) and denote the same concept. When querying for that concept, one would have to formulate a UNION of many tables, which is cumbersome
and also slows down queries. Finally, a relational schema with thousands of tables
is just very hard to understand for humans. Therefore, the next step is to reduce the
number of tables in the emergent relational schema by merging CS’s, using either
semantic or structural information.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of merging csi and csj . We note that all subjects
that fall in a basic CS do so because there exist triples for all properties in that
CS, such that a relational table representing the CS would have no NULL cells. In
this example, csi and csj represent already the results of merging other CS’s (the
merging process is iterative) . As shown in the figure, the number of NOT-NULL
cells in table tij is equal to the total number of NOT-NULL cells of the tables ti
and tj , however, the number of NULL cells increases due to properties not in the
intersection of the two CS’s becoming padded with NULLs in the merged CS.
Semantic merging. We can merge two CS’s on semantic grounds when both CS
class labels that we found were based on ontology information. Obviously, two
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+
Table ti
(csi)

=
Table tj
(csj)

Table tij
(csij)

Figure 3.8: Example of merging CS’s
CS’s whose labels were taken from the same ontology class URI represent the same
concept, and thus can be merged. If the labels stem from different ontology classes
we can examine the class hierarchy and identify the common concept/class shared
by both CS’s, if any, and then justify whether these CS’s are similar based on the
“generality” of the concept. Here the “generality” score of a concept is computed by
the percentage of instances covered by it and its subclasses among all the instances
covered by that ontology (Equation 3.1).
#instances_coveredby(Os )
#instances_coveredby_ontology
where Os is Oc or a subclass of Oc

gscore (Oc ) =

(3.1)

Figure 3.5 showed an example of an ontology class hierarchy from DBpedia.
Consider two CS labels such as RadioStation and TelevisionStation
assigned by using ontology class names. By following the ontology’s class hierarchy, it can be found that the corresponding classes of these labels share the same
infrequent superclass Broadcaster. Therefore, these CS’s can be considered as
semantically similar, and could be merged with Broadcaster as new label.
More formally, there are two rules for semantic merging:
Rule 1 If an ontology class URI exists equal to the labels of both csi and csj then
merge csi and csj . (S1)
Rule 2 If there exists an ontology class Oc being an ancestor of the labels of csi
and csj and gscore (Oc ) is less than U b1tbl then merge csi and csj . (S2)
In S2, U b1tbl is used as the threshold for the generality score based on U btbl , the
upper bound for the number of tables in the schema – which is one of the only three
parameters of emergent relational schemas, see Table 3.3.
Figure 3.9 demonstrates the modifications to the explored CS’s of the example dataset and their relationships when sequentially applying merging rules S1
and S2. Here, since cs2 and cs3 both derived their label Offering from the
Offering class of the GoodRelation ontology, according to S1, they are merged
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Rule S1: = merge cs2 & cs3  cs11

Rule S2: = merge cs8 & cs9  cs12
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Station
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Figure 3.9: Example of merging CS’s by using rules S1, S2

Rule S3: = merge cs5 & cs11  cs13

Rule S4: = merge cs7 & cs10  cs14

Offering PriceSpecification

Offering PriceSpecification

cs4

cs13

cs4

cs13
Location

cs7

cs1
cs10
Location

cs14

cs1

cs6

cs12

cs6

cs12

Region

BroadCaster

Region

BroadCaster

Figure 3.10: Example of merging CS’s by using rules S3, S4

into a new CS (cs11 ). The references from/to cs2 and cs3 are also updated for cs11 .
Besides, since the labels of cs8 and cs9 have Broadcaster as their non-general
common ancestor in the ontology hierarchy, they are merged into cs12 according
to S2. The label of cs12 is assigned by using the name of the common ancestor
ontology class. The full description about updating the label of a CS after merging
can be found in [157].
Structural merging. While semantic merging is a relatively safe bet, it may not
always be applicable or effective enough to reduce the amount of merged CS’s.
Therefore, we also look at the structure of the CS’s and their relationships to see if
these can be merged. The idea here is to identify CS’s that denote the same concept
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based on so-called “discriminative” properties, which are those with a high TF/IDF
score (see the previous section). If the overlap between two CS’s contains enough
“discriminative” properties, we can merge them.
Figure 3.11 shows an example where the overlapping properties of cs7 and cs10
indicate that these CS’s both originate from the “Location” entity. Here, the property rdfd:name is not discriminative since it appears in most of the CS’s. However, properties rdfd:street-address and rdfd:region give evidence
that both represent a “Location”.
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 formally show the detailed computations for the TF/IDF
score of each property in a cs and the cosine similarity score (simij ) between two
cs’s (csi and csj ), respectively. In these functions total#CSs is the total number of
CS’s, #containedCSs(p) is the number of CS having property p in their property
list.
total#CSs
1
× log
(3.2)
tf idf (p, cs) =
|Dp (cs)|
1 + #containedCSs(p)
P
p∈(csi ∩csj ) tf idf (p, csi ) × tf idf (p, csj )
(3.3)
simij = r P
r P
tf idf (pi , csi )2 ×
tf idf (pj , csj )2
pi ∈csi

pj ∈csj

In addition to the set of properties in a CS, incoming relationship references from
other CS’s can also be used as an evidence in identifying similar CS’s. Normally, a
subject refers to only one specific entity via a property. For example, the property
has_author of the subject “Book” always refers to an “Author” entity. Thus, if
one CS, e.g., cs1 , refers to several different CS’s e.g., cs2 and cs3 , via a property p,
this hints at cs2 and cs3 being similar.
In summary, two CS’s are considered structurally similar if they are both referred from the same CS via the same property (rule S3) or their property sets have
a high TF/IDF similarity score (rule S4). In Rule 3, ref (cs, p, csi ) is the number of
references from cs to csi via property p, and τinf is the infrequent threshold which
is used to prevent non-frequent references from being considered in applying the
rule S3. In Rule 4, τsim is the similarity threshold above which we decide to merge
two CS’s.
Rule 3 If cs and p exist with
merge csi and csj . (S3)

ref (cs,p,csi )
f req(cs)

and

ref (cs,p,csj )
f req(cs)

greater than τinf then

Rule 4 If the similarity score simij between csi and csj is greater than τsim then
merge csi and csj . (S4)
Figure 3.10 shows the updates to the CS’s and their relationships when we continue applying the rules S3 and S4. In this figure, cs5 and cs11 are merged according to the rule S3 as they are both referred by cs1 via the property offers.
Besides, since cs7 and cs10 have high similarity score (as shown in Figure 3.11),
they are merged into cs14 .
We experimentally observed that the best order of applying the rules for merging CS’s is S1, S3, S2, S4. Further details can be found in [157].
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cs7
rdfd:name
rdfd:street-address
rdfd:locality
rdfd:region
rdfd:geo

cs10

Merged CS
rdfd:name
rdfd:street-address
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rdfd:region

rdfd:name

rdfd:geo

rdfd:street-address

rdfd:postal
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rdfd:region
rdfd:postal

(prefix rdfd: http://rdf.data-vocabulary.org/#)

Figure 3.11: Merging CS’s based on discriminative properties

3.2.4

Schema Filtering

Our goal is to represent a large portion of the input triples in a compact, humanfriendly, relational schema. After CS merging, most of these merged classes12 cover
a large amount of triples. However, it may happen that some classes still cover a
limited number of RDF subjects, so if the merged CS covers < mint (e.g. 1000,
see Table 3.3) subjects, it is removed from the schema; and we limit the UML class
diagram to the merged U btbl CS’s with highest frequency. Note that omitting CS’s
with low frequency will only marginally reduce overall coverage.
Preserving Dimension Tables. However, for this removal of classes (merged CS’s)
we make one exception, namely we conserve CS’s that – although small in terms
of covered subjects – are referred to many times from other tables. The rationale is
that such CS’s thanks to the large amount of incoming references represent important information of the dataset that should be part of the schema. This is similar to
a dimension table in a relational data warehouse, which may be small itself, but is
referred to by many millions of tuples in large fact tables over a foreign key. Thus,
combining the information of basic CS detection and relationship detection, we
preserve CS’s with a high frequency of incoming references. However, detecting
dimension tables should not be handled just based on the number of direct relationship references. The relational analogy here are snowflake schemas, where a
finer-grained dimension table like CITY refers to an even smaller coarse-grained
dimension table COUNTRY. To find the transitive relationships and their relative
importance, we use the PageRank [154] algorithm on the graph formed by all CS’s
(vertexes) and relationships (edges, regardless of direction). In each iteration, the
score of a merged CS is computed based on the references from other merged CS’s
and their scores computed in the previous iteration. Equation 3.4 shows the formula

12 At

this stage, we also refer surviving merged CS’s as classes, similar to UML classes.
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for each iteration:
IRk (csi ) =

X

IRk−1 (csj ) ×

csj →csi

×

ref (csj , csi )
ref sT o(csi )

ref (csj , csi )
+ ref sT o(csi )
f req(csj )

(3.4)

If(IRk (csi ) ≥ U btbl ) → csi is a dimension CS.
The merged CS’s having a score higher than a threshold U btbl will be selected
for inclusion in the schema. in which IRk (csi ) is the indirect-referenced score of
csi after k iterations, ref (csj , csi ) is the number of references from csj to csi ,
f req(csj ) is the frequency of csj , and ref sT o(csi ) is the total number of direct
references to csi .
Specifically, the number of iterations k is set the same as the diameter of the
CS graph. It is because, with that value, after k iterations, the IRk score of each
CS will get computed from all the CS’s. To compute the diameter of the graph, we
implemented a fast and simple algorithm described by [57].
Minimizing the number of infrequent properties. A final step of schema filtering
considers eliminating CS properties, which as column in a relational table would
have many NULL values. If the property coverage ratio (see Equation 3.5) is less
than the infrequent threshold τinf , that property is infrequent and it gets removed
from the CS.
f req(p, cs)
coverageRatio(p, cs) =
(3.5)
f req(cs)

3.2.5

Instance Filtering

The output after labeling, merging, and schema filtering is a compact relational
emergent schema. In the instance filtering phase, all RDF triples are visited again,
and either stored in relational tables (typically > 90% of the triples, which we
consider regular), or (the remainder) separately in a PSO table. Hence, our final
result is a set of relational tables with foreign keys between them, and a single triple
table in PSO format. In principle, the regular triples are those belonging to a merged
CS (that survived schema filtering). However, not all such triples are considered
regular in the end, as we perform three types of instance filtering, described next.
Maximizing type homogeneity. Literal object values corresponding to each property in a CS can have several different types e.g., number, string, dateTime. The
relational model can only store a single type in each column, so in case of type
diversity, a relational system like MonetDB must use multiple columns for a single
property. They contain the type-cast value of the literal, if possible, and NULL otherwise.
P The number of columns needed for representing the data from a csi hence
is p∈csi #of T ypes(p). This number can be large just due to a few triples having
the wrong type (dirty data). To minimize the number of such columns, for each
property, we filter out all the infrequent literal types (types that appear in < τinf
percent of all instances). All triples of class instances with infrequent types are
moved to the PSO table.
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Parameter
U btbl
mint
τinf

Default
1000
1000
5%
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Description
number of tables upper bound
minimum table size
infrequent threshold

Table 3.3: Emergent Relational Schema Detection Parameters
Relationship Filtering. We further filter out infrequent or “dirty” relationships between classes. A relationship between csi and csj is infrequent if the number of
references from csi to csj is much smaller than the frequency of csi (i.e., less than
τinf percent of the CS’s frequency). A relationship is considered dirty if the majority but not all the object values of the referring class (e.g., csi ) refer to the instances
of the referred class (csj ). In the former case, we simply remove the relationship
information between two classes. In the latter case, the triples in csi that do not
refer to csj will be filtered out (placed in the separate PSO table).
We note that in the general case of n-m cardinality relationships, the relational
model requires to create a separate mapping table that holds just the keys of both
relations. However, in case one of the sides is 0. . . 1, this is generally avoided by
attaching a FK column to the table representing the other side. We try to optimize
for this, by observing whether a multi-valued relationship is infrequent (< τinf ).
If so, we remove the excess relationship to the separate PSO table, such that all
remaining subjects in the class have maximally one relationship destination. Finally,
if almost all instances of one class have exactly one match in the other class but
a few (< τinf ) have none, we move all triples with that subject to the separate
PSO table to preserve the exact n-1 cardinality (which keeps the FK column nonNULLable).
Multi-valued attributes. The same subject may have 0, 1 or even multiple triples
with the same property, which in our schema leads to an attribute with cardinality
> 1. While this is allowed in UML class diagrams, direct storage of such values is
not possible in relational databases. Practitioners handle this by creating a separate
table that contains the primary key (subject OID) and the value (which given literal
type diversity may be multiple columns). The RDF bulk-loader of MonetDB does
this, but only creates such separate storage if really necessary. That is, we analyze
the mean number of object values (meanp) per property. If the meanp of a property
p is not much greater than 1 (e.g., less than (1+τinf /100), we consider p as a singlevalued property and only keep the first value of that property in each tuple while
moving all the triples with other object values of this property to the non-structured
part of the RDF dataset. Otherwise, we will add a table for storing all the object
values of each multi-valued property.
meanp(p) =
where p(k) =

X

p(k) × k

#times p has k object values
f req(p)

(3.6)
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Parameter Tuning

An important question that we needed to address is how the various parameters
guiding the recognition process should be set. Choosing improper parameters might
result in a “bad” final schema with e.g., small data coverage, lots of NULLs, etc.
Further, since each input dataset can have different characteristics, it would be unfeasible to find a fixed parameter set that works optimally for all datasets.
The most dataset sensitive parameter we found to be the τsim , used in labeling
while matching ontologies using discriminative properties, as well as in the CS
merging Rule 4 that determines up until which point merging should continue. It is a
control on the strictness of finding equivalences between structures and ontologies,
at 1 it is very strict while at 0 it is very lax. We evaluate the quality of the relational
schema on two dimensions, namely (i) the number of tables (compactness of the
schema) and (ii) its precision, which is the number of NOT-NULL cells, f ill(t),
divided by the total number of cells, cap(t), in all tables, as in Equation 3.7. There is
a clear trade-off between having a compact schema and higher precision, depending
on τsim .
Our auto-tuned algorithm iteratively re-runs the labeling and merging steps with
different values of τsim . In each run, we measure the number of tables and the
precision; we also compute a delta of these between successive values of τsim . In
Equation 3.8, k is the total number of runs; nTi (nT nomi ) and preci (prN omi )
are the (normalized) number of tables and the schema precision at the ith run;
nT deltai and prDeltai are the relative change in the normalized number of tables
and the precision at the ith run, respectively. We use the lowest value of τsim > 0
where nT deltai > prDeltai .
P
f ill(t)
prec = Pt
t cap(t)
nT nomi =

nTi − nT1
preci − prec1
prN omi =
nTk − nT1
preck − prec1
nT deltai = nT nomi − nT nomi−1

(3.7)

(3.8)

prDeltai = prN omi − prN omi−1
The left of Figure 3.12 shows normalized nTi and preci for WebData Commons as
a function of τsim in steps of 0.05, while the right side shows the deltas between
steps. Auto-tuning chooses the cross-over point of the deltas (τ _sim=0.7).

3.3

Experimental Evaluation

Metrics. We propose several metrics for evaluating the quality of the emergent
schema. These metrics rely on the fact that a structure is considered to be good if it
is compact (few and thin tables), precise (few NULLs) and has large coverage (few
triples that have to be moved to separate PSO storage). Given an RDF dataset R and
its total number of triples |R|, the first performance metric, C, is the percentage of

Precision and #Table trends
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Figure 3.12: Left: τsim steps on X, #Tables&Precision on Y. Right: step deltas,
auto-tuning selects cross-over

input triples covered by the schema:
Pn
C=

1

cov(ti )
|R|

(3.9)

Each class in the structure is physically stored in a separate relational table. We
define worth w(ti ) of table ti as:
(I)

(II)

z
}|
}|
{ 
{
cov(ti )
ref (ti )
w(ti ) = Pn
× prec(ti ) + Pn
1 cov(ti )
1 ref (ti )
f ill(ti )
where prec(ti ) =
cap(ti )
z

(3.10)

The precision prec(ti ) of the table ti is the fraction of non-NULL values in table
ti, cov(ti ) is the number of RDF triples stored in ti ; n is the number of tables and
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labels
top 3
final

WebData.
3.6
4.1

DBpedia
3.8
4.6

Table 3.4: Human survey results on Likert scale
ref (ti ) is the number of FK’s referring to ti . Here, (II) sums the precision and
the relative importance of the table considering the relationships between tables,
while (I) denotes the contribution of the table for the coverage of the schema. As
the schema is onlyPcompact if n is small, the quality of the explored structure, Q, is
n
w(t )
defined as: Q = 1 n i .

3.3.1

Experimental Results

Labeling evaluation. We presented the emergent schemas of the DBpedia and
WebDataCommons datasets to 19 humans and asked them to rate the labels.On
a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent) label quality, the top 3 labels of
each table were scored by at least 3 persons. As shown in Table 3.4, the top 3 label
candidates received an average rating of 3.6 for WebDataCommons and 3.8 for the
DBpedia dataset. The finally chosen labels (one among the top 3) got better scores
(4.1 and 4.6, respectively). We therefore conclude that the ordering of label candidates created by our algorithms produces encouraging results, as the chosen labels
get higher ratings than the other candidates. Furthermore, our evaluation shows that
78% (WebDataCommons) and 90% (DBpedia) of the labels are rated with 4 points
or better, hence are considered “good” labels by the users. The emergent relational
schemas for the nine datasets we tested are too large to include in this chapter,
Figure 3.13 shows EuroStat, one of the simpler schemas.13
Merging/Filtering performance. Figure 3.14 and Table 3.5 show the performance
of the proposed merging algorithms and the filtering techniques for detecting a
compact relational emergent schema with high coverage. According to Figure 3.14,
the metric Q of the explored structure, except for WebDataCommons, always increases after the merging and filtering steps. For WebDataCommons, the value of
Q decreases when merging CS’s using rule S1. This stems from the fact that in
WebDataCommons dataset each CS describing a certain entity such as Website
may have many additional properties describing application attached to the website,
and even use various properties for the same attribute (e.g., ogp.me/ns#url,
opengraphprotocol.org/schema/url, rdf.data-vocabulary.org/
#url for the website’s URL), and thus, their merged CS’s may contain properties
with lots of NULLs values, causing the decrease of the metric Q. Nevertheless, the
filtering step, by refining infrequent properties in the explored structure, can help
addressing this issue and significantly increases the score of the metric Q. Comparing to the basic structure, the final schema of each experimental dataset is several
orders of magnitude better in this metric.
13 See

www.cwi.nl/~boncz/emergent for the other datasets.
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Figure 3.13: Final emergent schema for EuroStat – the lighter a column, the more
NULLs (percentage in parentheses).
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Figure 3.14: Schema quality Q during merging & filtering

Table 3.5 also shows that after the schema filtering, the final schema in all cases
achieves very high coverage. We see that synthetic RDF benchmark data (BSBM,
SP2B, LUBM) is fully relational, and also all dataset with non-RDF roots (PubMed,
MusicBrainz, EuroStat) get > 99% coverage. Most surprisingly, the RDFa data
that dominates WebDataCommons and even DBpedia is more than 90% regular.
Further, a non-complete manual inspection of the < 10% irregular triples in these
datasets appeared to show mainly mistyped properties, so our suspicion is that much
of this irregularity is in fact data “dirtiness”.
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Figure 3.15: Building time & database size for single triple table (SPO) and reorganized relational tables (CS-based) (normalized by bulk-load time and database size
for all six S,P,O table permutations (ALL)).

Datasets

LUBM
BSBM
SP2B
MusicBrainz
EuroStat
DBLP
PubMed
WebData.
DBpedia

Number of tables
before
after
remove
merging merging small
tables
17
13
12
49
8
8
554
13
10
27
12
12
44
10
5
249
9
6
3340
14
12
13354
3000
253
439629
542
234

Coverage – Metric C (%)
remove prune
final
small infreq. schema
tables
prop.
100
100 100.00
100
100 100.00
99.99 99.65
99.65
100
99.9
99.60
99.73 99.53
99.53
100 99.68
99.60
100 99.75
99.73
98.17 94.37
92.79
99.12 96.68
95.82

Table 3.5: #tables and metric C after merging & filtering

Computational cost. Figure 3.15 shows that the time for detecting the emerging
schema is negligible compared to bulk-loading time for building a single SPO table as well as building all the six permutations of S, P, O (marked [ALL]). Thus,
MonetDB integrates emergent schema detection into its RDF bulk-loading without
recognizable delay.
Compression. Figure 3.15 shows that the database size stored using relational tables can be two times smaller than the database size of a single SPO triple table.
The reason is that in the relational representation the S and P columns effectively
get compressed away, only the O columns remain.
Query processing. As a proof that the recognized emergent schema can be easily
integrated and boost the performance of existing RDF stores, we report on the ef-
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Queries
Q2
Q3
Q5
Q7
Q8

Cold
Virt-Quad Virt-CS
11567
2485
4210
2965
3842
2130
19401
11642
14644
5370

Hot
Virt-Quad Virt-CS
7
6
53
9
1350
712
9
6
9
5
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Opt.
Virt-Quad Virt-CS
4.2
3.5
40.2
5.4
18.6
4.2
5.3
4.5
4.4
3.3

Table 3.6: Query time (msecs) w/wo the recognized schema
(Cold: First query runtime after re-starting the server; Hot: Run the query 3 times
and get the last runtime; Opt.: Query optimization time)
fort at OpenLink to integrate emergent relational schema technology in one of the
state-of-the-art RDF stores, Virtuoso [87]14 It was a few months work to integrate
Characteristic Set based storage, query execution and query optimization in Virtuoso. We compare a classic Virtuoso RDF quad table (Virt-Quad) and this CS-based
implementation (Virt-CS) on the BSBM benchmark at 10 billion triples scale.
The Virtuoso CS implementation makes a column-wise table for each entity
type with all single-valued or sparse properties as columns. The primary key of
each CS table is SG (Subject-Graph). Exceptions, i.e. “irregular” triples as defined
in Section 3.2.5, are represented by standard rows in the RDF quad table (i.e. default
RDF storage). The implementation recognizes groups of triple patterns sharing a
subject and having properties associated with CS’s and treats these as a table in
query optimization. At run time, the abstract table, which may match multiple CS’s,
is expanded into a per-CS plan for each CS. The per-CS plan is in concept a full
outer join of the CS table and the exceptions for each property. A Bloom filter on S
is used to indicate the possibility of exceptions for a given P in a CS, so the quads
are most often not accessed at all.
Multi-valued and very sparse properties are represented as quads. Some P’s
and common O values e.g, common RDF types, are omitted from Virtuoso’s POSG
index and a scan of the CS is used instead. Rare values may still exist in the POSG
index. The just-in-time plan generation may alternate between scans of CS + PSOG
and POSG index lookups depending on values seen at run time.
The experimental results in Table 3.6 show that exploiting the emergent relational schema even in this very preliminary implementation already improves the
performance of Virtuoso on a number of BSBM Explore queries by up to a factor
of 5.8 (Q3, Hot run). Note that the Cold run is much slower comparing to the Hot
run as most of the time goes in the statistics gathering, not in the execution. We
see less gain from CS’s in other queries, e.g., Q5, since the first condition on the
BSBM products (on a range of numeric property) is selective, so the other columns
of the CS (or self-joins to RDF quads) are done on a small fraction of the subjects of
the first range check. In Q3 more single-valued properties are accessed per subject,
resulting in much more gain.
14 https://github.com/v7fasttrack/virtuoso-opensource
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By collapsing multiple triple patterns into a single abstract CS table, query optimization gets a plan search space of the same order as for the equivalent SQL.
For Q3, the compilation time drops from 40.2 msecs to 5.4 msecs when using the
recognized schema. In many RDF applications, e.g. Open PHACTS15 , query optimization time dominates and can run into the tens of seconds. Due to the extreme
search space resulting from triple patterns, there are often ad hoc restrictions on
plans, e.g. no hash join or no joins on hash build sides. With CS, a more thorough
search of the plan space becomes again practicable and we expect qualitatively better plans to result.
We also note that the space consumption in allocated pages is 59 GB for Virt-CS
and 116 GB for Virt-Quad. This comes in part from no indexing of low-cardinality
O’s and from not storing IRI string to ID mapping for IRI’s which consist of a
fixed text plus a numeric id. The Virt-CS is nearly two times more space-efficient,
which directly translates to lower cost of deployment. The larger the data, the more
important space efficiency becomes.

3.4

Related Work

We note that previous work has already proposed building relational-resembling
RDF stores [184, 76, 128, 181, 62]. However, these proposals either demand the
presence of an all-explaining ontology (which then gets remapped to relational tables), or ask the database system administrator to create and maintain “property
tables” explicitly. Our approach, in contrast, does not require any form of explicit
schema ingestion. Second, since these approaches just use the structure internally
in the SPARQL engine to make things faster, they do not address the challenge of
making the schema understandable to humans (compactness, finding short aliases).
For the latter, a related line of work is creating summaries of the graph structure to
aid query formulation [71], yet these do not focus on making RDF database systems
faster, and typically require a cluster to compute, whereas our approach is cheap and
can piggyback on RDF bulk-loading. Related to the automatic structure exploration
from data is work on ontology mining [129] which discovers ontologies from unstructured text on the web. In our approach, we recognize the emergent structure in
RDF data (e.g., mixing of ontologies), and do not change the semantics, and focus
on providing a relational view of it.
Frequent itemset mining, which has been studied in many data mining papers [36, 70, 98], is equivalent to the basic CS recognition, originally proposed
by [149]. We use this technique but go beyond that by finding a schema graph with
cross-CS relationships, and we employ a host of techniques to make this schema
graph compact and human-friendly (finding labels).
A recent study on the structure refinement for the RDF data, [41] proposed an
integer linear programming (ILP)-based algorithm which allows an RDF dataset
being partitioned into a number of “sorts” where each sort satisfies a predefined
structured-ness fitting threshold. This approach, relying mainly on the similarity
and correlation between the properties of sorts, may merge subjects describing
15 http://www.openphacts.org/
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unrelated entities but having many common properties into a single sort (as also
shown in their experiment with Drug Company and Sultan), while our solution
only merges related CS’s together by exploiting the discriminating properties and
the availability of the semantics/ontologies information. Besides, no relationship
exploration as well as labeling for the sorts are considered in this work, and thus,
no relational schema is recognized.
Consulting external resources for entity labeling is suggested by [180] in the
context of table data reconstruction as well as by [176] a study on labeling hierarchical clusters. The former study shows that column names and table names usually
cannot be found in table data itself. To reconstruct HTML table data they therefore
rely on an external database with hyponym information. The latter study also mentions that documents often do not contain self-descriptive terms. To overcome this,
they suggest using “anchor texts” as an additional resource in their document labeling task. Anchor texts are pieces of text on and next to hyperlinks to a specific
document. The relational equivalent of anchor texts are names of foreign key relationships. In our case we rely on property names that refer to other tables for name
suggestions, supplemented by ontology information when present.

3.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduced the notion of – and demonstrated practical techniques
for – discovering an emergent relational schema in RDF datasets, that recovers
a compact and precise relational schema with high coverage and useful labels as
alias for all machine-readable URIs (which it preserves). The functional benefit of
an emergent relational schema for RDF datasets is both in giving users better understanding of the structure of an RDF dataset, while also allowing the often > 90% of
regular triples to be queried from existing SQL applications, which still dominate
the IT industry. Our MonetDB RDF bulk loader enables this. We think that this also
provides impetus to make SQL more semantic, e.g. stimulating usage of URIs in
SQL metadata.
The emergent relational schema can also be used under the cover of an SPARQL
engine as a new storage approach, where the 90% regular triples are stored in tabular structures and the rest in SPO format. We think that the knowledge of an emergent schema gives SPARQL engines just what they need to close the performance
gap with SQL systems. This we demonstrated in Virtuoso, with gains both in compression, query execution and query optimization. The tabular structure opens up
many opportunities to improve physical access patterns using (partial) clustered
indexes, zone maps, table partitioning and even database cracking [114].
Looking ahead, the prospect of people supporting SQL applications on top of
RDF data raises many new questions. Users will desire to tweak a found emergent
schema by hand, e.g. by manually improving some labels. We propose making a
found emergent schema explicit using a vocabulary, and researching techniques to
control schema evolution to preserve schema stability while the emergent schema
adapts over time to changes in the underlying RDF datasets.
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Chapter 4

Exploiting Emergent Schemas to
make RDF systems more efficient
We build on our earlier finding that more than 95% of the triples in actual RDF
triple graphs have a remarkably tabular structure, whose schema does not necessarily follow from explicit metadata such as ontologies, but for which an RDF store
can automatically derive by looking at the data using so-called “emergent schema”
detection techniques. In this chapter we investigate how computers and in particular
RDF stores can take advantage from this emergent schema to more compactly store
RDF data and more efficiently optimize and execute SPARQL queries. To this end,
we contribute techniques for efficient emergent schema aware RDF storage and new
query operator algorithms for emergent schema aware scans and joins. In all, these
techniques allow RDF schema processors fully catch up with relational database
techniques in terms of rich physical database design options and efficiency, without requiring a rigid upfront schema structure definition.

4.1

Emergent Schema Introduction

In previous chapter, we introduced emergent schemas: finding that >95% of triples
in all LOD datasets we tested, including noisy data such as WebData Commons and
DBpedia, conform to a small relational tabular schema. We provided techniques to
automatically and at little computational cost find this “emergent” schema, and also
to give the found columns, tables, and “foreign key” relationships between them
short human-readable labels. This label-finding, and in fact the whole process of
emergent schema detection, exploits not only value distributions and connection
patterns between the triples, but also additional clues provided by RDF ontologies
and vocabularies.
A significant insight from Chapter 3 is that relational and semantic practitioners
give different meanings to the word “schema”. It is thus a misfortune that these two
communities are often distinguished from each other by their different attitude to
this ambiguous concept of “schema” – the semantic approach supposedly requiring
no upfront schema (“schema-last”) as opposed to relational databases only working
with a rigid upfront schema (“schema-first”).
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Semantic schemas, primarily ontologies and vocabularies, aim at modeling a
knowledge universe in order to allow diverse current and future users to denote
these concepts in a universally understood way in many different contexts. Relational database schemas, on the other hand, model the structure of one particular
dataset (i.e., a database), and are not designed with a purpose of re-use in different
contexts. Both purposes are useful: relational database systems would be easier to
integrate with each other if the semantics of a table, a column and even individual
primary key values (URIs) would be well-defined and exchangeable. Semantic data
applications would benefit from knowledge of the actual patterns of co-occurring
triples in the LOD dataset one tries to query, e.g. allowing users to more easily formulate SPARQL queries with a non-empty result (this often results from using a
non-occurring property in a triple pattern).
In [160], we observed partial and mixed usage of ontology classes across LOD
datasets: even if there is an ontology closely related to the data, only a small part
of its class attributes actually occur as triple properties (partial use), and typically
many of the occurring attributes come from different ontologies (mixed use). DBpedia on average populates <30% of the class attributes it defines [160], and each
actually occurring class contains attributes imported from no less than 7 other ontologies on average. This is not necessarily bad design, rather good re-use (e.g.
foaf), but it underlines the point that any single ontology class is a poor descriptor
of the actual structure of the data (i.e., a “relational” schema). Emergent schemas
are helpful for human RDF users, but in this chapter, we investigate how RDF stores
can exploit emergent schemas for efficiency.
We address three important problems faced by RDF stores. The first and foremost problem is the high execution cost resulting from the large amount of selfjoins that the typical SPARQL processor (based on some form of triple table storage) must perform: one join per additional triple pattern in the query. It has been
noted [99] that SPARQL queries very often contain star-patterns (triple patterns
that share a common subject variable), and if the properties of the patterns in these
stars reference attributes from the same “table”, the equivalent relational query can
be solved with a table scan, not requiring any join. Our work achieves the same
reduction of the amount of joins for SPARQL.
The second problem we solve is the low quality of SPARQL query optimization. Query optimization complexity is exponential in the amount of joins [179].
In queries with more than 12 joins or so, optimizers cannot analyze the full search
space anymore, potentially missing the best plan. Note that SPARQL query plans
typically have F times more joins than equivalent SQL plans. Here F is the average
size of a star pattern1 . This leads to a 3F times larger search space. Additionally,
query optimizers depend on cost models for comparing the quality of query plan
candidates, and these cost models assume independence of (join) predicates. In
case of star patterns on “tables”, however, the selectivity of the predicates is heavily correlated (e.g. subjects that have an ISBN property, typically instances of the
class Book, have a much higher join hit ratio with AuthoredBy triples than the
1A

query of X stars has X×F triple patterns, so needs P1 =X×F -1 joins. When each star is
1
collapsed into one tablescan, just P2 =(X-1) joins remain: P
≥F times.
P
2
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independence assumption would lead to predict) which means that the cost model
is often wrong. Taken together, this causes the quality of SPARQL query optimization to be significantly lower than in SQL. Our work eliminates many joins, making
query optimization exponentially easier, and eliminates the biggest source of correlations that disturb cost modeling (joins between attributes from the same table).
The third problem we address is that mission-critical applications that depend
on database performance can be optimized by database administrators using a plethora
of physical design options in relational systems, yet RDF system administrators lack
all of this. A simple example are clustered indexes that store a table with many attributes in the value order of one or more sort key attributes. For instance, in a data
warehouse one may store sales records ordered by Region first and ProductType
second – since this accelerates queries that select on a particular product or region.
Please note that not only the Region and ProductType properties are stored in this
order, but all attributes of the sales table, which are typically retrieved together in
queries (i.e. via a star pattern). A similar relational physical design optimization is
table-partitioning or even database cracking [115]. Up until this chapter, one cannot
even think of the RDF equivalent of these, as table clustering and partitioning implies an understanding of the structure of an RDF graph. Emergent schemas allow
to leave the “pile of triples” quagmire, so one can enter structured data management
territory where advanced physical design techniques become applicable.
In all, we believe our work brings RDF datastores on par with SQL stores in
terms of performance, without losing any of the flexibility offered by the RDF
model, thus without introducing a need to create upfront or enforce subsequently
any explicit relational schema.

4.2

Emergent Schema Aware RDF Storage

The original emergent schema work allows to store and query RDF data with SQL
systems, but in that case the SQL query answers account for only those “regular” triples that fit in the relational tables. In this work, our target is to answer
SPARQL queries over 100% of the triples correctly, but still improve the efficiency
of SPARQL systems by exploiting the emergent schema.
RDF systems store triple tables T in multiple orders of Subject (S), Property
(P) and Object (O), among which typically TP SO (“column-wise”), TSP O (“rowwise”) and either TOSP or TOP S (“value-indexed”) – or even all permutations.2
In our proposal, RDF systems storage should become emergent schema aware
by only changing the TP SO representation. Instead of having a single TP SO triple
table, it gets stored as a set of wide relational tables in a column-store – we use
MonetDB here. These tables represent only the regular triples, the remaining < 5%
of “exception” triples that do not fit the schema (or were updated recently) remain
in a smaller PSO table Tpso . Thus, TP SO is replaced by the union of a smaller Tpso
table and a set of relational tables.
2 To support named RDF graphs, the triples are usually extended to quads. Our approach trivially
extends to that but we discuss triple storage here for brevity.
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Relational storage of triple data has been proposed before (e.g. property tables [184]), though these prior approaches advocated an explicit and human-controlled
mapping to a relational schema, rather than a transparent, adaptive and automatic
approach, as we do. While such relational RDF approaches have performance advantages, they remained vulnerable in case SPARQL queries do not consist mainly
of star patterns and in particular when they have triple patterns where the P is a
variable. This would mean that many, if not all, relational tables could contribute to
a query result, leading to huge generated SQL queries which bring the underlying
SQL technology to its knees.
Our proposal hides relational storage behind TP SO , and has as advantage that
SPARQL query execution can always fall back on existing mechanisms – typically
MergeJoins between scans of TSP O , TP SO and TOP S . Our approach at no loss of
flexibility, just makes TP SO storage more compact as we will discuss here, and
creates opportunities for better handling of star patterns, both in query optimization
and query execution, as discussed in the following sections.
Formal definition. Given the RDF triple dataset ∆ = {t|t = (tS , tP , tO )}, an
emergent schema (∆, E, µ) specifies the set E of emergent tables Tk , and mapping
µ from triples in ∆ to emergent tables in E. A common idea we apply is rather than
storing URIs as some kind of string, to represent them as an OID (object identifier)
– in practice as a large 64-bit integer. The RDF system maintains a dictionary D :
OID → U RI elsewhere. We use this D dictionary creatively, adapting it to the
emergent schema.
Definition 8 Emergent tables (E = {T1 , ..}): Let s, p1 , p2 ,..., pn be subject and
properties with associated data types OID and D1 , D2 , ..., Dn , then Tk = (Tk .s:OID,
Tk .p1 :D1 , Tk .p2 :D2 , ..., Tk .pn :Dn ) is an emergent table where Tk .pj is a column
corresponding to the property pj and Tk .s is the subject column.
Definition 9 Dense subject columns: Tk .s consists of densely ascending numeric
values βk , .. βk + |Tk | − 1, so s is something like an array index, and we denote
Tk [s] .p as the cell of row s and column p. For each Tk its base OID βk = k ∗ 240 .
By choosing βk to be sufficiently apart, in practice the values of column Ti .s and
Tj .s never overlap when i 6= j.3
Definition 10 Triple-Table mapping (µ : ∆ → E): For each table cell Tk [s] .pj
with non-NULL value o, ∃(s, pj , o) ∈ ∆ and µ(s, pj , o) = Tk . These triples we
call “regular” triples. All other triples t ∈ ∆ are called “exception” triples and
µ(t) = Tpso . In fact Tpso is exactly the collection of these exception triples.
The emergent schema detection algorithm [160] assigns each subject to at most 1
emergent table – our storage exploits this by manipulating the URI dictionary D so
that it gives dense numbers to all subjects s assigned to the same Tk .
3 In our current implementation with 64-bit OIDs we thus can support up to 216 emergent tables
with each up to 240 =1 trillion subjects, still leaving the highest 8 bits free, which are used for type
information – see footnote 4.
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Figure 4.1: Columnar Storage of
Emergent Tables Tk and exception table Tpso

Figure 4.2: PSO as view PP SO ∪Tpso

Except% Null% Compr
Synthetic RDF datasets
LUBM
0.0%
6.0%
1.8x
BSBM
0.0%
4.2%
2.5x
SP2Bench
0.4%
5.2%
2.0x
LDBC SNB
0.0% 12.2%
2.0x
RDF datasets with Relational Roots
MusicBrz
0.4%
3.9%
2.2x
Eurostat
0.5%
3.8%
1.4x
DBLP
0.4% 12.6%
1.7x
PubMed
0.3% 15.3%
1.9x
Native RDF datasets
WebData
7.5% 42.7%
1.4x
DBpedia
3.8% 32.2%
1.4x
Table 4.1: Exception percentage, NULL percentage and Compression Factor
achieved by Emergent Table-aware PSO storage, over normal PSO storage.
Columnar relational storage. On the physical level of bytes stored on disk, columnar databases can be thought of as storing all data of one column consecutively.
Column-wise data generally compresses better than row-wise data because data
from the same distribution appears consecutively, and column-stores exploit this
by having advanced data compression methods built-in in their storage and query
execution infrastructure. In particular, the dense property of the columns Tk .s will
cause column-stores to compress it down to virtually nothing, using a combina-
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tion of delta encoding (the difference between subsequent values is always 1) and
run-length encoding (RLE), encoding these subsequent 1’s in just a single run. Our
evaluation platform MonetDB supports densely ascending OIDs natively with its
VOID (virtual OID) type, that requires no storage.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of representing RDF triples using the emergent
tables {T1 , T2 , T3 } and the triple table of exception data Tpso (in black, below). We
have drawn the subject columns Tk .s transparent and with dotted lines to indicate
that there is no physical storage needed for them.
For each individual property column Tk .pj , we can define a triple table view
Pj,k =(pj ,Tk .s,Tk .o), the first column being a constant value (pj ) which thanks
to RLE compression requires negligible storage and the other two reusing storage from emergent table Tk . If we concatenate these views Pj,k ordered by j and
k, we obtain table PP SO = ∪j,k Pj,k . This PP SO is shown in Figure 4.2. Note
that PP SO is simply a re-arrangement of the columns Tk .pj . Thus, with emergent
schema aware storage, one can always access the data PP SO as if it were a PSO
table at no additional cost.4 In the following, we show this cost is actually less.
Space Usage Analysis. PP SO storage is more efficient than PSO storage in an
efficient columnar RDF store such as Virtuoso would be. Normally in a PSO table,
the P is highly repetitive and will be compressed away. The S column is ascending,
so delta-compression will apply. However, it would not be dense and it will take
some storage (log2 (W ) bits per triple, where W is the average gap width between
successive s values5 ) – while a dense S column takes no storage.
Compressing-away the S column is only possible for the regular part PP SO ,
whereas the exception triples in Tpso must fall back to normal PSO triple storage.
However, the left table column of Figure 4.1 shows that the amount of exception
triples is negligible anyway – it is almost 0 in synthetic RDF data (stemming from
the LUBM, BSBM, SP2Bench and LDBC Social Network Benchmark), as well as
in RDF data with relational roots (EuroStat, PubMed, DBLP, MusicBrainz), and
is limited to < 10% in more noisy “native” RDF data (WebData Commons and
DBpedia). A more serious threat to storage efficiency could be the NULL values that emergent tables introduce, which are table cells for which no triple exists.
In the middle column we see that the first-generation RDF benchmarks (LUBM,
BSBM, SP2Bench) ignore the issue of missing values. The more recent LDBC
Social Network benchmark better models data with relational roots where this percentage is roughly 15%. Webdata Commons, which consists of crawled RDFa, has
most NULL values (42 percent) and DBpedia roughly one third. We note that the
percentage of NULLs is a consequence of the emergent table algorithm trying to
create a compact schema that consists of relatively few tables. This process makes
it merge initial tables of property-combinations into tables that store the union of
those properties: less, wider, tables means more NULLs. If human understandability were not a goal of emergent table detection, parameters could be changed to let
it generate more tables with less NULLs. Still, space saving is not really an argu4 SQL-based
5W =

1
n−1

SPARQL systems (MonetDB, Virtuoso) still allow SQL on Tk tables.
Pn−1
(si+1 − si ) where si is the subject OID at row i (table with n rows)
1
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ment for doing so, as the rightmost table column of Figure 4.1 shows that emergent
table storage is overall at least a factor 1.4 more compact than default PSO storage.
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Query Processing Microbenchmark. While the emergent schema can be physically viewed as a compressed PSO representation, we now will argue that every
use a RDF store will give to a PSO table can be supported at least as efficiently on
emergent table aware storage.
Typically, the PSO table is used for three access patterns during SPARQL processing: i) Scanning all the triples of a particular property p (i.e., p is known), ii)
Scanning with a particular property p and a range of object value (i.e., p is known +
condition on o), and iii) Having a subset of S as the input for the scan on a certain p
value (i.e., typically s is sorted, and the system performs a filtering MergeJoin). The
first and the second access patterns can be processed on the emergent schema in the
similar way as with the original PSO representation by using a UNION operator:
σ(pso, p, o) = σ(PP SO , p, o) ∪ σ(Tpso , p, o)
The third access pattern, which is a JOIN with s candidate OIDs is very common in SPARQL queries with star patterns. We test two different cases: with and
without of exceptions (i.e. Tpso ).
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Figure 4.3: PSO join performance vs
input size (no exceptions)
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Figure 4.4: PSO join performance vs
input size (with exceptions)

Without Tpso . In this case, the JOIN can be pushed through the PP SO view and
is simply the UNION of JOINs between the s candidates and dense Tk .s columns
in each emergent table Tk . MonetDB supports joins into VOID columns very efficiently, essentially this is sequential array lookup.
We conducted a micro-benchmark to compare the emergent schema aware performance with normal PSO access. It executes the JOIN between a set of I.s input
OIDs with two different Tk .s columns: a dense column and a sorted (but non-dense)
column; in both cases retrieving the Tk .o object values. The benchmark data is extracted from the subjects corresponding to the Offer entities in BSBM benchmark,
containing ≈5.7 million triples. Each JOIN is executed 10 times and the minimum
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running time is recorded. Figure 4.3 shows that dense OID joins are 3 times faster
on small inputs: array lookup is faster than MergeJoin.
With Tpso . Handling exception data requires merging the result produced by the
JOIN between input (I.s) and the dense S column of emergent table Tk .s with
the result produced by the JOIN between I.s and the exception table Tpso .s – the
latter requires an actual MergeJoin. We implemented an algorithm that performs
both tasks simultaneously. In order to form the JOIN result between I.s with both
Tk .s and Tpso .s simultaneously, we modify the original MergeJoin algorithm by
checking for each new index of I.s, whether the current element from I.s belongs
to the dense range of Tk .s.
We conducted another micro-benchmark using the same 5.7 million triples. The
exception data is created by uniformly sampling 3% of the regular data (BSBM
itself is perfectly tabular and has no exceptions). We note that 3% is already more
than the average percentage of exception data in all our tested datasets. The list of
input I.s candidates is also generated by sampling from 5% to 90% of the regular
data. Figure 4.4 shows that the performance of the JOIN operator on the emergent
schema still outperforms that on the original PSO representation even though it
needs to handle exception data.
The conclusion of this section is that emergent schema aware storage reduces
space by 1.4 times, provides faster PSO access, and importantly hides the relational
table storage from the SPARQL processor – such that query patterns that would
be troublesome for property tables (e.g. unbound property variables) can still be
executed without complication. We take further advantage of the emergent schema
in many common query plans, as described next.

4.3

Emergent Schema Aware SPARQL Optimization

The core of each SPARQL query is a set of (s,p,o) triple patterns, in which s, p,
o are either literal values or variables. Viewing each pattern as a property-labeled
edge between a subject and object, these triples form a SPARQL graph. We group
these triple patterns, where originally each triple pattern is a group of one.
Definition 11 Star Pattern (ρ=($s, p1 , o1 ), ($s, p2 , o2 ), ...): A star pattern is a collection of more than one triple patterns from the query, that each have a constant
property pi and an identical subject variable $s.
To exploit the emergent schema, we identify star patterns in the query and at
the query optimization, group query’s triple patterns by each star. Joins are needed
only between these triple pattern groups. Each group will be handled by one table
scan subplan that uses a new “RDF scan” operator described further on. SPARQL
query optimization then largely becomes a join reordering problem. The complexity of join reordering is exponential in the number of joins.
To show the effects on query optimization performance, we created a microbenchmark that forms queries consisting of (small) stars of size F =4. The smallest
query is a single star, followed by one with two stars that are connected by sharing
the same variable for an object in the first star and the subject of the star star, etc
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star pattern

?campus
“Princeton”
?name2
city
campus
?s3
study name
website
?site
?s2
place
spouse
?name1
prof.
name
“Chicago”
?s1
“Lawyer”
place
party
“Hawaii”

Democracy

Figure 4.5: Example SPARQL graph with three star patterns
(hence queries have 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 triple patterns). Our optimization identifies
these stars, hence after grouping star patterns their join graph reduces to 0, 1, 2 and
3 joins respectively. We ran the resulting queries through MonetDB and Virtuoso
and measured only query optimization time. Figure 4.6 shows that emergent schema
aware SPARQL query optimization becomes orders of magnitude faster thanks to
its simplification of the join ordering problem. The flattening Virtuoso default line
beyond 15 patterns suggests that with large amount of joins, it stops to fully traverse
the search space using cutoffs, introducing the risk of choosing a sub-optimal plan.

4.4

Emergent Schema Aware SPARQL Execution

The basic idea of emergent schema aware query execution is to handle a complete
star pattern ρ with one relational table scan(Ti ,[p1 ,p2 ,..]) on the emergent table Ti
with whose properties pi from ρ. Assuming a SQL-based SPARQL engine, as is
the case in Virtuoso and MonetDB, it is crucial to rely on the existing relational table scan infrastructure, so that advanced relational access paths (clustered indexes,
partitioned tables, cracking [115]) get seamlessly re-used.
In case of multiple emergent tables matching star pattern ρ, the scan plan (denoted ϑρ ) we generate consists of the UNION of such table scans. Details on generating ϑρ can be found in the Appendix A. We note that in ϑρ we also push-down
certain relational operators (at least simple filters) below these UNIONs – a standard relational optimization. This push-down means that selections are executed
before the UNIONs and optimized relational access methods can be used to e.g.
perform IndexScans. Moreover, we should mention that OPTIONAL triple patterns
in ρ are marked and can be ignored in the generated scans (because missing property values are already represented as NULL in the relational tables). Another detail
is that on top of ϑρ , we must introduce a Project operator to cast SQL literal types
to a special SPARQL value type, that allows multiple literal types as well as URIs
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Figure 4.6: Optimization time as a function of query size (#triple patterns)
to be present in one binding column.6 Executing (pushed-down) filter operations
while values are still SQL literals allows to avoid most casting effort, since after
selections much fewer tuples remain.
This whole approach will still only create bindings for the “regular” triples. To
generate the 100% correct SPARQL result, we introduce an operator called RDFscan, that produces only the missing bindings. The basic idea is to put another
UNION on top of the scan plan ϑρ that adds the RDFscan(ρ) bindings to the output
stream, as shown in Figure 4.7. Unlike normal scans, we cannot push down filters
below the RDFscan - hence these selections remain placed above it, at least until
optimization 1 (see later).
∪

ϑρ

σo1 >10,o3 =5
RDF scan(ρ)

Figure 4.7: Query plan for handing exception
Generating Exception Bindings. Correctly generating all result bindings that SPARQL
semantics expect is non-trivial, since the exception triples in Tpso when combined
6 In our MonetDB implementation, the 64-bits OID that encodes (subject) URIs, also encodes literals by using other patterns in its highest 8 bits.
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with any emergent table Tk (not only those covering ρ) could produce valid bindings. Consider the example SPARQL query, consisting of a single star pattern and
two selections (o1 > 10, o3 = 5):
T1
s
100
101
102
103
104

p1
11
13
14
9
15

p2 p3
2 5
4 6
5
6
8 5

T2
s p1
200 11
201
202 13

p3
7
5
9

p4
1
2
3

Tpso
p s
p1 0
p1 1
p1 201
p2 0
p2 102
p2 201
p3 0
p6 6

o
20
9
15
8
6
4
5
7

Result
s o1
100 11
104 15
0 20
102 14
201 15

o2
2
8
8
6
4

Figure 4.8: Example RDF data and expected query result.

SELECT ?s ?o1 ?o2 WHERE {
?s p1 ?o1 .
?s p2 ?o2 .
?s p3
5 .
FILTER (?o1 > 10) }
Figure 4.8 shows the expected result of this query on an example data. (For a
better view of the example, we assume s base OID of T1 , T2 are 100, 200, respectively). In this result, the first two tuples come from the regular triples while the
last three tuples is the combination of triples stored in Tpso table (i.e., in red color)
with those stored in tables T1 and T2 .
Basic approach. RDFscan returns all the bindings for a star pattern, in which each
binding is generated by at least one irregular triple (the missing bindings). Formally,
given a star pattern ρ = {(s, pi , oi ), i = 1,..,k}, the RDF dataset ∆, the output of the
RDFscan operator for this star pattern is defined as:
RDF scan(ρ) = {(s, o1 , ..., ok )}|(s, pi , oi ) ∈ ∆ ∧ (∃i : (s, pi , oi ) ∈ Tpso ) (4.1)
RDFscan generates the “exception” bindings in 2 steps:
Step 1: Get all possible bindings (s, o1 , ..., ok ) where each oi stems from triple
(s,pi ,oi ) ∈ Tpso (for those pi from ρ), or oi =NULL if such a triple does not exist,
with the constraint that at least one of the object values oi is non-NULL.
Step 2: Merge each binding (s, o1 , ...,ok ) with the emergent table Tk corresponding
to s (βk ≤ s < βk + |Tk |) to produce output bindings for RDF scan.
Step 1 is implemented by first extracting the set Ei of all {(s, oi )} corresponding
to each property pi from the Tpso : Ei = σp=pi (Tpso ). Then, it returns the output,
S1 , by performing a relational OuterJoin on s between all Ei . We note that, as Tpso
table is sorted by p, extracting Ei from Tpso can be done with no cost by reading a
slice of Tpso from the starting row of pi and the ending row of pi (the information
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E1
s
0
1
201
E2
s
0
102
201

o1
20
9
15
o2
8
6
4

E3
s
0

o3
5

Output(S1 )
s
o1
0
20
1
9
102
201 15

o2
8

o3
5

6
4

Figure 4.9: Step 1 on example data & query
on starting, ending rows of each p in Tpso table is pre-loaded before any query
processing). Furthermore, as for each p in Tpso , {(s,o)} are sorted according to s,
Ei are also sorted by s. Thus, the full OuterJoin of all Ei can be efficiently done by
using a multi-way sort merging algorithm. Figure 4.9 demonstrates Step 1 for the
example query.
Algorithm 1 Merge-exception-regular algorithm
Input: S1 : Step 1 output
lstP : List of required properties
E: Emergent tables
Output: Tf in : Merging results
1: for each tuple t=(s, o1 ,...,ok ) in S1 do
2:
id, r = getT_row(t.s) /*table & row id*/
3:
accept = true
4:
for each pi in lstP do
5:
if t.oi = null & E[id] [r].pi = null then
6:
accept = false
7:
Continue next tuple
8:
else
9:
store_cand(bind, t.oi , E[id] [r].pi )
10:
if accept = true then
11:
append(Tf in , bind)
Step 2 merges each tuple in S1 with a tuple of the same s in the regular table in
order to form the final output of RDF scan. For example, the 4th tuple of S1 (201,
15, 4, null) merged with the 2nd tuple of T2 (201, null, 5, 2) returns a valid binding
(201, 15, 4) for the (s, o1 , o2 ) of the example query. Figure 1 shows the detailed
algorithm of Step 2. For each tuple t in S1 , it first extracts the corresponding regular
table and row Id of the current t.s from encoded information inside each s OID
(Line 2). Then, for each property pi , the algorithm will check whether there is any
non-NULL object value appearing in either t (i.e., t.oi ) or the regular column pi
(i.e., E[id] [r].pi ) (Line 5). If yes, the non-NULL value will be placed in the binding
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for pi (Line 9). Otherwise, if both of the values are NULL, there will be no valid
binding for the current checking tuple t. Finally, the binding that has non-NULL
object values for all non-optional properties will be appended to the output table
Tf in .
Optimization 1: Selection push-down. Pushing selection predicates down in the
query plan is an important query optimization technique to apply filters as early
as possible. This technique can be applied to RDFscan when there is any selection
predicate on the object values of the input star pattern (e.g., o1 > 10, o3 =5 in the
example query). Specifically, we push the selection predicates down in Step 1 of
the RDFscan operator to reduce the size of each set Ei (i.e., σp=pi (Tpso )), accordingly returning a smaller output S1 of this step. Formally, given λi being a selection
predicate on the object oi , the set Ei of {(s,oi )} from Tpso ) is computed as: Ei =
σp=pi ,λi (Tpso ). In the example query, E1 = σp=p1 ,o1 >10 (Tpso ). Figure 4.10 shows
that the size of E1 and the output S1 are reduced after applying the selection pushdown optimization, which thus improves the processing time of RDFscan operator.
E1
s
0
201

o1
20
15

Output(S1 )
s
o1
o2
0
20
8
102
6
201 15
4

o3
5

Figure 4.10: Step 1 output with pushing down Selection predicates

Optimization 2: Early check for missing property. If a regular table Tk does not
have pi in its list of columns, to produce a valid binding by merging a tuple t of S1
(i.e., output of Step 1) and T , the exception object value t.oi must be non-NULL.
Thus, we can quickly check whether t is an invalid candidate without looking into
the tuple from Tk by verifying whether t contains non-NULL object values for all
missing columns of Tk . We implement this by modifying the algorithm for Step
2. Before considering the object values of all properties from both exception and
regular data (Line 4), we first check exception object value t.oi of each missing
property to prune the tuple if any t.oi is NULL. Then, we continue the original
algorithm with the remaining properties.
Optimization 3: Prune non-matching tables. The exception table Tpso mostly
contains triples whose subject was mapped to some emergent table. For example,
the triple (201, p2 , 4) refers to the emergent table T2 because s ≥ 200=β2 . During
the emergent schema exploration process [160] this triple was temporarily stored
in the initial emergent table T20 , but was then moved to Tpso during the so-called
“schema and instance filtering” step. This filtering moves not only triples but also
whole columns from initial emergent tables to Tpso , in order to derive a compact
and precise emergent schema. Assume column p2 was removed from T2 during
schema filtering. We observe that before filtering, all triples (regular + exception
triples) of subject s were part of the initial emergent table which means that had
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a particular set of properties. Accordingly, if C is the set of columns of an initial
emergent table T 0 and if C does not contain the set of properties in ρ, there cannot
be a matching subject with all properties of ρ stemming from T 0 even with the help
of Tpso . This observation can be exploited to prune all subject ranges corresponding
to (initial) emergent tables that cannot have any matching for ρ from the pass over
Tpso .
Specifically, we pre-store, for each emergent table, its set of columns C before
schema and instance filtering was applied during emergent schema detection. Then,
given the input star pattern ρ, the possible matching tables for ρ are those tables
whose set of columns C contain all properties in ρ. Finally, Step 1 is optimized
by removing from Ei all the triples that the subject does not refer to any of the
matching tables.

4.5

Performance Evaluation

We tested with both synthetic and real RDF datasets BSBM [55], LUBM [100],
LDBC-SNB[88] and DBpedia (DBPSB) [147]; and their respective query workloads. For BSBM, we also include its relational version, namely BSBM-SQL, in
order to compare the performance of the RDF store against a SQL system (i.e.,
MonetDB-SQL). We used datasets of 100 million triples for LUBM and BSBM,
and scale factor 3 (≈200 million triples) for LDBC-SNB. The experiments were
conducted on a Linux 4.3 machine with Intel Core i7 3.4Ghz CPU and 16 GBytes
RAM. All approaches are implemented in the RDF experimental branch of MonetDB.
Query workload. For BSBM, we use the SELECT queries from Explore workload
(ignoring the queries with DESCRIBE and CONSTRUCT). For LUBM, we use its
published queries and rewrite some queries (i.e., Q4, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q13) that
requires certain ontology reasoning capabilities in order to account for the ontology rules and implicit relationships. For LDBC-SNB, we use its short read queries
workload. DBPSB exploits the actual query logs of the DBpedia SPARQL endpoints to build a set of templates for the query workload. Using these templates,
we create 10 non-empty result queries w.r.t DBpedia 3.9 dataset7 . Table 4.2 show
the features of tested DBpedia queries. In Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13, X-axis holds
query-numbers: 1 means Q1. For each benchmark query we run three times and
record the last query execution (i.e., Hot run).
Emergent schema aware vs Triple-based RDF stores. We perform the benchmarks against two different approaches of MonetDB RDF store: the original triplebased store (MonetDB-triple) and the emergent schema-based store (MonetDBemer).
Figure 4.11 shows the query processing time using two approaches over four
benchmarks. For BSBM and LDBC-SNB, the emergent schema aware approach
significantly outperforms the triple-based approach in all the queries, by up to two
orders of magnitude faster (i.e., Q1 SNB). In a real workload such as DBpedia
7 The

detailed DBpedia queries can be found at goo.gl/RxzOmy
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Figure 4.11: Query processing time: Emergent schema-based vs triple-based

where there is significant amount of exception triples, our approach is still much
faster (note: logscale) by up to more than an order of magnitude (Q8). We also note
that multi-valued properties appear in most of DBpedia queries, and this is costly
for the emergent schema aware approach as it requires additional MergeJoins to
retrieve the object values. In Figure 4.11d, the best-performing query Q8 is the one
having no multi-valued property.
For LUBM, a few queries (i.e. 7, 14) show comparable processing times for
triple-table based and emergent schema aware query processing. The underlying
reason is that each subject variable in these queries only contains one or two common properties (e.g., Q14 only contains one triple pattern with the properties rdf:
type). Thus, the emergent schema aware approach will not improve the query execution time – however as the optimization does not trigger then it also does not
degrade performance in absence of fruitful star patterns. For the queries having
discriminative properties [160] in a star pattern (e.g., Q4, 11, 12), the emergent
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Queries

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

Q5 Q6

Q7 Q8

Q9 Q10

Operators: OPTIONAL, FILTER, UNION

-

Modifiers: Distinct, Limit, ORDER

D

D D,L,O

D D,L

D D,L

-

-

D

# of triple pattern
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5

3

3

6

4

6
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1
√

4

2
√

0

# constraints on O?
Has multi-valued prop.?

-

1 0
√ √

O
5

-

1 1
√ √

U
10

F

- F,U O,F,U

-

O

-

Table 4.2: Properties of DBpedia queries

schema aware approach significantly outperforms the original triple-based version,
by up to two order of magnitude (i.e, Q4).
Emergent schema-based RDF store vs RDBMS As shown in Figure 4.11c, the
emergent schema aware SPARQL processing (MonetDB-emer) provides comparable performance on most queries (i.e., Q1,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q8) compared to MonetDBSQL. In other queries (Queries 7,10), the emergent schema aware approach also
significantly reduces the performance gap between SPARQL and SQL, from almost
two orders of magnitude slower (MonetDB-triple vs MonetDB-SQL) to a factor of
3.8 (MonetDB-emer vs MonetDB-SQL).
RDFscan optimizations. Figure 4.12 shows the effects of each of the three described RDFscan optimization by running the DBpedia benchmark without using with each of them. All optimizations have positive effects, though in different
queries, and the longer running queries show stronger effects. Selection push-down
(Opt. 1) has most influence, while the early check in Tpso to see if it delivers missing properties has the least influence. Obviously, selection push-down does not
give any performance boost when there is no constraint on the object variables in
the queries (e.g., Query 2). For queries having constraints on the object variables,
which are quite common in any query workload, it does speed up query processing
by up to a factor of 24 (i.e., Q8).
Query optimization time. Figure 4.13 shows query optimization time on LDBCSNB and DBPSB (due to lack of space, we omit similar results for BSBM and
LUBM). For all queries, the emergent schema aware approach significantly lowers
optimization time, by even up to two orders of magnitude (Q1 SNB) or a factor of 37
(Q7 DBPSB). Note also that due to the smaller plan space and strong reduction of
join correlations, query optimization also qualitatively improves, a claim supported
by its performance improvements across the board.

4.6

Related Work

Most state-of-the-art RDF systems store their data in triple- or quad-tables creating
indexes on multiple orders of S,P,O[183, 87, 150, 177]. However, according to [99,
160], these approaches have several RDF data management problems including
unpredictably bad query plans and low storage locality.
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Structure-aware storage was first exploited in RDF stores with the“property tables” approach[184, 76, 128, 181]. However, early systems using this approach [184,
76] do not support automatic structure recognition, but rely on a database administrator doing the table modeling manually. Automatic recognition is introduced in
some newer systems[128, 181, 134], however unlike emergent schemas these structures are not apt for human usage, nor did these papers research in depth integration
with relational systems in terms of storage, access methods or query optimization.
Recently, Bornea et al.[62] built an RDF store, DB2RDF, on top of a relational
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Figure 4.13: Optimization time: Emergent schema-based vs triple-based

system using hash functions to shred RDF data into multiple multi-column tables.
This approach (nor any of the others) allows both SQL and SPARQL access to the
same data, as emergent schemas do. Gubichev et al. [99] and Neumann et al.[149]
use structure recognition to improve join ordering in SPARQL queries alone. Brodt
et al. [66] proposed a new operator, called Pivot Index Scan, to efficient deliver
attribute values for a resource (i.e., subject) with less joins using something similar
to a SPO index – as such it does not recognize structure in RDF to leverage it on
the physical level.

4.7

Conclusion

Emergent Schema detection is a recent technique that automatically analyzes the
actual structure an RDF graph, and creates a compact relational schema that fits
most of the data. We investigate here how these Emergent Schemas, beyond helping humans to understand a RDF dataset, can be used to make RDF stores more
efficient. The basic idea is to store the majority of data, the “regular” triples (typically >95% of all data) in relational tables under the hood, and the remaining
“exception” triples in a reduced PSO triple table. This storage still allows to see
the relational data as if it were a PSO table, but is in fact > 1.4x more compact
and faster to access than a normal PSO table. Furthermore, we provide a simple
optimization heuristic that groups triple patterns by star-shape. This reduces the
complexity of query optimization by often more than a magnitude, since the size of
the join graph is reduced thanks to only joining these groups. Finally, we contribute
the RDFscan algorithm with three important optimizations. It is designed to work
in conjunction with relational scans, which perform most of the heavy-lifting, and
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can benefit from existing physical storage optimizations such as table clustering and
partitioning. RDFscan keeps the overhead of generating additional binding results
for “exception” triples low, yielding overall speed improvements of 3-10x on a wide
variety of datasets and benchmarks, closing the performance gap between SQL and
SPARQL.

Chapter 5

Benchmarking RDF stores
In this chapter, we present our work on RDF benchmarking performed while participating in the LDBC Social Network Benchmark (SNB) task force. In particular,
we first describe our main contribution on this benchmark focusing specifically in
designing and developing its scalable correlated graph generator. Then, we shortly
introduce the benchmark and its workloads.

5.1

S3G2: A Scalable Structure-correlated Social Graph
Generator

Benchmarking graph-oriented database workloads and graph-oriented database systems is increasingly becoming relevant in analytical Big Data tasks, such as social
network analysis. In graph data, structure is not mainly found inside the nodes, but
especially in the way nodes happen to be connected, i.e. structural correlations.
Because such structural correlations determine join fan-outs experienced by graph
analysis algorithms and graph query executors, they are an essential, yet typically
neglected, ingredient of synthetic graph generators. To address this, we present
S3G2: a Scalable Structure-correlated Social Graph Generator. This graph generator creates a synthetic social graph, containing non-uniform value distributions and
structural correlations, which is intended as test data for scalable graph analysis algorithms and graph database systems. We generalize the problem by decomposing
correlated graph generation in multiple passes that each focus on one so-called correlation dimension; each of which can be mapped to a MapReduce task. We show
that S3G2 can generate social graphs that (i) share well-known graph connectivity characteristics typically found in real social graphs (ii) contain certain plausible
structural correlations that influence the performance of graph analysis algorithms
and queries, and (iii) can be quickly generated at huge sizes on common cluster
hardware.

5.1.1

Introduction

Data in real life is correlated; e.g. people living in Germany have a different distribution in names than people in Italy (location), and people who went to the same
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university in the same period have a much higher probability to be friends in a social
network. Such correlations can strongly influence the intermediate result sizes of
query plans, the effectiveness of indexing strategies, and cause absence or presence
of locality in data access patterns. Regarding intermediate result sizes of selections,
consider:
SELECT personID FROM person
WHERE firstName = ’Joachim’ AND addressCountry = ’Germany’
Query optimizers commonly use the independence assumption for estimating
the result size of conjunctive predicates, by multiplying the estimates for the individual predicates. This would underestimate this result size, since Joachim is more
common in Germany than in most other countries; similar would happen e.g. when
querying for firstName ’Cesare’ from ’Italy’. Overestimation can also easily happen, if we would query for ’Cesare’ from ’Germany’ or ’Joachim’ from ’Italy’ (i.e.
anti-correlation).
This correlation problem has been recognized in relational database systems
as relevant, and some work exists to detect correlated properties inside the same
table (e.g., see [173]). Still, employing techniques for the detection of correlation
is hardly mainstream in relational database management, and this is even more
so when we start considering correlations between predicates that are separated
by joins. Consider for instance the DBLP example of co-authorship of papers that
counts the number of authors that have published both in TODS and in the VLDB
Journal:
SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM paper pa1 JOIN journal jn1 ON pa1.journal = jn1.ID
paper pa2 JOIN journal jn2 ON pa2.journal = jn2.ID
WHERE pa1.author = pa2.author AND
jn1.name = ’TODS’ AND jn2.name = ’VLDB Journal’
The above query is likely to have a larger result size than a query that substitutes ’TODS’ for ’Bioinformatics’, even though Bioinformatics is a much larger
publication than TODS. The underlying observation is that database researchers
are likely to co-publish in TODS and The VLDB Journal, but are much less likely
to do cross-disciplinary work. For database technology, this example poses (i) a
challenge to the optimizer to adjust the estimated join hit ratio of pa1.author =
pa2.author downwards or upwards depending on other (selection or join) predicates in the query (ii) provide indexing support that can accelerate this query: the
anti-correlated query (Bioinformatics and The VLDB Journal) has a very small result size and thus could theoretically be answered very quickly. However, just employing standard join indices will generate a large intermediate result for the Bioinformatics sub-plan containing all Bioinformatics authors, of which only a minute
fraction is actually useful for the final answer.
Summarizing, correlated predicates are still a frontier area in database research,
and such queries are generally not well-supported yet in mature relational systems.
This holds still more strongly in the emerging class of graph database systems,
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where we argue the need for correlation-awareness in query processing is even
higher.
In the particular case of RDF, its graph data model is expressly chosen to work
without need for an explicit schema, such that graph datasets get stored as one big
pile of edges (in particular, subject-property-object “triples”). Here we see a dualism between structure and correlation: in the relational model, certain structure is
explicit in the schema, whereas in RDF such structure only re-surfaces as structural
correlation. That is, it will turn out a journal paper (subject) always happens to
have one title property, one issue property, one journalName, etc; and that these
properties exclusively occur in connection to journal issues. The extreme flexibility of RDF systems in the data they can store, thus poses a significant challenge
to SPARQL query optimizers, as they need to understand such correlations to get
the planning of even basic queries right. Other graph database systems which use
a richer data model, where nodes have a declared structure, suffer less from this
problem. Still, when considering that graph analysis queries often involve a combination of (property) value constraints and structural constraints (pattern matching),
it is likely that correlations between the structure of the graph and the values in
them will strongly affect the performance of systems and algorithms. Yet, systems
are not sufficiently aware of this, and existing graph benchmarks do not specifically
test for this; and synthetic graphs used for benchmarking do not have such structure
correlations. As such, we argue that for benchmarking graph data analysis systems
and algorithms, it would be very worthwhile if a data generator could generate synthetic graphs which such correlated structure. To our knowledge, there exists no
solution for generating a scalable random graph with value and structure correlations. Existing literature on random graph generation [47, 126, 58, 94] either does
not consider node properties at all or ignores correlations between them.
In this chapter, we describe the Scalable Structure-correlated Social Graph Generator (S3G2), and its underlying generic conceptual correlated graph generation
framework. This framework organizes data generation in multiple phases that each
center around a correlation dimension. In the case of our social graph use case,
these dimensions are (i) education and (ii) personal interests. The data generation
workflow is constrained by correlation dependencies, where certain already generated data influences the generation of additional data. A graph generator generates new nodes (with property values), and edges between these nodes and existing
nodes. The probability to choose a certain value from a dictionary, or the probability to connect two nodes with an edge are thus influenced by existing data values.
For instance, the birth location of a person influences probability distribution of
the firstName and university dictionaries. As another example, the probability to
create a friendship edge is influenced by (dis)agreement on gender, birthYear and
university properties of two person nodes.
A practical challenge in S3G2 is that a naive approach to correlated graph generation would continuously access possibly any node and any edge in order to make
decisions regarding the generation of a next node or edge. For generating graphs of
a size that exceeds RAM, such a naive algorithm would grind down due to expensive random I/O. To address this challenge, we designed a S3G2 graph generation
algorithm following the MapReduce paradigm. Each pass along one correlation di-
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mension is a Map phase in which data is generated, followed by a Reduce phase
that sorts the data along the correlation dimension that steers the next pass. We
show that this algorithm achieves good parallel scale-out, allowing it e.g. to generate 1.2TB of correlated graph data in half an hour on a Hadoop cluster of 16
machines.
Contributions of our work are the following: (1) we propose a novel framework for specifying the generation of correlated graphs, (2) we show the usefulness
of this framework in its ability to specify the generation of a social network with
certain plausible correlations between values and structure, and (3) we devise a
scalable algorithm that implements this generator as a series of MapReduce tasks,
and verify both quality of its result as well as its scalability. In our vision, this data
generator is a key ingredient for new benchmarks for graph query processing.
Outline. In Section 5.1.2, we present our framework for the generation of correlated graphs, and describe how such it maps on a MapReduce implementation. In
Section 5.1.4 we use our framework to generate a synthetic social network graph.
In Section 5.1.5 we evaluate our approach, confirming that the generated data has
typical social network characteristics, and showing the scalability of our generator.
Finally, in Section 5.1.6, we review related work before concluding in Section 5.1.7.

5.1.2

Scalable Structure-correlated Social Graph Generator (S3G2)

We first formally define the end product of S3G2 which is essentially a directed
graph of objects, and introduce the main ingredients of the S3G2 framework. Then,
we describe the MapReduce-based generation algorithm that follows from these
ingredients.
S3G2 generates a directed labeled graph, where the nodes are objects with property values, and their structure is determined by the class a node belongs to. Such a
data model is common in graph database systems, and is more structured than RDF
(though it can be represented in RDF, as our S3G2 implementation in fact does).
Definition 12 S3G2 produces a graph G(V , E, P , C) where V is a set of nodes,
E is a set of edges, P is a set of properties and C is a set of classes.
S c
V =L∪
O
c∈C


P = P L(x) |x ∈ C ∪ P E(x,y) |x, y ∈ C

E = (n1 , n2 , p)|n1 ∈ Ox ∧ ((n2 ∈ L ∧ p ∈ P L(x) ) ∨ (n2 ∈ Oy ∧ p ∈ P E(x,y) ))
in which Oc is an object of class c in C; L is the set of literals; P L(x) is set of literal
properties of class x in C; P E(x,y) is the set of properties representing relationship
edges that go from instances of class x to class y.
We now discuss the main concepts in S3G2, which are (i) property dictionaries,
(ii) simple subgraph generation, and (iii) edge generation along correlation dimensions.
Property Dictionary. Property values for each literal property l ∈ P L(x) are generated following a property dictionary specification P Dl (D, R, F ), consisting of a
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dictionary D, a ranking function R and a probability function F (if the context is
unclear, we can also write Dl , Rl and Fl ).
A dictionary D is simply a fixed set of values: D = {v1 , .., v|D| }. The ranking function R is a bijection R : D → {1, .., |D|} which gives each value in
a dictionary a unique rank between 1 and |D|. The probability density function
F : {1, .., |D|} →[0, 1] steers how the generator chooses values; i.e. by having it
0
draw random numbers 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, it chooses the largest rank
Pr r such that F (r) < p,
0
0
where F is the cumulative version of F , that is F = i=1 F (i). It finally emits
the value vpos from dictionary D from position pos = R(r). Thus, our framework
can generate data corresponding to any discrete probability distribution.
The idea to have a separate ranking and probability function comes from generating correlated values. In particular, the ranking function R[z](c) is typically
parametrized by some parameters z; which means that depending on the parameter
z, the value ranking is different. For instance, in case of a dictionary of firstName
we could have R[g, c, y]; e.g. the popularity of first names, depending on gender g,
country c and the year y from the birthDate property (let’s call this birthYear).
Thus, the fact that the popularity of first names in different countries and times is
different, is reflected by the different ranks produced by function R() over the full
dictionary of names. Name frequency distributions do tend to be similar in shape,
which is guaranteed by the fact that we use the same probability distribution F ()
for all data of a property.
Thus, the S3G2 data generator must contain property dictionaries Dl for all literal properties in l ∈ P L(x) , and it also must contain the ranking functions Rl , for
all literal properties defined in all classes x ∈ C. When designing correlation parameters for a ordering function Rl , one should ensure that the amount of parameter
combinations such as (g, c, y) stays limited, in order to keep the representation of
such functions compact. We want the generator to be a relatively small program and
not depend needlessly on huge data files with dictionaries and ranking functions.
Figure 5.2 shows how S3G2 compactly represents R[g, c, y], by keeping for
each combination of (g, c, y) a small table with only the top-N dictionary values (here N =10 for presentation purposes, but it is typically larger). Rather than
storing an ordering of all values, a table like R[male, Germany, 2010] is just an
array of N integers. A value j here simply identifies value vj in dictionary D.
The values ranked lower than N get their rank assigned randomly. Given that in a
Post1

<replyTo>

Comment1

“University
of Leipzig”

“Anna”
P3

P1

<location> “Germany”
“1990”

Photo2

Photo1
“University of Leipzig”

P2
P4

Figure 5.1: Example S3G2 graph: Social Network with Person Information.
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Figure 5.2: Compact Correlated Dictionary Distributions: boy names in Germany
(up) vs. Italy (lo)
monotonically decreasing probability function like the geometric distribution used
here, the probabilities below that rank are very small anyway, this approximation
only slightly decreases the plausibility of the generated values. In Figure 5.2 we see
in the top graph that for (male,Germany,2010) we keep the 10 most popular boys
names, which get mapped on the geometric distribution. All other dictionary values
(among which Italian names) get some random rank > 10. In the lower graph, we
see that for (male,Italy,2010) these Italian names are actually the most popular, and
the German names get arbitrary (and low) probabilities.
Simple Graph Generation. Edges are often generated in one go together with
new nodes, essentially starting with an existing node n, and creating new nodes
to which it gets connected. This process is guided by a degree distribution function
N : h → [0, 1] that first determines how many h such new children (or descendants)
to generate. In many social networks, the amount of neighbour edges h is distributed
following a power law distribution (the probability that a node has degree h ∼
γ.h−λ ).
In the S3G2 framework, it is possible to have a correlated the degree distribution
function N [ni ](h), from which the degree of each nodes ni is generated, correlated
with properties of node ni , e.g. by having these properties influence λ or γ. For
instance, people with many friends in a social network will typically post more
pictures than people with few friends (hence, the amount of friend nodes in our use
case influences the amount of posted comment and picture nodes).
Generating new nodes and connecting them on the fly among mostly themselves
and to an existing node ni leads to isolated subgraphs that are dangling off the main
graph connected to it by ni . Typically, such subgraphs are small or have the shape
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of shallow trees if they are larger.
Correlation Dimensions. To generate correlated and highly connected graph data,
we need a different approach that generates edges after generating many nodes. This
is computationally harder than generating edges towards new nodes. The reason is
that if node properties influence their connectivity, a naive implementation would
have to compare the properties of all existing nodes with all nodes, which could
lead to quadratic computational cost and a random access pattern, so the generation
algorithm would only be fast as long as the data fits in RAM (to avoid a random
I/O access pattern).
Data correlation actually alleviates this problem. We observe that the probability that two nodes are connected is typically skewed with respect to some similarity
between the nodes. Given node ni , for a small set of nodes that are somehow similar to it, there is a high connectivity probability, whereas for most other nodes, this
probability is quite low. This observation can be exploited by a graph data generator
by identifying correlation dimensions.
For a certain edge label e ∈ P E(x,y) between node classes Ox and Oy , a
correlation dimension CDe (M x , M y , F ) consists of two similarity metric functions M x : n → [0, ∞], M y : n → [0, ∞] , and a probability distribution
F :[1,W.t]→[0,1]. Here the W.t is a window size, of W tiles with each t nodes,
as explained later. Note that in case of friends in a social network, both start and
end of the edges are of the same class persons (Ox = Oy ), so a single metric
function would typically be used. For simplicity of discussion we will assume
M = M x = M y in the sequel.
We can compute the similarity metric by invoking M (ni ) on all nodes ni , and
sort all nodes on this score. This means that similar nodes are brought near each
other, and we observe that the larger the distance between two nodes, their similarity difference monotonically increases. Again, we use a geometric probability
distribution for F () that provides a probability for picking nodes to connect with
that are between 1 and W.t positions apart in this similarity ranking. To fully comply with a geometric distribution, we should not cut short at W.t positions apart, but
consider even further apart nodes. However, we observe that for a skewed monotonically decreasing distribution like geometric, the probability many positions away
will be minute, i.e. ≤  (F (W.t) = ). The advantage of this window shortcut is
that after sorting the data, it allows S3G2 to generate edges using a fully sequential access pattern that needs little RAM resources (it only buffers W.t nodes). An
example of a similarity function M () could be location. Location, i.e., a place
name, can be mapped to (longitude,latitude) coordinates, yet for M () we need a
single-dimensional metric that can be sorted on. In this case, one can keep (longitude,latitude) at 16-bits integer resolution and mix these by bit-interleaving into
one 32-bits integer. This creates a two-dimensional space filling curve called Zordering, also known in geographic query processing as QuadTiles1 . Such a space
filling curve “roughly” provides the property that points which are near each other
in the Euclidean space have a small z-order difference.
1 See

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/QuadTiles
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Note that the use of similarity functions and probability distribution functions
over ranked distance drives what kind of nodes get connected with an edge, not
how many. The decision on the degree of a node is made prior to generating the
edges, using the previously mentioned degree function N [ni ](h), which in social
networks would typically be a power-law function. During data generation, this
degree ni .h of node ni is determined by randomly picking the required number of
edges according to the correlated probability distributions as described before in
the example with person who have many friends generating more discussion posts.
In case of multiple correlations, we use another probability function to divide the
intended number of edges between the various correlation dimensions. Thus, we
have a power-law distributed node degree, and a predictable (but not fixed) average
split between the causes for creating edges.
Random Dimension. The idea that we only generate edges between the W.t most
similar nodes in all correlation dimensions is too restrictive: unlikely connections
in a social network that the data model would not explain or make plausible, will
occur in practice. Such random noise can be modeled by partly falling back onto
uniformly random data generation. In the S3G2 framework this can be modeled as
a special case of a correlation dimension, by using a purely random function as
similarity metric, and a uniform probability function. Hence, data distributions can
be made more noisy by making a pass in random order over the data and generating
(a few) additional random edges.

5.1.3

MapReduce S3G2 Algorithm

In the previous discussion we have introduced the main concepts of the S3G2
framework: (i) correlated data dictionaries (ii) simple graph generation (iii) edge
generation according to correlation dimensions. We now describe how a MapReduce algorithm is built using these ingredients.
In MapReduce, a Map function is run on different parts of the input data on
many cluster machines in parallel. Each Map function processes its input data item
and produces for each a result with a key attached. MapReduce sends all produced
results to Reduce functions that also run on many cluster machines; the key determines to which Reducer each item is sent. The Reduce function then processes this
stream of data.
In the S3G2 algorithm, the key generated between Map and Reduce is used
to sort the data for which edges need to be generated according to the similarity
metric (the M x , M y functions) of the next correlation dimension. As mentioned,
there may be multiple correlation dimensions, hence multiple successive MapReduce phases. Both the Map and Reduce functions can perform simple graph generation, which includes generation of (correlated) property values using dictionaries,
as described before in the example with boys names in Germany vs. Italy. The main
task of the Reduce function is sorting on correlation dimension and subsequent edge
generation between existing nodes using a sliding window algorithm described in
Algorithm 2.
The main idea of the sliding window approach to correlated edge generation is
that when generating edges, we only need to consider nodes that are sufficiently
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Tile of t nodes

Window of W most recent tiles

Tile being filled

nodes for which edges are being generated

Figure 5.3: Sliding window of W tiles along the graph.
similar. By ordering the nodes according to this similarity (the metric M x , M y )
we can keep a sliding window of nodes (plus their properties and edges) in RAM,
and only consider generating edges between nodes that are cached in this window.
If multiple correlations influence the presence of an edge, multiple full data sorts
and sequential sliding window passes are needed (i.e. multiple MapReduce jobs).
Thus, each correlation dimension adds one MapReduce job to the whole process,
that basically re-sorts the data. One may remark that if the simple graph generation
activities that kick off graph generation already generate data ordered along the first
correlation dimension, we can save one MapReduce job (as data is already sorted).
The sliding window approach is implemented by dividing the sorted nodes conceptually in tiles of t nodes. When the Reduce function accepts a data item, it adds
it to the current tile (an in-memory data structure). If this tile is full, and it has W
tiles already in memory, the oldest tile is dropped from memory. This is visualized
in Figure 5.3.
The Reduce function generates edges for all nodes in the oldest tile right before it is dropped, using Algorithm 2, implementing the windowing approach and
generating edges along a correlation dimension. For each node u in this tile, it sequentially scans nodes in the window, and picks a node to be connected based on
a probability function F (), until N (u) nodes are connected. Function F () computes the probability of connecting two nodes based on their absolute distance in
the window. Using this function nearby nodes are most likely to be picked; since
successive nodes do the same, there is a high likelihood that similar (nearby) nodes
have some overlapping neighbours (e.g. friends).
In principle, simple graph generation only requires local information (the current node), and can be performed as a Map task, but also as a post-processing job
in the Reduce function. Note that node generation also includes the generation of
the (correlated) properties of the new nodes.
We should mention that data correlations introduce dependencies, that impose
constraints on the order in which generation tasks have to be performed. For instance, if the firstName property of a person node depends on the birthYear and
university properties, then within simple node generation, the latter properties
need to be generated first. Also, if the discussion posts forum that a user might
have below a posted picture involves the friends of that user, the discussion node
generation should follow the generation of all friend edges. Thus, the correlation
rules one introduces, naturally determine the amount of MapReduce jobs needed,
as well as the order of actions inside the Map and Reduce functions.
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Algorithm 2 GenerateEdges(t, N (), F ())
Input: t: tile of nodes to generate edges for
Input: N : a function determines the degree of a node
Input: F : computes probability of connecting two nodes based on their distance
1: for each node u in tile t do
2:
for each node v in window do
3:
if numOfEdges(v) = N (v) then
4:
continue
5:
generate a uniform random number p in [0,1)
6:
distance = position of v - position of u;
7:
if (F (distance) < p) & (u not yet connected to v) then
8:
createEdge(u,v)
9:
if numOfEdges(u) = N (u) then
10:
break
11: flushTile(t);

5.1.4

Case study: generating social network data

In this section, we show how we applied the S3G2 framework for creating a social
network graph generator. The purpose of this generator is to provide a dataset for
a new graph benchmark, called the Social Intelligence Benchmark (SIB).2 As we
focus here on correlated graph generation, this benchmark is out of scope for this
chapter. Let us state clearly that the purpose of this generator is not to generate
“realistic” social network data. Determining the characteristics of social networks is
the topic of a lot of research, and we use some of the current insights as inspiration
(only). Our data generator introduces some plausible correlations, but we believe
that real life (social network) data is riddled with many more correlations; it is a true
data mining task to extract these. Given that we want to use the generated dataset
for a graph database benchmark workload, having only a limited set of correlations
is not a problem; as in a benchmark query workload only a limited set of query
patterns will be tested.
Figure 5.4 shows the ER diagram of the social network. It contains persons and
entities of social activities (posted pictures, and comments in discussions in the
user’s forum) as the object classes of C. These object classes and their properties
(e.g., user name, post creation date, ...) form the set of nodes V . E contains all the
connection between two persons including their friendship edges and social activity
edges between persons and a social activity when they all join a social activity (e.g.,
persons discussing about a topic). P contains all attributes of a user profile, the
properties of user friendships and social activities.
Correlated Dictionaries. A basic task is to establish a plausible dictionary (D) for
every property in our schema. For each dictionary, we subsequently decide on a frequency distribution. As mentioned, in many cases we use a geometric distribution,
which is the discrete equivalent of the exponential distribution, known to accurately
2 See:

www.w3.org/wiki/Social_Network_Intelligence_Benchmark
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Figure 5.4: The Generated Social Network Schema (SIB).
model many natural phenomena. Finally, we need to determine a ranking of these
values in the probability distribution (the R() function). For correlated properties,
this function is parameterized (R[z]()) and is different for value of z. Our compact approximation stores for each z value a top-N (typically N =30) of dictionary
values.
The following property value correlations are built in (Rx [z] denoted as z
x):
•

(person.location,person.gender,person.birthDay)

•

person.location

person.lastName

•

person.location

person.university

•

person.location

person.employer

•

person.location

person.employSince

•

(person.location,person.Gender,person.birthDay)

•

person.location

person.photoAlbum.photo.location

•

person.employer

person.email

•

person.birthDate

•

person.createdDate

•

photoAlbum.createdDate

person.firstName

person.interests.interest

person.createdDate
person.photoAlbum.createdDate
photoAlbum.photo.takenTime
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•

photoAlbum.photo.location

photoAlbum.photo.latitude

•

photoAlbum.photo.location

photoAlbum.photo.longitude

•

friendship.requestDate

friendship.approveDate

•

friendship.requestDate

friendship.deniedDate

•

(friendship.userId1,friendship.userId2)

•

person.createdDate

•

forum.createdDate

•

forum.createdDate,forum.post.author.createdDate

•

post.createdDate

friendship.terminator

person.forum.createdDate
forum.groupmembership.joinedDate
forum.post.createdDate

post.comment.createdDate

Our main source of dictionary information is DBpedia [44], an online RDF
version of Wikipedia, extended with some ranking information derived with internet search engine scripts. From DBpedia one can obtain a collection of place
names with population information, which is used as person.location. For the
place names, DBpedia also provides population distributions. We use this actual
distribution as found in DBpedia to guide the generation of location.
The person.university property is filled with university names as found in
DBpedia. The sorting function Runiversity [location] ranks the universities by distance from the person location, and we keep for each location the top-10 universities. The geometric distribution is used as Funiversity and its parameters are tuned
such that over 90% of persons choose one of the top-10. Arguably, it is not plausible
that all persons have gone to university, but absolute realism is not the point of our
exercise.
From the cities, DBpedia allows to derive country information. DBpedia contains a large collection of person names (first and lastnames) and their country of
birth, plus certain explicit information on popularity of first-names per country,
which was used as well. Other information was collected manually on the internet,
such as a distribution of browser usage, which is not correlated with anything, currently. A special rule for dates is applied that ensures that certain dates (e.g. the date
a user joined the network) precede another date (the date that a user became friends
with someone). This is simply done by repeating the process of randomly picking
a date until it satisfies this constraint.
Correlation Dimensions. In our social network graph, the graph with most complex connectivity is the friends graph. The main correlations we have built in are
(i) having studied together (ii) having common interests (hobbies). Arguably, the
current schema allows more plausible correlations like working in the same company, or living really close, but these can easily be added following our framework.
Further, the concept of interest is currently highly simplified to favorite musical
artists/composers. Consequently, there are three correlation dimensions, where the
first is studying together, the second is musical interests and the third is random (this
will create random connections). The degree of the persons (function N [n](h)) is
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a power-law distribution that on average produces h=30 friends per person node
n; it is divided over the three correlation dimensions in a 45%, 45%, 10% split:
on average we generate 13.5 study friends, 13.5 friends with similar interests and
3 random friends. For having studied together we use the Mstudy () function described before, It depends on gender, university and birthYear, to give highest
probability for people of same gender who studied together to be friends. The similarity metric Mstudy () hashes the university to the highest 20 bits of an integer;
the following 11 bits are taken by filled with the birthYear and the lowest bit by
gender. The musical-interests correlation dimension is also a multi-valued function, because the persons have a list of favorite artists/composers. The similarity
metric Minterests creates a vector that holds a score for each genre (S3G2 has predetermined genre vectors for all artists, and the result vector contains the maximum
value of all favorite artists for each genre). Then, like the previous example with location, z-ordering is used to combine the various genre scores (the genre vector)
into a single integer metric.
Graph Generation. The generation of the social graph kicks off by generating person nodes; and all its properties. This “simple graph” generation process forms
part of the first MapReduce job and is executed in its Map function. The data
is generated in a specific order: namely location. From location, we generate
university in the Map phase and with that (and the uncorrelated gender and
birthYear we are able to emit an Mstudy key, that the first Reduce phase sorts
on. Because the members of the forum groups of a user (who tag photos and comment on discussions of the user page) and their activity levels are correlated with
the user’s friends, the objects for these “social activities” cannot be generated before all friends have been generated. Therefore, the algorithm first continues with
all correlation dimensions for friendship. The second MapReduce job generates
the first 45% percent of friendship edges using the Fstudy probability distribution
in its Map function, and emits the Minterest keys. Note that we sort person objects that include all their properties and all their generated friendship edges (user
IDs); which are stored twice, once with the source node and once at the destination
node. The third MapReduce job generates the second 45% percent of friendship
edges in its Map function using the Finterests probability distribution, and emits
the Mrandom keys. The key produced is simply a random number (note that all randomness is deterministic, so the generated dataset is always identical for identical
input parameters). The Reduce phase of the third MapReduce job sorts the data on
Mrandom , but as this is the last sort, it runs the window edge-generation algorithm
right inside the Reduce function. This Reduce function further performs simple
graph generation for the social activities. These social activities are subgraphs with
only “local” connections and shallow tree-shape, hence can be generated on-the-fly
with low resource consumption. Here, the discussion topics are topics from DBpedia articles, and the comments are successive sentences from the article body
(this way the discussions consist of real English text, and is kind-of on-topic). The
forum group members are picked using a ranking function that puts the friends of
a user first, and adds some persons that are in the window at lower ranks; using a
geometric probability distribution.
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Evaluation

We evaluate S3G2 both qualitatively and quantitatively (scalability). Existing literature studying social networks has shown that popular real social networks have the
characteristics of a small-world network [144, 186, 49]. We consider the three most
robust measures, i.e. the social degrees, the clustering coefficient, and the average
path length of the network topology. We empirically show that S3G2 generates a
social graph with such characteristics. In this experiment, we generated small social graphs of 10K, 20K, 40K, 80K, and 160K persons, which on average have 30
friends.
Table 5.1: Graph measurements of the generated social network.
# users
10000
20000
40000

Diameter
5
6
6

Avg. Path Len.
3.13
3.45
3.77

Avg. Clust. Coef.
0.224
0.225
0.225

Clustering coefficient. Table 5.1 shows the graph measurements of the generated
social network while varying the number of users. According to the experimental
results, the generated social networks have high clustering coefficients of about
0.22 which adequately follow the analysis on real social networks in [186] where
the clustering coefficients range from 0.13 to 0.21 for Facebook, and 0.171 for
Orkut. Figure 5.5a shows the typical clustering coefficient distribution according
to the social degrees that indicates the small-world characteristic of social networks.
Average path length. Table 5.1 shows that the average path lengths of generated
social graphs range from 3.13 to 3.77 which are comparable to the average path
lengths of real social networks observed in [186]. These experimental results also
conform to the aforementioned observations that average path length is logarithmically proportional to the total number of users. Since we used a simple allpair-shortest-path algorithm which consumes a lot of memory for analyzing large
graphs, Table 5.1 only shows the results of the average path length for a social graph
of 40K users.
Social degree distributions. Figure 5.5b shows the distribution of the social degree
with different number of users. All our experimental results show that the social
degree follows a power-law distribution with an alpha value of roughly 2.0.
Scalability. We conducted scalability experiments generating up to 1.2TB of data
on Hadoop a cluster of 16 nodes. Each node is a PC with an Intel i7-2600K,
3.40GHz CPU, 4-core CPU and 16 GB RAM. 3 The intermediate results in the
MapReduce program use Java object serialization, and the space occupancy of a
person profile+friends is 2KB. The final datasize per person is 1MB: most is in
the few hundred comments and picture tags each person has (on average), which
contain largish text fields.
3 We

used the SciLens cluster at CWI: www.scilens.org
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Figure 5.5: Experimental Evaluation of S3G2
In Figure 5.5d, for a specific number of nodes, we increase the data size. These
results shows that the generation increases linearly with data size. Most of the computational effort is in the first Map function that generates all person nodes and
its properties. Further, most data volume (and I/O) appears in the last Reduce that
generates the social activities (photos, forum posts). Both these first and last steps
are time intensive and benefit strongly from parallel execution. Therefore, the cost
of data sorting, which is the mainstay of the intermediate steps, and which due to
its N.log(N ) complexity should causes less than linear scaling, is not visible yet at
these data sizes.
Figure 5.5c shows the speed-up of the generator when adding nodes and keeping
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data size fixed. It shows the MapReduce approach works well, and speed-up is
especially good at the larger data sizes.
Figure 5.5e shows the scale-out capability of S3G2 increasing together the
dataset size and amount of cluster machines. In these experiments we keep the
data generated per machine at 80GB; hence with 4 machines we generate 320GB
and with 16 this is 1.2TB. The experimental result shows that performance remains
constant at half an hour when scaling out from 4 machines to 16 nodes. This suggests that S3G2 can generate extremely large graphs quickly on a Hadoop cluster
with large resources.

5.1.6

Related Work

There is a lot of work studying the characteristics of social networks [143, 82, 144,
186, 49, 37, 122] and also on the generation of random graphs having global properties similar to a social network [182, 46, 47, 126, 58, 94]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no generator that creates a synthetic social graph with
correlations. The existing graph generators mostly consider the topology and the
structures of the generated graph, i.e., global properties, not the individual connections of nodes and their correlations.
One of the first studies to generate social-network-like random graph is [182].
This graph generator with small world properties such as a high clustering coefficient and low path lengths, by connecting a node with its k-nearest-neighbors and
then rewiring edges. To satisfy the degree distributions [46] introduced the model
of preferential attachment which was subsequently improved by [47]. The main
idea of this model is that, for a new vertex, the probability that an edge is created between this vertex to an existing vertex depends on the degree of that vertex.
Leskovec et al.[126] proposed a tractable graph that matches several properties of
a social graph such as small diameter, heavy-tails in/out degree distribution, heavytails eigenvalues and eigenvectors by recursively creating a self-similar graph based
on Kronecker4 multiplication. None of these algorithms considers the correlation
of a node attributes in the social graph.
Recently, Bonato et al.[58] studied the link structure of a social network and
provided a model that can generate a graph satisfying many social graph properties
by considering the location of each graph node by ranking each node. In this model,
each node is randomly assigned a unique rank value and has a region of influence
according to its rank. The probability that an edge is created between a new node
and an existing node depends on the ranking of the existing node. Similar to the
approach of using influent regions [94] constructed a set of cliques (i.e., groups)
over all the users. For each new node (i.e., a new user), an edge to an existing node
is created based on the size of cliques they have in common. These models are
approaching the realistic observation that users tend to join and connect with people
in a group of same properties such as the same location. However, the simulation of
realistic data correlations is quite limited and both do not address the correlations
between different attributes of the users.
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kronecker_product
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Additionally, all of the existing models need a large amount of memory for storing either the whole social graph or its adjacency matrix. Leskovec et al. [126]
may need to store all stages of their recursive graph. Although Batagelj et al.
aimed at providing a efficient space-requirement algorithm, the space-requirement
is O(|V | + |E|) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges [47].

5.1.7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed S3G2, a novel framework for scalable graph generator that can generate huge graphs having correlations between the graph structure and graph data such as node properties. While current approaches at generating
graphs require holding it in RAM, our graph generator can generate the graph with
little memory by using a sliding window algorithm, and exploit parallelism offered
by the MapReduce paradigm. It thus was able to generate in half an hour 1.2TB of
tightly connected, correlated social graph data, on 16 cluster machines using only
limited RAM.
In order to address the problem of generating correlated data and structure together, which has not been handled in existing generators, we propose an approach
that separates value generation (data dictionaries) and probability distribution, by
putting in between a value ranking function that can be parametrized by correlating factors. We also showed a compact implementation of such correlated ranking
functions.
Further, we address correlated structure generation by introducing the concept
of correlation dimensions. These correlation dimensions allow to generate edges efficiently by relying on multiple sorting passes; which map naturally on MapReduce
jobs.
We demonstrate the utility of the S3G2 framework by applying it to the scenario
of modeling a social network graph. The experiments show that our generator can
easily generate a graph having important characteristics of a social network and
additionally introduce a series of plausible correlations in it.
Future work, is to apply the S3G2 framework to other domains such as telecommunications networks, and a possible direction is to write a compiler that automatically generates a MapReduce implementation from a set of correlation specifications. As we believe that correlations between value and structure are an important missing ingredient in today’s graph benchmarks, we intend to introduce a
RDF/graph benchmark that uses S3G2 as data generator to fill that gap. By the time
of writing this thesis, S3G2 has been extended and become the main data generator,
DATAGEN, for LDBC Social Network Benchmark (SNB) which we will introduce
in the next section. Our work on DATAGEN and its updated features can be found
in Appendix C.

5.2

LDBC Social Network Benchmark (SNB)

Managing and analyzing graph-shaped data is an increasingly important use case
for many organizations, in for instance marketing, fraud detection, logistics, pharma,
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healthcare but also digital forensics and security. People have been trying to use existing technologies, such as relational database systems for graph data management
problems. It is perfectly possible to represent and store a graph in a relational table,
for instance as a table where every row contains an edge, and the start and end vertex of every edge are a foreign key reference (in SQL terms). However, what makes
a data management problem a graph problem is that the data analysis is not only
about the values of the data items in such a table, but about the connection patterns
between the various pieces. SQL-based systems were not originally designed for
this – though systems have implemented diverse extensions for navigational and
recursive query execution.
In recent years, the database industry has seen a proliferation of new graphoriented data management technologies. Roughly speaking, there are four families
of approaches. One are pure graph database systems, such as Neo4j, Sparksee and
Titan, which elevate graphs to first class citizens in their data model (“property
graphs”), query languages, and APIs. These systems often provide specific features
such as breadth-first search and shortest path algorithms, but also allow to insert,
delete and modify data using transactional semantics. A second variant are systems
intended to manage semantic web data conforming to the RDF data model, such as
Virtuoso or OWLIM. Although RDF systems emphasize usage in semantic applications (e.g. data integration), RDF is a graph data model, which makes SPARQL
the only well-defined standard query language for graph data. A third kind of new
system targets the need to compute certain complex graph algorithms, that are normally not expressed in high-level query languages, such as Community Finding,
Clustering and PageRank, on huge graphs that may not fit the memory of a single machine, by making use of cluster computing. Example systems are GraphLab,
Stratosphere and Giraph, though this area is still heavily in motion and does not
yet have much industrial installed base. Finally, recursive SQL, albeit not very elegant, is expressive enough to construct a large class of graph queries (variable
length path queries, pattern matching, etc.). One of the possibilities (exemplified
by Virtuoso RDBMS) is to introduce vendor-specific extensions to SQL, which are
basically shortcuts for recursive SQL subqueries to run specific graph algorithms
inside SQL queries (such as shortest paths).
The Linked Data Benchmark Council5 (LDBC) is an independent authority responsible for specifying benchmarks, benchmarking procedures and verifying/publishing
benchmark results. Benchmarks on the one hand allow to quantitatively compare
different technological solutions, helping IT users to make more objective choices
for their software architectures. On the other hand, an important second goal for
LDBC is to stimulate technological progress among competing systems and thereby
accelerate the maturing of the new software market of graph data management systems.
This section introduces the Social Network Benchmark (SNB), the first LDBC
benchmark, which models a social network akin to Facebook. The dataset consists
of persons and a friendship network that connects them; whereas the majority of the
data is in the messages that these persons post in discussion trees on their forums.
5 ldbcouncil.org

- LDBC originates from the EU FP7 project (FP7-317548) by the same name.
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While SNB goes through lengths to make its generated data more realistic than
previous synthetic approaches, it should not be understood as an attempt to fully
model Facebook – its ambition is to be as realistic as necessary for the benchmark
queries to exhibit the desired effects – nor does the choice for social network data
as the scenario for SNB imply that LDBC sees social network companies as the
primary consumers of its benchmarks – typically these internet-scale companies do
not work with standard data management software and rather roll their own. Rather,
the SNB scenario is chosen because it is an appealing graph-centric use case, and
in fact social network analysis on data that contains excerpts of social networks is a
very common marketing activity nowadays.
There are in fact three SNB benchmarks on one common dataset (generated by
DATAGEN), since SNB has three different workloads. Each workload produces a
single metric for performance at the given scale and a price/performance metric at
the scale and can be considered a separate benchmark. The full disclosure further
breaks down the composition of the metric into its constituent parts, e.g. single
query execution times. These workload have been carefully designed according
to so-called choke-point analysis that identifies important technical challenges to
evaluate in a workload. Specifically, a choke point is an aspect of query execution
or optimization which is known to be problematical for the present generation of
various DBMS (relational, graph and RDF). It generally covers the “usual” challenges of query processing (e.g., subquery unnesting, complex aggregate performance, detecting dependent group-by keys etc.) ), as well as some hard problems
that are usually not part of synthetic benchmarks. Some examples of the choke
points are “estimating cardinality in graph traversals with data skew and correlations”, “choosing the right join order and type”, “handling scattered index access
patterns”, “parallelism and result reuse”, ...
SNB-Interactive. This workload consists of a set of relatively complex read-only
queries, that touch a significant amount of data, often the two-step friendship neighborhood and associated messages. Still these queries typically start at a single point
and the query complexity is sublinear to the dataset size. Associated with the complex read-only queries are simple read-only queries, which typically only lookup
one entity (e.g. a person). Concurrent with these read-only queries is an insert workload, under at least read committed transaction semantics. All data generated by the
SNB data generator is timestamped, and a standard scale factor covers three years.
Of this 32 months are bulkloaded at benchmark start, whereas the data from the last
4 months is added using individual DML statements.
The goal of SNB-Interactive is to test graph data management systems that combine transactional update with query capabilities. A well-known graph database
system that offers this is neo4j, but SNB-Interactive is formulated such that many
systems can participate, as long a they support transactional updates allowing simultaneous queries. The query workload focus on interactivity, with the intention
of sub-second response times and query patterns that start typically at a single graph
node and visit only a small portion of the entire graph. One could hence position
it as OLTP, even though the query complexity is much higher than TPC-C and
does include graph tasks such as traversals and restricted shortest paths. The ra-
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tionale for this focus stems from LDBC research among its vendor members and
the LDBC Technical User Community of database users. This identified that many
interactive graph applications currently rely on key-value data management systems without strong consistency, where query predicates that are more complex
than a key-lookup are answered using offline pre-computed data. This staleness
and lack of consistency both impact the user experience and complicate application
development, hence LDBC hopes that SNB-Interactive will lead to the maturing of
transactional graph data management systems that can improve the user experience
and ease application development.
SNB-BI. This workload consists of a set of queries that access a large percentage
of all entities in the dataset (the “fact tables”), and groups these in various dimensions. In this sense, the workload has similarities with existing relational Business
Intelligence benchmarks like TPC-H and TPC-DS; the distinguishing factor is the
presence of graph traversal predicates and recursion. Whereas the SNB Interactive
workload has been fully developed, the SNB BI workload is a working draft, and
the concurrent bulk-load workload has not yet been specified.
SNB-Algorithms. This workload is under construction, but is planned to consist
of a handful of often-used graph analysis algorithms, including PageRank, Community Detection, Clustering and Breadth First Search. While we foresee that the
two other SNB workloads can be used to compare graph database systems, RDF
stores, but also SQL stores or even noSQL systems; the SNB-Algorithms workload
primary targets graph programming systems or even general purpose cluster computing environments like MapReduce. It may, however, be possible to implement
graph algorithms as iterative queries, e.g. keeping state in temporary tables, hence
it is possible that other kinds of systems may also implement it.
Given that graph queries and graph algorithm complexity is heavily influenced
by the complex structure of the graph, we specifically aim to run all three benchmarks on the same dataset. In the process of benchmark definition, the dataset generator is being tuned such that the graph, e.g. contains communities, and clusters
comparable to clusters and communities found on real data. These graph properties cause the SNB-Algorithms workload to produce “sensible” results, but are also
likely to affect the behavior of queries in SNB-Interactive and SNB-BI. Similarly,
the graph degree and value/structure correlation (e.g. people having names typical for a country) that affect query outcomes in SNB-Interactive and BI may also
implicitly affect the complexity of SNB-Algorithms. As such, having three diverse
workloads on the same dataset is thought to make the behavior of all workloads
more realistic, even if we currently would not understand or foresee how complex
graph patterns affect all graph management tasks.
By the time of writing this thesis, SNB-Interactive and SNB-BI have been completed. The detail on LDBC SNB and its workloads can be found from its official
website [17].

Chapter 6

Conclusions
One of the prime goals of much research in the Semantic Web community is to improve the performance of Semantic Web data management, particularly, RDF data
management systems. This thesis has argued that the main problems in current RDF
data management systems are excessive join complexity, low storage locality, and
lack of user schema insight and empty query results, and has presented techniques
to tackle these problems by automatically deriving an emergent relational schema
from RDF data and leveraging the derived schema to make RDF stores efficient
in terms of RDF storage, query execution, and query optimization. Additionally,
we also described our work on evaluating RDF stores by creating an scalable data
generator that can generate realistic RDF/graph data having specific characteristics
and data corrections of a social network, and building a RDF/graph benchmark for
challenging query processing over the generated data. In this chapter, we summarize the research presented in this thesis and iterate over the major contributions.
We also sketch a roadmap for future research on the presented subjects.

6.1

Contributions

In this section we summarize the contributions of this thesis by recapitulating the
semantic web/database “schema” difference and answering the research questions
raised in the Chapter 1.4.

6.1.1

The difference between the semantic web and database schemas

An important contribution in this thesis is identifying the difference between the
notions of schema in the database (i.e., relational schema) and in the semantic web
(i.e., ontologies and vocabularies) communities. In the semantic web, schemas are
intended to allow diverse organizations to consistently denote certain concepts in
a variety of contexts, and are not required to be defined upfront (“schema-last”).
In contrast, database relational schemas describe the structure of one database, designed without regard for reuse in other databases. The relational schema gives the
query writer a clear idea of what the data looks like and must be declared before the
data can be used (“schema first”). In this thesis we also find that ontologies are often
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mixed and their classes only partially used in describing each RDF resource, so any
single ontology class is a poor descriptor of the actual structure of the data. Nevertheless, we also argued that these schema notions are valuable and one can profit
from the other: The semantic web applications can use database schemas to provide
better understand the dataset, allow users to formulate non-empty-result SPARQL
query, and make the systems more efficient (as shown in Chapter 4), while database
practitioners can create well-defined and exchangeable semantics for the relational
schema by extending its components with URI links to the semantic web schemas,
allowing easier data and instance integration with other datasets.
Future work. Following the above discussions, our proposal would be to extend
the tables, columns and even individual primary key values (URIs) of the relational
schema with the links to the semantic web schemas. In some database systems
it is already possible to add a “comment” to each column name, which could be
used to link to a semantic web schema resource (like an RDF schema or class
property). However rather than using such hacks, it would be desirable that the
ISO SQL standard be augmented with semantic annotations for each table, column
and foreign key relationship. In addition, the SQL query language could also be
extended to better support RDF data, by supplying its type system (prominently
URLs), as well as multi-valued properties.

6.1.2

What is an “emergent” relational schema exactly and how to
efficiently and scalably discover it from actual RDF datasets?
(i.e., Questions 1+2)

An emergent relational schema is a compact and precise relational schema (containing “emergent” tables, columns and relationships between tables) with high coverage (i.e., covering more than 90% of RDF data) and useful labels from RDF data.
In particular, an emergent schema is considered to be compact and precise if it contains few and thin tables and has small number of NULL cells in each table. The
formal definition of emergent schema is provided in the Section 4.2 of Chapter 4.
One of our major contributions in this thesis is providing practical techniques
(presented in Chapter 3) for efficiently and scalably deriving an emergent relational schema from RDF data. Particularly, we first recognize all basic emergent
classes consisting of properties that frequently co-occur with the same subject from
a bulk-loaded SPO table, and analyze non-literal properties in each class (i.e., the
properties that may refer to subject URIs of other classes) in order to explore the relationships between these classes. To make the schema compact, we proposed multiple algorithms for merging classes which are semantically or structurally similar.
Finally, we build several filtering approaches (i.e., schema filtering and instance filtering) in order to further optimize the schema and reduce NULLs. The algorithms
that we described are efficient and can be executed during the bulk-load of an RDF
database with little overhead. We showed that on a wide variety of datasets, the derived schema explains well over 90% of the RDF triples, emphasizing the fact that a
great majority of RDF triples do conform to regular structural patterns and provide
useful information to improve the performance of RDF stores. We also note that
our presented techniques in exploring emergent relational schema from RDF data
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also exploit and respect semantic web schemas (e.g., ontologies) when present, but
do not require their presence. Because of the partial and mixed ontology class usage in each RDF resource, the emergent relational schema actually presents a more
realistic picture of an RDF dataset than one ontology does on its own.
Future work. As deriving the emergent schema, in principle, is to explore the
structural regularity of the RDF data, other related research in finding regularities in data can also benefit from our work. An example of the related research is a
recent work of Bloem et al. [56] on detecting network motifs (i.e., the subgraph patterns or graphlets which occur more frequently in the data than expected) by using
Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [165]. In particular, each table in
the emergent schema can serve as a basic star-shape motif in the network. Besides,
in order to achieve a compressed description in designing a code, this research may
also exploit our metrics on the compactness (few and thin tables), preciseness (few
NULL values), and data coverage of the schema. Thus, future work would be to
make use of our techniques on deriving emergent schema in other related graph
analysis research.

6.1.3

How to derive human-friendly names for the tables and
columns in the emergent relational schema? (Question 3)

We presented multiple methods (in Section 3.2.2) that exploit semantic information
(ontologies) as well as structural information for assigning human-friendly labels
to the tables and columns of the emergent relational schema. Specifically, these
methods mainly exploited either the type properties (e.g., rdf:type) available
in a emergent class, or the discriminative properties (i.e., properties which appear
in few ontology classes only and can give a strong hint for the membership of a
specific class), or the URI of the relationship between classes.
Future work. In the emergent relational schema, there can be tables without
any label assigned as our current labeling approach either relies on ontology matching (of a limited number of known ontologies) or the encountered relationships
between tables. Thus, a future approach might be to look for the other labeling
sources on the web e.g., from search engines or from online open database (e.g.,
freebase [12]).

6.1.4

How to exploit the emergent schema in order to make RDF
stores efficient in terms of storage? (Question 4)

The ultimate goal of our research is to build a high-performance RDF store that
can efficiently address the existing RDF data management problems by exploiting
the emergent schema inside the RDF system (in storage, optimization, and execution). We now summarize our contributions in creating such efficient RDF storage.
Specifically, for storing RDF triples, we created an emergent schema-aware RDF
storage in which the regular triples which conform to the emergent schema (the
majority of RDF data) are represented by relational tables stored in a column-store
database under the hood, while the remaining “exception” triples (typically less
than 5% of the RDF data) are stored in a small pso triple table. The columnar stor-
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age allows to see all this relational data as if it were a P SO table (see Chapter 4 for
explanation) and thus SPARQL query execution can always fall back on existing
mechanisms (e.g., triple-table-based storage) if the emergent schema-aware query
execution is not applicable (e.g., when handling hard cases in SPARQL queries if it
contains unbound variables that bind to a property). As column-wise data generally
compresses better than row-wise data, this RDF storage was realized in a columnar
database system i.e., MonetDB, showing > 1.4x more compact storage than default
triple storage (i.e., PSO).
Future work. In the Conclusion section of the Chapter 3, we have shortly discussed the issue of controlling the evolution of the emergent schema in the RDF
storage over time as the RDF datasets are exposed to updates. Particularly, in order to update the schema when new data arrives, we propose to export the found
schema explicitly using a vocabulary, and then, use that as the “ontology” information for re-running the schema recognition process with the newly updated data to
enforce that certain structures remain recognized (schema stability). However, the
details of this proposal as well as the influence of updating emergent schema on
the performance of the RDF system has not been carefully analyzed yet. Thus, this
should be one of the improvements which needs to be addressed in the future work.

6.1.5

How to exploit the emergent schema in order to make RDF
stores efficient in terms of query execution and optimization?
(Questions 5 + 6)

Together with the novel RDF storage, we contributed so-called emergent schema
aware SPARQL optimization and execution to exploit the derived emergent schema
in improving the performance SPARQL query. Specifically, the emergent schema
aware optimization groups triple patterns in the query by each star-shape pattern
so that the SPARQL optimization only needs to be performed on a reduced join
graph (of joins between these groups). Consequently, thanks to the smaller number
of joins, this can significantly reduce the complexity of the query optimization as
well as the optimization time by more than an order of magnitude. The emergent
schema aware SPARQL query execution basically handles each star pattern group
by using a single relational table scan on its matching emergent tables (i.e., tables
which has columns corresponding to the properties in the star pattern), then return
the result by joining these table scans.
Future work. As a complex SPARQL query typically contains a conjunction of
multiple star-patterns, the emergent schema can be further exploited to efficiently
answer multi-star patterns queries. Given the fact that a conjunction of two starpatterns corresponds to the relationship between their matching emergent tables, a
future approach might be to build an index over the relationships of emergent tables
to efficiently filter out non-matching bindings of the query.
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How do we exploit the emergent schema with minimum impact
to RDBMS kernel? (Question 7)

To exploit the emergent schema with minimum impact to existing RDBMS kernels,
we contributed a new database operator, RDFscan that generates complete bindings (including exception data) for a star pattern. This operator performs most of
the heavy-lifting and is designed in conjunction with existing relational table scan
infrastructure so that advanced relational access paths such as clustered indexes and
partitioned tables can seamlessly be re-used. The idea is that most data is scanned
with traditional relational scan methods so that existing physical optimizations can
be re-used. The RDFscan then augments scan data with missing bindings involving
the exception triples. An alternative approach that would generate all RDF bindings
in one go would not be able to profit from existing relational infrastructure. This
RDFscan operator is further optimized with three important optimizations (i.e., selection push-down, early check for missing property, and pruning non-matching
tables), efficiently yielding an overall speed improvement of 3-10x over a wide
variety of RDF benchmarks and closing the performance gap between SQL and
SPARQL.
Future work. Even though RDFscan was designed to efficiently leverage existing relational access methods, the performance of this operator as well as our
emergent schema aware SPARQL optimization/execution in using advanced relational database techniques such as database cracking, vectorized execution have
not been carefully evaluated yet. Thus, a future work is to evaluate the efficiency
of our proposed emergent schema aware SPARQL optimization/execution in using
advanced relational database techniques in our prototype systems (i.e., MonetDB,
Virtuoso).

6.1.7

How to scalably generate realistic RDF/graph data that
simulates the skewed data distribution and plausible structural
correlation in a real network graph? (Question 8)

Lots of our research effort has been put into RDF benchmarking. Our main contribution in this research topic is developing a novel data generator called S3G2 (Scalable Structure-correlated Social Graph Generator) that can scalably generate realistic RDF/graph data simulating the skewed data distributions and plausible structural
correlations in a real social network graph. Specifically, in order to generate correlated data with realistic skew distribution, we separated the data dictionary (i.e., set
of values) of each literal property and its probability distribution function by associating each data dictionary with a ranking function that can be parameterized by correlated factors. Values in a data dictionary thus will be ranked differently depending
on their correlated parameters (e.g., the ranking of each firstName depends on
gender, country, and birthYear properties). Moreover, as the distribution
function steers each value generation by choosing a position in the dictionary without regard to the specific value at that position, our approach allows to generate
correlated data with any discrete probability distribution. To obtain realistic structural correlations for the generated graph, we introduced the concept of correlation
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dimension and decomposed the graph generation into multiple passes in which each
pass focuses on one correlation dimension. Particularly, in each pass, the nodes are
sorted according to a certain correlation dimension and subsequent edge are generated between existing nodes based on the nodes’ properties and their positions
along that dimension using a sliding window algorithm. Besides, in order to build
a scalable data generator, we leveraged parallelism through Hadoop and naturally
mapped each correlation dimension-based generating pass to a MapReduce job. As
a result, being designed to create synthetic data that can be representative of a real
social network, the generated data of S3G2 exhibited interesting realistic value correlations (e.g., German people having predominantly German names), structural
correlations (e.g., friends being mostly people living close to one another), and
statistical distributions (e.g., the friendship relationship between people follows a
power-law distribution). The data generator also showed fast and scalable generation of huge datasets, allowing to generate a social network structure with millions
of user profiles, enriched with interests/tags, posts, and comments using a cluster
of commodity hardwares. Moreover, this data generator has been the basis for subsequent research by others. It has been further developed and become the main data
generator, DATAGEN [16], of the LDBC Social Network Benchmark (SNB).
Future work. The current extended version of the social graph generator (i.e.,
DATAGEN) has allowed to generate a social graph with a set of certain characteristics (e.g., max number of friends per user, max number of groups per user, probability of correlation between tags and interests,...). However, this is still limited
as e.g., it does not allow to generate the social graph conforming a given specific
shape or distribution models (although generating a graph following a certain distribution model is already a big research topic). Thus, the generator can be improved
so that it will be robust and support more models or configurations that are theoretically possible to be generated. Nevertheless, we have to acknowledge that this is a
different topic although related to our research on social graph generator.

6.1.8

How to design an RDF/graph benchmark over the realistic
dataset so that important technical challenges for RDF/graph
database systems will be evaluated? (Question 9)

To answer this question, we introduced the LDBC Social Network Benchmark
(LDBC SNB) which is designed to evaluate important technical challenges in RDF/
graph database based on the realistic dataset (generated from DATAGEN). This
benchmark development has been carefully driven by a so-called “choke-point”
based design which covers the usual challenges or known-problematical aspects of
query execution and optimization in various DBMS (e.g., choosing the right join
order and type, estimating cardinality in graph traversals with data skew and correlations). This choke-point analysis requires both user input as well as expert input
from database systems architects. Based on the choke-point design and realistic
generated social graph data, LDBC SNB has provided three different workloads for
covering all the main aspects of social network data management: an interactive
workload, oriented to test a systems throughput with relatively simple queries with
concurrent updates; a business intelligence workload, consisting of complex struc-
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tured queries for analyzing online behavior of users for marketing purposes; and
a graph analytics workload, thought to test the functionality and scalability of the
systems for graph analytics that typically cannot be expressed in a query language
(this workload is being constructed). Further description on the LDBC SNB and its
workloads can be found in [88] and from its official website [17].

6.2

Future research directions

In the previous section, we have summarized our contributions and also discussed
future works on several research questions. Though, exploiting emergent schema
for building efficient RDF stores and the further development of the social graph
data generator still opened many other interesting improvements and challenges for
future research.

6.2.1

Emergent schema aware distributed system

In Chapter 3 we shortly presented the effort of integrating the emergent schema into
the storage, query execution, and query optimization of a distributed system, Virtuoso. Even though the experiment was performed on a single machine, it showed a
great possibility of exploiting emergent schema in improving a distributed RDF system. However, this is still a research prototype and the queries were only executed
on completely regular RDF data (i.e., BSBM) which in fact does not require the use
of an operator like RDFscan as there are no exception triples. Thus, there are several
open research questions for future work in leveraging the use of emergent schema
in distributed storage, query execution, and optimization such as “How RDF data
can be partitioned and stored based on to the emergent relational schema?”, “How
RDFscan operator will be designed and implemented in a distributed system?”.

6.2.2

Exploiting emergent schema for stream RDF engines

As streaming RDF engines are not the main focus of this thesis, we have not discussed these systems and their performance on executing stream SPARQL in detail.
However, with its large market of interesting application (e.g., event-based applications, financial trading floors, ecommerce purchases, or geospatial services, ...), we
do not ignore the research topics on these systems. Specially, during the time of
my PhD, together with external research institutes, we have done several researches
on benchmarking and analyzing the performance of these systems [81, 191]. Our
basic idea is to incorporate the work originally designed for the non-stream RDF
systems in order to evaluate and improve stream RDF systems. However, while the
stream version of our social graph generator, S3G2, and its benchmark prototype,
Social Network Interlligence Benchmark (SIB) [27], showed a very good testcase
for analyzing RDF streaming engines, we did not have time to exploit the idea of
emergent relational schema in improving the performance of these engines. Realizing the emergent relational schema-aware execution and optimization on a stream
RDF engine is actually more challenging because of the dynamic properties of the
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streaming RDF/graph-based data which are produced and changed over time. Thus,
it should be a interesting and challenging research topic.

6.3

Summary

In this thesis, we have provided hopefully valuable insights and contributions on
developing a high performance RDF store as well as on material for evaluating the
technical challenges of RDF/Graph systems. Particularly, we have characterized the
differences between semantic web and database schemas, and addressed the main
problems in current RDF data management systems by exploiting the emergent relational schema automatically derived from RDF data. Beyond the use of the derived
emergent relational schema for conveying the structure information of RDF dataset
to users and allowing humans to understand RDF dataset better, we has exploited
this emergent schema internally inside the RDF system (in storage, optimization,
and execution) in order to build an efficient self-organizing structure RDF store.
The use of emergent relational schemas has opened a promising direction in developing efficient RDF stores and has shown to close the performance gap between
SQL and SPARQL systems. Additionally, we have developed a scalable graph data
generator which can generate synthetic RDF/graph data having skew data distributions and plausible structural correlations of a real social network. This data generator has become a core ingredient of an RDF/graph benchmark (LDBC SNB) which
is designed to evaluate technical challenges in RDF/graph systems.
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Appendix A

Query plan transformation for star
pattern
Considering the following example SPARQL query:
Select ?s ?o where {
?s
<birthPlace> ‘‘Hawaii".
?s
<spouse>
?o.
?s
<party> <Democratic>
}
This example query contains three triple patterns (tp’s) Figure A.1 show the
SPARQL graph of the query which contains one star pattern.
A “canonical” un-optimized query plan can be derived easily from a SPARQL
graph by creating an index scan for each node in the SPARQL graph and adding
a join for each edge in it. Figures A.2 and A.3 show the query graph and an unoptimized plan execution built for the example query.
In this section, we represent the query plan transformation for the star pattern
without considering exception data. Basically, the canonical query plan for a star
pattern can be re-written as a single Select operator on the matching emergent table. For example, the query plan in Figure A.3 can be rewritten as σe (T1 ) where e is
{place=“Hawaii", party=Democracy}, given T1 is the only matching emergent table of the star pattern. However, since there can be multiple matching tables
and the star pattern may contain properties of different types e.g., multi-valued
?o
name
?s
place

party

“Hawaii” Democracy
Figure A.1: Example SPARQL graph
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o
n

tp1
s

o
n

s

tp2

s

tp3

Figure A.2: Join query graph

IndexScan(PSO)
(?s,<place>,"Hawaii")

IndexScan(PSO)
(?s,<name>,?o)
IndexScan(PSO)
(?s,<party>,<Democracy>)

Figure A.3: Example query plan

property or optional property, the query plan transformation is much more complicated. In the following, we formally represent the query plan transformation for a
star pattern in different cases, from the simple to the complicated ones.
Case 1. Single matching table, no multi-valued or optional property.
Given the star pattern ρ = {ti =(s, pi , oi ), i = 1,..,k} and T is the only matching
table for ρ. The transformed query plan of ρ will be σe (T ) in which the Select
predicate e is generated by aggregating all the Select predicates on the subject and
object values of each triple pattern ti . Specifically, a Select predicate on oi (e.g.,
oi = Professor0) will become a Select predicate on the pi column of T (e.g.,
pi = Professor0), and a Select predicate on s will become a predicate on the s
column of T . For example, the plan transformation for the ρ of three triple patterns
{(?s, type, Publication), (?s, author, Professor0), (?s, name, ?o)} will
be σtype=P ublication & author=P rof essor0 (T )
Case 2. Single matching table, having multi-valued property
Given a emergent table T and a property p. If p is multi-valued property, the
object values of p will be stored in a separated table (Tp ) having foreign key relationship on the s column with T . Thus, retrieving object values of the multi-valued
property p requires a Join between T and Tp . To generate the plan for a star pattern having multi-valued properties, we first transform the plan without considering
triple pattern of multiple-valued property using the approach in handling Case 1.
Note that, the matching table is identified not only based on single-valued properties, but on all the properties in the star pattern. Then, for each triple pattern having
a multi-valued property, a Join is added to join the previously created plan with the
multi-valued table of that property.
Given the star pattern ρ = {ti =(s, pi , oi ), i = 1,..,k} and the only matching table
T . We assume that pk is a multi-valued property and Tp k is the “multi-valued”
table storing the object values of pk . The query plan for this star pattern will be
σe (T ) ./s σek (Tp k ). Here, e, ek are the Select predicates generated from the Select
predicates of triple patterns {ti , i = 1,..,k − 1} and triple pattern (tk ), respectively.
Case 3. Single matching table, having Optional filter
The OPTIONAL filter in a SPARQL query allows the RDF/SPARQL engine to
return results even without having bindings of a certain triple pattern group by using
NULL value for the bindings. In the query graph representation, the optional pattern
group is connected from the required pattern groups via an outer join edge. Given a
star pattern and its matching emergent table T , we can first transform the required
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pattern group as well as the optional pattern group using the transformation process
in Case 2, and then, add a Outer join on the column T .s to join these transformed
query plans.
We recognized that the OUTER JOIN is created on the s column of the same
table. Thus, query plan can be re-written without using OUTER JOIN by having ifthen-else clause on the PROJECT operator for optional columns. Specifically, given
{(s, pi , oi )|i = 1,.., h} being an OPTIONAL pattern group, if any of object value the
oi (i = 1,.., h) is null, it returns null value for all the columns pi (i = 1,..,h) in the
final output result. The following example demonstrates this PROJECT operator
where columns p3, p4 belong to an OPTIONAL binding.
(SELECT p1, p2 FROM T) as t1
LEFT JOIN
(SELECT p3, p4 FROM T) as t2
ON t1.s = t2.s
will have the same result as
SELECT p1, p2,
(if (p3 or p4 is null) return null, else p3),
(if (p3 or p4 is null) return null, else p4)
FROM T
Formally, Given the star pattern ρ = {ti =(s, pi , oi ), i = 1,..,k} having OPTIONAL binding on triple patterns {tj , j=h + 1,...,k)}, ϑ is the query plan generated for ρ with assumption that all triple patterns in ρ are required. ϑ is generated using the transformation process in Case 2. The query plan for ρ will be
Πp1 ,...,ph ,cond(ph+1 ),...,cond(pk ) (ϑ). Here, cond(pj ) = “if (ph+1 or ph+2 or ... or pk
is null) return null, else pj ” (j = (h + 1),...,k).
Case 4. Multiple matching tables
If there are multiple matching relational tables for a star pattern, we create the
transformed plan w.r.t each matching table by applying the transformation process
in Case 3. Then, we add an UNION operator for combining all the generated plans.

Appendix B

DBpedia queries
In this appendix, we includes the list of queries that we used for DBpedia dataset.
Query 1.
SELECT DISTINCT ?var0 ?var1
WHERE {
?var2 a <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Organisation> .
?var2 <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/foundationPlace> ?var0 .
?var4 <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/developer> ?var2 .
?var4 <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/location> ?var1 .
}

Query 2.
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX dbpowl:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?var
WHERE {
?var6 rdf:type ?var.
?var6 <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> ?var0.
?var6 dbpowl:numberOfPages ?var1.
?var6 dbpowl:isbn ?var2.
?var6 dbpowl:author ?var3.
}

Query 3.
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX space: <http://purl.org/net/schemas/space/>
PREFIX dbpedia-owl: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?var
WHERE { ?var5 dbpedia-owl:thumbnail ?var4 .
?var5 rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Person .
?var5 rdfs:label ?var .
?var5 dbpedia-owl:battle ?battle .
OPTIONAL { ?var5 foaf:homepage ?var10 .} . }
ORDER BY ?var
LIMIT 10

Query 4.
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
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PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX space: <http://purl.org/net/schemas/space/>
PREFIX dbpedia-owl: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
PREFIX dbpedia-prop: <http://dbpedia.org/property/>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?var
WHERE {
?var2 rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Person .
?var2 rdfs:label ?var .
?var2 dbpedia-owl:worldChampionTitleYear ?var4.
}

Query 5.
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX space: <http://purl.org/net/schemas/space/>
PREFIX dbpedia-owl: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?var0 ?var1 ?var3
WHERE { { ?s
foaf:givenName ?var0;
dbpedia-owl:team ?var1 ;
dbpedia-owl:careerStation ?var2 ;
dbpedia-owl:position ?var3 ;
dbpedia-owl:number 9 .
} UNION {
?s
foaf:givenName ?var0;
dbpedia-owl:team ?var1 ;
dbpedia-owl:careerStation ?var2 ;
dbpedia-owl:position ?var3 ;
dbpedia-owl:number 8 .
}
}
LIMIT 100

Query 6.
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
PREFIX : <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
PREFIX dbpedia-owl: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
PREFIX dbpedia: <http://dbpedia.org/>
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?var3 ?var5 ?var7
WHERE { ?var3 rdf:type <http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Company108058098> .
?var3 dbpedia-owl:numberOfEmployees ?var5
FILTER ( ?var5 > 100 ) .
?var3 foaf:homepage ?var7 .
}

Query 7.
SELECT DISTINCT ?var0 ?var2 ?var3 ?var4 ?var5
WHERE {
?s <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/homepage> ?var0 .
?s <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/location> <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Cannes> .
?s <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/startDate> ?var2 .
?s <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/endDate> ?var3 .
?s <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/openingFilm> ?var4 .
?s <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/closingFilm> ?var5 .
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}
LIMIT 20

Query 8.
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX dbpedia-owl: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
SELECT ?var2 ?var4
WHERE {
{ ?var2 rdf:type <http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/UrbanArea108675967> .
?var2 dbpedia-owl:populationRural ?var4.
FILTER (?var4 > 2000)
} UNION {
?var2 rdf:type <http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/UrbanArea108675967>.
?var2 dbpedia-owl:populationUrban ?var4.
FILTER (?var4 > 4000)
}
}

Query 9.
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX dbpedia-owl: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
SELECT ?var3 ?var4 ?var5
WHERE {
{ ?var1 foaf:name ?var3 .
?var1 dbpedia-owl:numberOfPostgraduateStudents ?var4.
FILTER (?var4 > 10000)
?var1 foaf:homepage ?var5
} UNION {
?var2 foaf:name ?var3.
?var2 dbpedia-owl:numberOfGraduateStudents ?var4.
FILTER (?var4 < 200)
OPTIONAL {?var2 foaf:homepage ?var5 .}
}
}

Query 10.
SELECT DISTINCT ?var0 ?var1 ?var2 ?var3 ?var4 ?var5 ?var6 ?var7
WHERE {
?var0 <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/numberOfUndergraduateStudents> ?var1 .
?var0 <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/numberOfPostgraduateStudents> ?var2 .
OPTIONAL {?var0 <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/mascot> ?var3. }
OPTIONAL {?var0 <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/staff> ?var4. }
OPTIONAL{?var0 <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/president> ?var5.}
OPTIONAL {?var0 <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#lat> ?var6. }
OPTIONAL {?var0 <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#long> ?var7. }
}

Appendix C

LDBC Datagen
The LDBC SNB data generator (DATAGEN) evolved from the S3G2 generator [159]
and simulates the user’s activity in a social network during a period of time. Its
schema has 11 entities connected by 20 relations, with attributes of different types
and values, making for a rich benchmark dataset. The main entities are: Persons,
Tags, Forums, Messages (Posts, Comments and Photos), Likes, Organizations, and
Places.
The dataset forms a graph that is a fully connected component of persons over
their friendship relationships. Each person has a few forums under which the messages form large discussion trees. The messages are further connected to posts by
authorship but also likes. These data elements scale linearly with the amount of
friendships (people having more friends are likely more active and post more messages). Organization and Place information are more dimension-like and do not
scale with the amount of persons or time. Time is an implicit dimension (there is
no separate time entity) but is present in many timestamp attributes.

C.0.1

Correlated Attribute Values

An important novelty in DATAGEN is the ability to produce a highly correlated
social network graph, in which attribute values are correlated among themselves
and also influence the connection patterns in the social graph. Such correlations
clearly occur in real graphs and influence the complexity of algorithms operating
on the graph.
A full list of attribute correlations is given in Table C.1. For instance, the top
row in the table states that the place where a person was born and gender influence
the first name distribution. An example is shown in Table C.2, which shows the
top-10 most occurring first names for people from Germany vs China. The actual
set of attribute values is taken from DBpedia, which also is used as a source for
many other attributes. Similarly, the location where a person lives influences his/her
interests (a set of tags), which in turn influences the topic of the discussions (s)he
opens (i.e., Posts), which finally also influences the text of the messages in the
discussion. This is implemented by using the text taken from DBpedia pages closely
related to a topic as the text used in the discussion (original post and comments on
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(person.location,

person.firstName

(typical names)

person.gender)

person.interests

(popular artist)

person.location

person.lastName

(typical names)

person.university

(nearby universities)

person.company

(in country)

person.languages

(spoken in country)

person.language

person.forum.post.language

person.interests

person.forum.post.topic

post.topic

post.text

(speaks)
(in)

(DBpedia article lines)

post.comment.text (DBpedia article lines)
person.employer

person.email

(@company, @university)

post.photoLocation post.location.latitude

(matches location)

post.location.longitude (matches location)
person.birthDate

person.createdDate

(>)

person.createdDate person.forum.message.createdDate
forum.createdDate

(>)

person.forum.createdDate

(>)

post.photoTime

(>)

forum.post.createdDate

(>)

forum.groupmembership.joinedDate (>)
post.createdDate

post.comment.createdDate

(>)

Table C.1: Attribute Value Correlations: left determines right

Name
Karl
Hans
Wolfgang
Fritz
Rudolf
Walter
Franz
Paul
Otto
Wilhelm

Number

215
190
174
159
159
150
115
109
99
74

Table C.2: Top-10 person.firstNames (SF=10)
son.location=Germany (left) or China (right).

Name Number
Yang
Chen
Wei
Lei
Jun
Jie
Li
Hao
Lin
Peng

for

961
929
887
789
779
778
562
533
456
448
persons

with

per-

it).
Person location also influences last name, university, company and languages.
This influence is not full, there are Germans with Chinese names, but these are infrequent. In fact, the shape of the attribute value distributions is equal (and skewed),
but the order of the values from the value dictionaries used in the distribution,
changes depending on the correlation parameters (e.g. location).
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P2 [NL,UVA,2000] P23 [NL,UVA,1997]
P41 [NL,UVA,2000] P5 [NL,VU,2000]
P6 [NL,UVA,2000] P91 [NL,VU,1998]
P11 [NL,UVA,1999]

0.5 0.1 P2 P41 P6 P11

...

Person the friendships will
be generated for
Persons sorted by 1stcorrelation dimension

P23 P5 P91

...

sliding window

Figure C.1: Friendships generation (NL: The Netherlands, UVA: University of Amsterdam, VU: Vrij University)

C.0.2

Time Correlation and Spiking Trends

Almost all entities in the SNB dataset have timestamp attributes, since time is an
important phenomenon in social networks. The latter correlation rules in Table C.1
are related to time, and ensure that events in the social network follow a logical
order: e.g., people can post a comment only after becoming a friend with someone,
and that can only happen after both persons joined the network.
The volume of person activity in a real social network, i.e., number of messages created per unit of time, is not uniform, but driven by real world events such
as elections, natural disasters and sport competitions. Whenever an important real
world event occurs, the amount of people and messages talking about that topic
spikes – especially from those persons interested in that topic. We introduced this
in DATAGEN by simulating events related to certain tags, around which the frequency of posts by persons interested in that tag is significantly higher (the topic
is “trending”). Figure C.2(a) shows the density of posts over time with and without
event-driven post generation, for SF=10. When event driven post generation is enabled, the density is not uniform but spikes of different magnitude appear, which
correspond to events of different levels of importance. The activity volume around
an event is implemented as proposed in [127].

C.0.3

Structure Correlation: Friendships

The “Homophily Principle” [141] states that similar people have a higher probability to be connected. This is modeled by DATAGEN by making the probability that
people are connected dependent on their characteristics (attributes). This is implemented by a multi-stage edge generation process over two correlation dimensions:
(i) places where people studied and (ii) interests of persons.
In other words, people that are interested in a topic and/or have studied in the
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same university at the same year, have a larger probability to be friends. Furthermore, in order to reproduce the inhomogeneities found in real data, a third dimension consisting of a random number is also used.
In each edge generation stage the persons are re-sorted on one dimension (first
stage: study location, second: interests, last: random). Each worker processes a disjunct range of these persons sequentially, keeping a window of the persons in memory – the entire range does not have to fit – and picks friends from the window
using a geometric probability distribution that decreases with distance in the window. The probability for generating a connection during this stage drops from very
low at window boundary to zero outside it (since the generator is not even capable
of generating a friendship to data dropped from its window). All this makes the
complex task of generating correlated friendship edges scalable, as it now only depends on parallel sorting and sequential processing with limited memory. We note
that one dimension may have the form of multiple single-dimensional values bitwise appended. In the particular case of the studied location, these are the Z-order
location of the university’s city (bits 31-24), the university ID (bits 23-12), and the
studied year (bits 11-0). This is exemplified at Figure C.1 where we show a sliding
window along the first correlation dimension (i.e., studied location). As shown in
this figure, those persons closer to person P2 (the person generating friends for) according to the first dimension (e.g., P41 , P6 ) have a higher probability to be friends
of P2 .
The correlations in the friends graph also propagate to the messages. A person location influences on the one hand interests and studied location, so one gets
many more like-minded or local friends. These persons typically have many more
common interests (tags), which become the topic of posts and comment messages.
The number of friendship edges generated per person (friendship degree) is
skewed [77]. DATAGEN discretizes the power law distribution given by Facebook
graph [178], but scales this according to the size of the network. Because in smaller
networks, the amount of “real” friends that is a member and to which one can connect is lower, we adjust the mean average degree logarithmically in terms of person
membership, such that it becomes (somewhat) lower for smaller networks. A target average degree of the friendship graph is chosen using the following formula:
avg_degree = n0.512−0.028·log(n) , where n is the number of persons in the graph.
That is, when the size of the SNB dataset would be that of Facebook (i.e. 700M
persons) the average friendship degree would be around 200. Then, each person is
first assigned to a percentile p in the Facebook’s degree distribution and second,
a target degree uniformly distributed between the minimum and the maximum degrees at percentile p. Figure C.2(b) shows the maximum degree per percentile of the
Facebook graph, used in DATAGEN. Finally, the person’s target degree is scaled by
multiplying it by a factor resulting from dividing avg_degree by the average degree
of the real Facebook graph. Figure C.3(a) shows the friendship degree distribution
for SF=10. Finally, given a person, the number of friendship edges for each correlation dimension is distributed as follows: 45%, 45% and 10% out of the target
degree, for the first, the second and the third correlation dimension, respectively.
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Figure C.2: (a) Post distribution over time for event-driven vs uniform post generation on SF=10. (b) Maximum degree of each percentile in the Facebook graph.
SFs

Number of entities (x 1000000)
Nodes

Edges Persons Friends Messages Forums

30

99.4

655.4

0.18

14.2

97.4

100

317.7

2154.9

0.50

46.6

312.1

1.8
5.0

300

907.6

6292.5

1.25

136.2

893.7

12.6

1000 2930.7 20704.6

3.60

447.2

2890.9

36.1

Table C.3: SNB dataset statistics at different Scale Factors

C.0.4

Scales & Scaling

DATAGEN can generate social networks of arbitrary size, however for the benchmarks we work with standard scale-factors (SF) valued 1,3,10,30,.. as indicated in
Table C.3. The scale is determined by setting the amount of persons in the network,
yet the scale factor is the amount of GB of uncompressed data in comma separated
value (CSV) representation. DATAGEN can also generate RDF data in Ntriple1
format, which is much more verbose.
DATAGEN is implemented on top of Hadoop to provide scalability. Data generation is performed in three steps, each of them composed of more MapReduce
jobs.
person generation: In this step, the people of the social network are generated,
including the personal information, interests, universities where they studied and
companies where they worked at. Each mapper is responsible of generating a subset
of the persons of the network.
1 When generating URIs that identify entities, we ensure that URIs for the same kind of entity (e.g.
person) have an order that follows the time dimension. This is done by encoding the timestamp (e.g.
when the user joined the network) in the URI string in an order-preserving way. This is important for
URI compression in RDF systems where often a correlation between such identifying URIs and time is
present, yet it is not trivial to realize since we generate data in correlation dimension order, not logical
time order.
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Figure C.3: (a) Friendship degree distribution for scale factor 10. (b) DATAGEN
scale-up.
friendship generation: As explained above, friendship generation is split into a
succession of stages, each of them based on a different correlation dimension. Each
of these stages consists of two MapReduce jobs. The first is responsible for sorting
the persons by the given correlation dimension. The second receives the sorted
people and performs the sliding window process explained above.
person activity generation: this involves filling the forums with posts comments
and likes. This data is mostly tree-structured and is therefore easily parallelized
by the person who owns the forum. Each worker needs the attributes of the owner
(e.g. interests influence post topics), the friend list (only friends post comments and
likes) with the friendship creation timestamps (they only post after that); but otherwise the workers can operate independently.
We have paid specific attention to making data generation deterministic. This
means that regardless the Hadoop configuration parameters (#node, #map and #reduce tasks) the generated dataset is always the same.
On a single 4-core machine (Intel i7-2600K@3.4GHz, 16GB RAM) that runs
MapReduce in “pseudo-distributed” mode – where each CPU core runs a mapper
or reducer – one can generate a SF=30 in 20 minutes. For larger scale factors it is
recommended to use a true cluster; SF=1000 can be generated within 2 hours with
10 such machines connected with Gigabit ethernet (see Figure C.3(b)).
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